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Abstract

This thesis presents a reflexive law approach to the regulation of cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrencies are a form of digital or virtual currency generated, exchanged and distributed exclusively online. Whilst there are legitimate uses for cryptocurrencies, and there is considerable interest in their innovative potential in the financial sector and beyond, their use in facilitating illegal activities combined with the risks they pose to consumers and investors warrants their regulation. Current cryptocurrency regulation consists of recommendations, warnings, opinions, and statements of international organisations, whose mandates and purview include and intersect with the issues of regulatory concern raised by cryptocurrencies. It also consists of disparate national approaches, which this thesis has classified into jurisdictions with (a) no regulation, (b) restrictive regulations, (c) neutral regulation, and (d) promotive regulations. However, the inherent technical features of cryptocurrencies present specific challenges to this current regulatory framework, in the areas of enforcement and compliance. This thesis argues that a reflexive regulation approach—in which the law acts at a subsystem-specific level to install, correct, and redefine democratic self-regulatory mechanisms—is best suited to contending with the issues of regulatory concern presented by cryptocurrencies, whilst addressing the shortcomings and limitations of current cryptocurrency regulation. This thesis provides strategies for a reflexive regulation approach to cryptocurrencies, developed through the identification of the internal self-regulatory mechanisms of the cryptocurrency system. Identifying these as computer code and consensus-based distributive governance mechanisms respectively, this thesis concludes by providing recommendations aimed at redirecting these internal self-regulatory mechanisms towards achieving regulatory goals. In this way, this thesis draws from the theory of reflexive regulation as presented by Gunther Teubner, in order to provide both a substantive and jurisprudential perspective on the regulation of cryptocurrencies.
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Introduction

In October 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto published a white paper entitled 'Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System'. Circulated at the height of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), where a severe economic crisis was occurring in a climate of extreme distrust and disillusionment with the global banking system, Nakamoto’s paper sought to address the inherent weaknesses of the trust-based model for commerce on the internet, which relied exclusively on financial institutions serving as trusted third parties in the processing of electronic payments. Nakamoto’s paper proposed an alternative to this system, providing the blueprint for ‘an electronic payment system based on cryptographic proof instead of trust’. This, and the accompanying open source software released a year later, was the birth of Bitcoin, the first of what are now known as cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrencies are a form of digital or virtual currency generated and distributed exclusively online, that ‘rely on a cryptographic protocol to regulate the manner in which (and the extent to which) currency can be created and/or exchanged’.

Early academic research into cryptocurrencies immediately identified the duality of cryptocurrencies, which can be seen as both a ‘regulatory nightmare’ and a ‘libertarian dream’. This is because whilst cryptocurrencies present an exciting and innovative alternative to conducting commerce over the internet, providing benefits such as privacy, cost reduction and the ability to ‘make non-reversible payments for non-reversible services’, cryptocurrencies also present considerable challenges to regulatory and law enforcement agencies. These challenges primarily have to do with the manner in which cryptocurrencies are able to operate beyond the reach of the law, due to technical design features such

---

2 ibid 1.
4 ibid.
5 Nakamoto (n 1) 1.
as operating over a global, distributed, peer-to-peer (P2P) network, and the ability to obscure the location and identities of parties to transactions.\(^6\)

This thesis is aimed at considering the regulation of cryptocurrencies, in light of not only the challenges but also the opportunities presented by the innovative features of cryptocurrencies to regulatory authorities, and to the legal system more broadly. With this in mind, this thesis draws on the theory of reflexive regulation as presented by Gunther Teubner, in order to consider cryptocurrency regulation from both a substantive and jurisprudential perspective. Reflexive regulation envisages a role for the law in which,

\[
\text{law must act at the subsystem-specific level to install, correct, and redefine democratic self-regulatory mechanisms. Law's role is to decide about decisions, regulate regulations, and establish structural premises for future decisions in terms of organization, procedure and competences.}^{7}
\]

This thesis will show how a reflexive regulation approach is well-suited to both addressing the regulatory challenges, and exploring the regulatory opportunities presented by the advent of cryptocurrencies. This presentation of a reflexive law approach to cryptocurrency regulation will be structured around layered responses to six questions, namely:

1) What are cryptocurrencies and why do they need to be regulated?
2) What is the current approach to cryptocurrency regulation?
3) Why is there a need for an alternative approach to cryptocurrencies?
4) What is reflexive regulation?
5) How can reflexive regulation be applied to cryptocurrencies?
6) What are the strategies for reflexively regulating cryptocurrencies?

\(^6\)Nakamoto (n 1); the definitions of these and other technical terms will be elaborated on in Chapter 1.

Structure of Thesis

This thesis will therefore consist of six chapters, each aimed at addressing each of the six questions stated above, as follows:

What are cryptocurrencies and why do they need to be regulated?

Chapter 1 will provide an introduction and overview of cryptocurrencies in order to lay the contextual foundation for the thesis, prior to considering their regulation. Taking an evolutionary perspective to the advent of cryptocurrencies, this chapter will describe the history and development of cryptocurrencies, starting with the emergence of alternative currency and the emergence of Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technology. The chapter will then highlight the complexity of cryptocurrencies by describing the multiplayer ecosystem in which they operate, including miners, developers and the various cryptocurrency financial intermediaries. This will be followed by a description of the issues of regulatory concern raised by cryptocurrencies, in order to gain an understanding of the motivation and rationale for their regulation. The chapter will then conclude by discussing the key insights from this consideration of what cryptocurrencies are, how they operate, and why they need to be regulated.

What is the current approach to cryptocurrency regulation?

Chapter 2 of this thesis will analyse the current means of regulating cryptocurrencies, prior to an evaluation and analysis of this existing regulatory framework. With this in mind, the chapter will present an overview of international and regional regulatory responses to cryptocurrencies. The organisations to be included in this analysis are the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the G20 and the Financial Stability Board (FSB), the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD) the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), the Bank of International Settlements (BIS), International Organisation of Securities Commission (IOSCO), and the various organisations within the European Union (EU). This will be followed by an overview of national regulatory responses to cryptocurrencies. This section will categorise
regulations as having either no regulation, or restrictive, neutral or promotive jurisdictions. The chapter will then provide some concluding remarks on current cryptocurrency regulation.

**Why is there a need for a different approach to regulation?**

**Chapter 3** will provide some critical insight showing the shortcomings of current cryptocurrency regulation, in order to display why there is a need for an alternative regulatory approach. This will be done firstly by discussing the enforcement challenges regulators face when existing substantive laws are applied to cryptocurrencies. Thereafter, the chapter will discuss the compliance challenges faced by the cryptocurrency industry when seeking to adhere to existing regulations. Chapter 3 will conclude by discussing the need for an alternative approach to cryptocurrency regulation, with an emphasis on what such an approach must be able to address in order to be fit for purpose.

**What is reflexive regulation?**

The aim of **Chapter 4** is to present the theoretical foundation for an alternative approach to cryptocurrency regulation based on the theory of reflexive regulation. This will be done by first providing an overview of the key components of reflexive regulation theory, as initially presented by Gunther Teubner. This will be followed by a consideration of where reflexive regulation stands in the spectrum of established regulatory theories and strategies with a particular focus on the differences between reflexive regulation and other self-regulation-based theoretical approaches. The chapter will conclude by discussing the rationale and merits of taking a reflexive law approach to the regulation of cryptocurrencies.

**How can reflexive regulation be applied to cryptocurrency?**

**Chapter 5** will present the main mechanisms through which cryptocurrency systems self-regulate and self-govern. This is a necessary pre-cursor to the core component of reflexive regulation, which is the redirection of internal self-regulatory mechanisms towards regulatory goals. With this in mind, the chapter
will identify the two main internal governance mechanisms within cryptocurrency system as ‘Code’ and ‘Consensus’. These mechanisms are described and analysed in turn, with a focus on their operational closure (functionality) and cognitive openness (regulability). This will be done with an emphasis on highlighting not only the avenues and means for legal intervention within these internal governance structures, but also identifying the role of law and legal intervention in ameliorating these self-regulatory mechanisms, in order to address the issues of regulatory concern related to cryptocurrencies.

**What are the strategies for regulating cryptocurrencies reflexively?**

**Chapter 6** will conclude the thesis, by providing strategies for the reflexive regulation of cryptocurrencies, based on observations on the structure and self-regulatory mechanisms of the cryptocurrency system made in the preceding chapters. Here, the focus will be on recommendations stemming from the use of code and consensus as internal self-regulatory mechanisms within the cryptocurrency system. Further expanding on previous chapters, these recommendations will be made in light of the identified issues of regulatory concern, in recognition of the highlighted regulatory gaps and fissures present in current cryptocurrency regulation.

In this way, this thesis will present a reflexive law approach to cryptocurrency regulation that begins with assessing current approaches, starting with understanding the nature of cryptocurrencies and what makes them distinctive, and assessing their relevant regulatory concerns.
Chapter One: Overview of Cryptocurrencies

1.1 Introduction

This chapter will provide an introduction and overview of cryptocurrencies in order to lay the contextual foundation for the thesis, prior to considering their regulation. Taking an evolutionary perspective to the advent of cryptocurrencies, the chapter begins by describing their history and development starting with the emergence of alternative currency and the emergence of blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). The chapter will then proceed to highlight the complexity of cryptocurrencies by describing the multi-player ecosystem in which they operate including miners, developers and the various cryptocurrency financial intermediaries. This will be followed by highlighting the issues of regulatory concern raised by cryptocurrencies in order to gain an understanding of the motivation and rationale for their regulation. The chapter will then conclude by discussing the key insights from this consideration of what cryptocurrencies are, how they operate and why they need to be regulated.

1.2 History and Development

1.2.1 Emergence of Alternative Currency

The first step in the evolution of cryptocurrencies was the introduction of the notion of alternative currency. Alternative currencies, which are unconventional ‘objects of monetary value’,¹ are the earliest conceptual iterations of what have now evolved into cryptocurrencies. Alternative currency can come in the form of global and local community currencies; examples of local community alternative currencies within the United Kingdom (UK) are Transition Town Pounds, Time Banks and Local Exchange Trading Systems (LETS)². These were designed for

² Ibid.
specific purposes, such as the regeneration of local areas, addressing social exclusion and the addition of value to unpaid work. Examples of Transition Town Pounds are the Totnes\textsuperscript{3} and Brixton Pounds, which are paper notes with legal status equivalent to a retail voucher, with restrictions to a particular geographical community.\textsuperscript{4} However, the majority of alternative currencies are of a more global and universal nature, and include items such as tokens, loyalty schemes, credits, or points earned in games and virtual or online worlds. The latter are early examples of Virtual Currency (VC), which mainly have restricted in-game use as units of value in online or virtual gaming communities. In this way, VC is ‘a type of unregulated, digital money, which is issued and usually controlled by its developers, and used and accepted among the members of a specific virtual community’.\textsuperscript{5} Often used synonymously, Digital Currency (DC) is ‘a privately issued code or serial number representing value that is circulated online’.\textsuperscript{6}

Early VC and DCs had a central managing authority usually in the form of a game developer, who ‘directly or through software managed the issuance, storage and redemption of the in-game currency and who may have validated, tracked and recorded transactions’.\textsuperscript{7} Examples of these operating in 2012 are Arena Net’s Guild Wars 2, Iceland’s CCP Games, and Valve Corporation, which aimed to create a shared currency across two virtual environments.\textsuperscript{8} Second Life and its Linden Dollar is another example of a closed virtual community with its own VC. Launched in 2013 by Linden Labs, Second Life is an online world that allows real

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{3} The Totnes Transition Town Pounds experiment ended in March 2019, citing a decline of use partly due to an increasingly cashless economy. For further details, see \url{https://www.transitiontowntotnes.org/2019/03/totnes-pound-celebration/}
\item \textsuperscript{4} Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology (n 1).
\end{itemize}
life purchases in the game through Linden Dollars. Although now in decline, Second Life's Linden-based economy was highly liquid, even 'producing its own millionaire, Anshe Chung, who made a very real fortune from buying and selling property that existed only on Second Life servers'. This ability to have bi-directional flows of value between virtual and 'real' worlds led to an extension of the use of VCs, beyond the gaming world into the everyday economy, mostly as a way to launder the proceeds of criminal activity. An example of this is Liberty Reserve, an online bank that converted local currencies to Liberty Reserve Dollars. More recent examples of post-gaming VCs include the now defunct Facebook Credits facility and Amazon Coins, which sought to use their own platform-specific virtual currency to facilitate transactions on their websites. The concept and functionality of digital and virtual currencies was incorporated and augmented by the introduction of cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrencies are 'digital currencies that rely on a cryptographic protocol to regulate the manner in which (and the extent to which) currency can be created and/or exchanged'. The evolutionary leap that distinguishes cryptocurrency from VC and DC is the use of peer-to-peer networking and cryptography, to maintain the integrity of

---

9 According to the New World Notes blog, Second Life has about 60,000 premium subscribers in 2019, up by 3000 from 2017 low point, but still below 2012's peak of 70,000, see <https://nwn.blogs.com/nwn/2019/05/sl-premium-subscriptions-linden-lab-tyche.html> Accessed 2 December 2019.
11 Gross (n 8).
13 These two initiatives preceded Facebook's Libra cryptocurrency initiative and Amazon's blockchain activities. For more details on both projects, see <https://www.ccn.com/facebook-amazon-libra-threat/> Accessed 2 December 2019.
15 As explained by techterms, "in a P2P network, the "peers" are computer systems that are connected to each other via the Internet. Files can be shared directly between systems on the network without the need of a central server." <https://techterms.com/definition/p2p> Accessed 2 December 2019.
16 Cryptography is a "method of protecting information and communications through the use of codes so that only those for whom the information is intended can read and process it". <https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/cryptography> Accessed 2 December 2019.
a technologically sophisticated system underpinned by blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT).

1.2.2 Emergence of Blockchain and DLT

The second significant concept necessary to understand cryptocurrencies, after that of VC and DC, is that of ledgers. Used in bookkeeping and accounting, ledgers have been a part of the earliest banking systems as a means to facilitate payments. For example, when goldsmith banks emerged in the 16th century, ‘they kept ledgers of their customers’ deposits which enabled payments to be made by making changes in the ledgers rather than physically exchanging the assets’.17 This ledger-keeping function of banks was made universal by the introduction of central banks to settle interbank obligations and maintain confidence in the convertibility of bank liabilities into cash at par.18

Blockchain—the technical backbone of cryptocurrencies—is a secure ledger of transactions shared by all parties in a distributed network. Every transaction on a blockchain is recorded and stored to create an immutable (unchangeable) and auditable log of transactions. This shared log of transactions is partly what enables cryptocurrencies to function without the need of a trusted third party or intermediary, such as a bank, to verify transactions. Whilst the terms ‘blockchain’ and ‘DLT’ are often used interchangeably,19 blockchain is widely viewed as a category or sub-set of DLT.20 This is because, as shall be further discussed below, blockchain is a form of distributed ledger that has the additional functionality of

cryptographically linking data into 'blocks' which form a sequential tamperproof chain. As illustrated in Figure 1 below, the innovation presented by DLT is based on its difference from centralised payments. In a centralised payment system, when client A1 wants to make a payment to client B1, money is deducted from A1’s account to bank A, and thereafter the central bank moves money from bank A’s settlement account to bank B, which then adds money to client B1’s account. Here, the central bank maintains a ledger of interbank transactions, validating transactions and safeguarding against double spending and counterfeit.\(^{21}\)

*Figure 1: Centralised Payment Systems Compared to Distributed Payment Systems*

Source: (IMF)\(^{22}\)

However, with DLT, copies of transaction records (ledgers) are kept in multiple computers on the network, visible to everyone. As shall further be explained below, transactions are settled by a multiple of individual nodes (miners) who solve cryptographic puzzles and are rewarded through cryptocurrency.\(^{23}\) The illustration of a distributed ledger system (Figure 1) shows how payment from A


to B over a blockchain network is not subject to authorisation and monitoring by a central authority, and not restricted to any geographical location.\textsuperscript{24} As explained by Kiviat, the cryptographic technology behind blockchain is the core innovation of cryptocurrencies, because ‘for the first time ever, secure electronic transfers of value can occur without the presence of a trusted third party’.\textsuperscript{25}

However, it must be noted that the technology behind DLT and blockchain is not entirely new. Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and encryption technologies existed prior to the development of cryptocurrencies. More specifically,

\begin{quote}
the P2P network was popularised by Napster in June 1999; PKI, which give the ability to secure transaction between two untrusted parties and provides other key elements like time stamping, has been in use since the 1990s; and finally, the cryptographic hash used in blockchain consensus algorithms became popular for security use in areas like mobile devices since the late 1980s.\textsuperscript{26}
\end{quote}

1.2.3 Emergence of Cryptocurrency

In this way, cryptocurrency emerged through combining and building on the notions of digital ledgers and alternative money. This combination of concepts occurred first with Bitcoin, the first and largest of cryptocurrency, and brainchild of Satoshi Nakamoto. In 2008, Nakamoto published a paper aimed at presenting a solution to the problems inherent in the exclusive reliance on financial institutions to process electronic payments and to serve as trusted third parties in the conducting of commerce over the internet. These problems include the cost of intermediation, which increases transactions costs and, in turn, ‘limit[s] the minimum practical transaction size and cut[s] off the possibility for small casual

\textsuperscript{26} Morgan (n 19).
transactions as well as the broader cost in the inability to ‘make non-reversible payments for non-reversible services’.27

Building partly on the work of Adam Back28 and Wei Dai29, Nakamoto presented a solution to bypass these and other inherent weaknesses of the trust-based model of commerce over the internet. This was done by developing ‘an electronic payment system based on cryptographic proof instead of trust, allowing any two willing parties to transact directly with each other without the need for a trusted third party’.30 The proposed system would solve the double-spending problem (where the same set of coins are spent in more than one transaction) by ‘using a peer-to-peer distributed timestamp sever to generate computational proof of the chronological order of transactions’.31

In this instance, the security of the system is maintained by the collective computational power of dispersed nodes (computers running the Bitcoin software).32 More specifically, double spending is prevented by publicly announcing all transactions, with a system in place for participants to agree on a single history of the order in which transactions were received, with the earliest transaction being the sole legitimate transaction. This is achieved by each transaction being time-stamped, with each subsequent transaction building on the one before it, to form a chain where ‘each additional timestamp reinforces the ones before it’.33 An algorithm called ‘proof-of-work’,34 in which nodes compete to solve mathematical problems in order to verify and add transactions to the blockchain, secures this P2P-distributed time-stamp server. This ensures the irreversibility and immutability of each transaction, and ultimately the security

27 Nakamoto (n 24) 1.
30 S Nakamoto (n 24) 1.
31 ibid 1.
32 ibid 3.
33 ibid 2.
34 Proof-of-work and other cryptocurrency consensus mechanism will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
of the overall system—as an immense amount of Central Processing Unit (CPU) power would be needed to redo the proof-of-work of the block and all blocks after it, and then catch up with and surpass the work of the honest nodes.35

An additional feature of this system is a re-conceptualisation of the notion of privacy. In traditional banking, privacy is achieved by restricting access to information by the public about the parties involved in transactions. The identities and transactions are known only to the individuals, the trusted third party (bank), and any other relevant counterparties. However, in the cryptocurrency system, where all transactions are, by design and necessity, publicly announced on a blockchain, ‘privacy is maintained by breaking the flow of information in another place: by keeping public keys anonymous’.36 This means that the public can see that someone is sending X amount to someone else, without knowing who the individuals in each transaction are. This is made possible by the fact that public keys (which can be compared to bank account numbers in traditional systems) are pseudonymous,37 and can only be accessed by their private key counterpart (which can be compared to a bankcard Personal Identification or PIN number).38

Nakamoto concluded his paper by stating that ‘the network is robust in its unstructured simplicity’.39 Others agree with this conclusion, and cryptocurrencies were viewed as being ‘an exciting innovation that has the potential to greatly improve human welfare and jump-start other potentially revolutionary developments in global communications and business’.40 The

---

35 S Nakamoto (n 24) 2.
36 ibid 6.
37 It must be noted that it is difficult, but not impossible, to link cryptocurrency user identities to their blockchain public keys. Companies such as Elliptic are already doing this in partnership with Interpol <https://www.elliptic.co/> Accessed 2 December 2019. Although there are several means to counteract this (such as using zero knowledge proofs as shall be further discussed) the advent of quantum computing is likely to further enable the de-pseudonymisation of cryptocurrency public keys.
39 S Nakamoto (n 21) 8.
40 P Mullan (n 6) 12.
adoption of cryptocurrencies has been based on benefits including privacy (pseudonymity), security and data protection, payment freedom (from banks and institutional authority); the transparency and neutrality of the public ledger are linked with the ideas of personal financial autonomy, central to understanding Bitcoin's socio-cultural and political roots. These are, in turn, linked to the benefits of financial inclusion due to the lower transaction costs than those in traditional banking systems.

In this way, Nakamoto’s Bitcoin became the first form of cryptocurrency, the first commercial business-case for DLT, and the first use of cryptography to generate and secure virtual and digital currency—and, in so doing, Bitcoin provided the technical functionality for these to expand across the virtual into the 'real world'. Indeed, without this ability and possibility to be converted into fiat currency or government issued legal tender, cryptocurrencies would not be commercially viable, as they have no intrinsic value. Since the development of Bitcoin, various other cryptocurrencies have come to the fore. Examples of these include Litecoin, Ethereum, Ripple and Dogecoin, with Bitcoin being by far the most widely used and largest by market capitalisation and volume of transactions. There are, at the time of writing, 4,894 different cryptocurrencies with a market capitalisation of nearly US$200 billion, with Bitcoin forming 67 per cent of the market.

It must be noted that there are new taxonomies that have developed around cryptocurrency, most significantly that adopted by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) which conceptualises cryptocurrencies as a type of cryptoasset.

41 For more on this aspect of cryptocurrency see D Columbia, The Politics of Bitcoin: Software as Right Wing Extremism (University of Minnesota Press 2016).
45 For information on these currencies and their market capitalisation, see <http://coinmarketcap.com> Accessed 2 December 2019. The regulatory significance of the differences in cryptocurrencies shall be further discussed in Chapter 4.
46 Data from Coinmarketcap <https://coinmarketcap.com/> from 5 December 2019.
In this instance, cryptoassets are defined as ‘cryptographically secured digital representations of value or contractual rights that use some type of distributed ledger technology (DLT) and can be transferred, stored or traded electronically’. In this taxonomy, cryptocurrencies are conceived of as a type of unregulated payment token, distinct from the FCA-regulated security tokens and e-money tokens. The use of the term ‘cryptoassets’ instead of cryptocurrency has been adopted by other UK regulators, including the HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC). This taxonomy has been adopted by several research institutes and management consultancy firms, which have followed the FCA’s lead in using the term ‘cryptoassets’. However, the Bank of England’s (BOE) policy guidance uses both terms, most likely due to the fact that cryptocurrency is still the more widely used term in jurisdictions other than the UK. This thesis therefore uses the original concept of cryptocurrencies, which defines them as ‘digital currencies that rely on a cryptographic protocol to regulate the manner in which (and the extent to which) currency can be created and/or exchanged’. What follows is a brief description of the key actors in the cryptocurrency ecosystem, in order to highlight the complex nature of their functionality.

1.3 The Cryptocurrency Ecosystem

In order to understand how cryptocurrencies work, it is essential to describe the key participants in the cryptocurrency ecosystem. These are the developers who design cryptocurrencies systems, the nodes that download and run the

---

51 See for example, the United States’ Federal Reserve <https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/brainard20180515a.htm>
52 P De Filippi (n 14) 2.
cryptocurrency software, and the miners who generate and validate transactions; the exchanges and wallet providers which store and convert cryptocurrency to fiat; and the cryptocurrency payments service providers, which further facilitate and propagate the use of cryptocurrencies. In sum, the four main ways to acquire cryptocurrencies—by mining, as payment for goods and services, exchanging cryptocurrency with other users and by purchasing cryptocurrency at an exchange\(^{53}\)—will all be alluded to in this section.

### 1.3.1 Developers

Cryptocurrency software developers are the programmers who design, implement, maintain and update the computer code of cryptocurrency systems. Bitcoin’s software, called Bitcoin Core, is free and open source,\(^{54}\) meaning that any developer can contribute to the project. Whilst Bitcoin Core has a large number of contributors and developers who contribute in coding, testing, reviewing and commenting on the software, the Bitcoin Core project has software maintainers who have ‘commit access’,\(^{55}\) and are responsible for the alignment of the multiple contributions. These software maintainers have been described as performing a ‘janitorial role’, merging patches that the team agrees should be merged, and acting as a final check to ensure that patches are safe and in line with the project goals.\(^{56}\)

This decentralised, open source software development process is emblematic of all cryptocurrency platforms that are developed out of the modification of Bitcoin Core’s software. A 2019 report by Electric Capital showed that Ethereum had the most developers working on its base protocol, with a monthly average of 99 developers contributing to the project per month, compared to Bitcoin’s average

---

\(^{53}\) Bitcoin.org (n 38).

\(^{54}\) Open source software is software with source code that anyone can inspect, modify, and enhance <https://opensource.com/resources/what-open-source> Accessed 2 December 2019.

\(^{55}\) Commit Access is the right to make changes to the copy of the code that will be used for the project’s next official release. For more details on committers and maintainers in a software project, see <https://producingoss.com/en/committers.html> Accessed 2 December 2019.

of 50 developers per month. Other cryptocurrency platforms (including EoS, Tron, and Cardano) averaged 25 developers contributing per month. In total, Electric Capital’s global data revealed that over 4000 developers per month contribute code to over 2800 cryptocurrencies. Similar to Bitcoin, Ethereum has core developers, including its founder Vitalik Buterin, who make the most contributions to the development of the platform. In this way, it can be seen that cryptocurrency development takes place in a decentralised and crowd-sourced manner, albeit with a smaller team of software developers responsible for committing, moderating and amalgamating proposed improvements to the cryptocurrency platform.

1.3.2 Nodes and Miners

The term ‘node’ in cryptocurrency refers to a computer that downloads and runs the cryptocurrency software. There are various kinds of nodes, with a full node being one that has downloaded the entire blockchain from the genesis block or first transaction, and light nodes being those that have downloaded only part of blockchain. Every type of node contributes to the security of the cryptocurrency blockchain. The more nodes there are, the larger the distributed network and the more difficult it is to hack. The distributed P2P nature of cryptocurrency means that there is no single point of attack or failure. Indeed, it would require large amounts of computing power to access every node and alter...

---


58 ibid.


60 The role of developers and the process through which changes are made to cryptocurrency platforms will be re-visited and further discussed in relevant sections of subsequent chapters of the thesis.

61 According to Bitcoin.org, running a full node requires a minimum of 200 gigabytes of free disk space, 2 gigabytes of memory (RAM), a broadband internet connection with speeds of at least 400 kilobits per second, and a minimum of 6 hours per day in which the system is left running. See <https://bitcoin.org/en/full-node#minimum-requirements> Accessed 2 December 2019.

them all at the same time.\textsuperscript{63} This would take what is known as a ‘51% attack’, a taxing computational feat, as it entails one node capturing and controlling a majority of network hash rate, to revise transaction history and prevent new transactions from confirming. \textsuperscript{64}

Miners are a type of full node that play the key role of verifying transactions and, in so doing generating new cryptocurrency. Miners generate new cryptocurrency through the use of powerful software designed to solve complex mathematical problems.\textsuperscript{65} Here, miners earn cryptocurrency each time a correct response is generated by their software, which provides financial incentives for participating in and maintaining the network. In general, cryptocurrency software is designed to transform blocks of transactions on the blockchain into a ‘hash’, which is a shorter string of numbers and letters verifying each transaction based on the transaction preceding it. As explained by Coindesk, ‘because each block’s hash is produced using the hash of the block before it, it becomes a digital version of a wax seal. It confirms that this block—and every block after it—is legitimate, because if you tampered with it, everyone would know’.\textsuperscript{66} This aspect of cryptography ensures that it is nearly impossible to fake cryptocurrency transactions. Miners play a vital role, because it is only after the competitive mining process verifies the transactions that the cryptocurrency relating to that transaction are generated and issued to the recipient, along with the miners’ own cryptocurrency ‘payment’.\textsuperscript{67} In sum, unlike fiat currency that is created when central banks print money, cryptocurrency is created at the point of verification on the blockchain through cryptographic hash functions.

\textsuperscript{64} Nakamoto (n 24).
\textsuperscript{65} ibid.
\textsuperscript{67} Miners most commonly create ‘mining pools’ to combine resources and share their processing power over a network. For more detail on mining pools see [https://www.buybitcoinworldwide.com/mining/pools/] Accessed 2 December 2019.
1.3.3 Exchanges

In cryptocurrency markets, the simplest form of transactions take place using DLT on the blockchain. However, the movement of cryptocurrencies off the blockchain requires intermediation. Here, intermediaries ‘act as custodians of cryptocurrency or cryptocurrency credentials originally belonging to their clients and may facilitate and clear transactions for clients without updating the public ledger’. More generally, as adapted from the New York Department of Financial Services (NYDFS), intermediaries in cryptocurrency markets are mainly entities involved in (a) receiving cryptocurrency for transmission or transmitting it, (b) holding cryptocurrency for others, (c) buying and selling cryptocurrency, and (d) exchange services involved in the conversion or exchange of fiat currency or other value into cryptocurrency. In this way, exchanges are the link between the virtual cryptocurrencies and the everyday economy.

Exchanges are a pivotal component of the cryptocurrency ecosystem, as they play the primary role of converting cryptocurrencies to fiat currency. Some exchanges are large exchanges for institutional traders, whilst others are simpler wallet services with more limited buying and selling capabilities. In addition to this, exchanges are also the primary facilitators of cryptocurrency trading activity (including derivatives), as well the main means for storing investments. This can occur either online, or in ‘cold storage’ services that secure cryptocurrency offline using additional security measures such as multi-signature (multisig).

---

wallets, that use a number of keys to protect the account.\textsuperscript{71} With these functions in mind, cryptocurrency exchanges can be classified as being custodial, non-custodial, P2P, and decentralised exchanges (DEX).\textsuperscript{72} The distinction between custodial and non-custodial exchanges lies in whether or not they hold the user’s private keys.\textsuperscript{73} Custodial exchanges have access to user’s private keys and cryptocurrency in order to execute trades faster offline (off-chain), without waiting for the more time-consuming transaction verification on the blockchain (on-chain).\textsuperscript{74} Both P2P and DEX are non-custodial exchanges. P2P exchanges ‘provide a flexible user matching platform where users can decide whether to store funds at the exchange and perform the actual trade outside of the platform’.\textsuperscript{75} On the other hand, DEXs ‘uses a public blockchain for both order matching as well as clearing and settlement while allowing users to maintain control of their funds for the entirety of the trading process’,\textsuperscript{76} which, like P2P exchanges, is a completely decentralised online means of transacting. Finally, similarly facilitating the exchange of cryptocurrency to fiat are cryptocurrency Automated Teller Machines (ATMs). Records show that there are now over 5,000 cryptocurrency ATMs around the world, with 70 per cent of these being in the United States and Canada.\textsuperscript{77} Cryptocurrency ATMs can be used in the following ways: to use fiat to purchase cryptocurrencies, use cryptocurrencies to purchase

\textsuperscript{71} ibid.
\textsuperscript{74} The fastest cryptocurrency transaction time in September 2019 was Dash (2 mins 39 seconds), Bitcoin averages 10 minutes per transactions. (The difference between Bitcoin BTC and Bitcoin Cash BCH will be discussed further, in Chapter 6). Cryptocurrency transaction speeds vary based on nodes, consensus mechanisms in use, network volumes and congestion. For further details, see Coinsutra <https://coinsutra.com/transaction-speeds/> Accessed 2 December 2019.
\textsuperscript{75} M Rauchs (n 72) 12.
\textsuperscript{76} ibid.
other cryptocurrencies, or to cash-out virtual cryptocurrency for fiat currency by withdrawing the fiat currency in exchange for cryptocurrency at the ATM.\(^{78}\)

### 1.3.4 Wallet Providers

Electronic Wallet Providers are exclusively concerned with the storage of cryptocurrency.\(^{79}\) This distinction is not always clear, as some wallets provide currency exchange services within the wallet interface.\(^{80}\) In the simplest of terms, wallets are used for storing cryptocurrency, whereas exchanges are mainly for buying and selling cryptocurrencies from and into other cryptocurrencies or fiat. Wallet services are either accessed through mobile applications, web interfaces, desktop clients (which requires the downloading of software), or a combination of the three. Wallet services offer storage facilities either online or offline, with most offline storage services being offered at a fee, and online storage often taking place at no direct cost to customers. In addition to this, some wallets are independent (cannot be controlled or accessed by the service providers) whilst others are not.\(^{81}\) An example of the former is Coinbase’s Vault service, which denies the company access to consumer funds, and examples of the latter are MyCelium and Exodus Blockchain Assets, a wallet service that also allows for the trading of cryptocurrency within wallets.\(^{82}\) Additionally, there is the option to use a cryptocurrency hardware wallet, which stores private keys on a secure hardware device such as Trezor,\(^{83}\) offering the extra security of being immune to software viruses and hacking by virtue of being offline. Similar advantages are


\(^{80}\) Ibid.

\(^{81}\) There is also the option for cryptocurrency owners to purchase hardware wallets in which to store their cryptocurrency. These are the most secure option, as they are offline and so cannot be hacked. An example of a hardware wallet is Trezor. <https://trezor.io/> 3 December 2019.


\(^{83}\) For more on Trezor's hardware wallet, see <https://trezor.io/> Accessed 3 December 2019.
offered by wallets providing 'cold storage'\textsuperscript{84} options for cryptocurrency users to store their private keys in an offline environment, away from the internet.

\textbf{1.3.5 Payment Providers}

Cryptocurrency payment providers are those that use cryptocurrency primarily as a 'payment rail' for fast and cost-efficient payments, and those that facilitate the use of cryptocurrencies.\textsuperscript{85} Of focus here will be cryptocurrency lending platforms, remittance services and merchant services.

\textit{1.3.5.1 Lending Platforms}

Based on crowdfunding models,\textsuperscript{86} cryptocurrency lending platforms are aimed at facilitating global P2P financing, including micro-financing using cryptocurrency. These platforms offer several innovations, such as relationship lending and the replacement of traditional credit scoring with algorithms based on Big Data mining, in order to assess creditworthiness and trustworthiness through analysis of variables such as buying habits, lifestyle choices and memberships.\textsuperscript{87} Cryptocurrency lending platforms not only connect potential lenders to borrowers, they provide a space in which borrowers can ‘pitch’ their business plans to lenders directly and, in so doing, reducing the information asymmetries evident in traditional banking, all without geographical barriers. In addition to this, cryptocurrency lending platforms facilitate transactions by transmitting and exchanging cryptocurrency, and remitting interest repayments in the lender’s


\textsuperscript{85} Hileman and Rauchs (n 79).

\textsuperscript{86} Crowdfunding is a way of raising finance by asking a large number of people each for a small amount of money. For more details, see <https://www.ukcfa.org.uk/what-is-crowdfunding/> Accessed 2 December 2019.

cryptocurrency of choice. Examples of cryptocurrency lending platforms include YouHodler, Celsius Network and Coinloan.88

1.3.5.2 Remittance Services

Similarly, there are a plethora of Financial Technology (fintech) start-ups leveraging cryptocurrency and DLT to provide remittance services. These services exploit the technology’s ability to transfer and exchange value in near real time, to and from anywhere in the world, and the exchangeability of any cryptocurrency into any fiat currency across the world.89 Often with a geographical focus on the developing world, these cryptocurrency remittance services connect remitters to receivers using bespoke ATMs, mobile and smart phones, and local exchangers. Examples of these forms of service providers include BitPesa (Sub-Saharan Africa), BitSpark (APAC region), and Coin.ph (South-East Asia).90

1.3.5.3 Merchant Services

Cryptocurrency merchant services process payments on behalf of sellers accepting cryptocurrency payments. Some of these merchant service providers feature a ‘fuller-featured platform that lets users buy, store and transfer cryptocurrency, often providing additional services such as insured accounts and bill payment services’.91 Typically, cryptocurrency payment processors provide software applications or embeddable code that allow the merchant or other business to accept cryptocurrency payment on its website or at its brick-and-mortar location. They then either electronically transmit the cryptocurrency to the merchant’s wallet (hosted by the processor or another wallet provider, or held directly by the merchant), or convert some or all of the cryptocurrency into

---

89 M Rauchs (n 72).
91 Hileman and Rauchs (n 79) 72.
fiat currency and transmit payments to the merchant's account, as directed. 92
Examples of cryptocurrency merchant service providers include CoinPayments, 
BitPay and Coinbase Merchant Service.93

1.4 Issues of Regulatory Concern

Following on from this overview of the cryptocurrency ecosystem is a consideration of why cryptocurrencies are in need of regulation. There are several issues of concern to regulators that highlight why cryptocurrencies are subject to legal and regulatory oversight. These include the use of cryptocurrency in cybercrime activities; money laundering, terrorist financing and tax evasion; consumer protection; investor protection; and prudential and systemic risk. Each of these shall be discussed in turn.

1.4.1 Cyber Crime

Cryptocurrencies are being used in the perpetuating of both cyber-dependant and cyber-enabled crime. As per the definitions of the UK National Cyber Security Strategy, cyber-dependent crimes are ‘crimes that can be committed only through the use of Information and Communications Technology (‘ICT’) devices, where the devices are both the tool for committing the crime, and the target of the crime’, whereas cyber-enabled crimes are ‘traditional crimes which can be increased in scale or reach by the use of computers, computer networks or other forms of ICT’.94

92 Financial Action Task Force (n 78).
1.4.2 Cyber-Dependent Crimes

Cyber-dependent crimes include the illicit intrusions into computer networks, including hacking, and the disruption or downgrading of computer functionality, including malware and Denial of Service (DOS) or Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attacks.\(^{95}\) Hacking is a frequent feature in cryptocurrency activity in three ways. Firstly, cryptocurrency exchanges and wallet providers are often the victims of hacking themselves, resulting in the theft or loss of cryptocurrency. This shall be further discussed below. Secondly, the use of cryptocurrency mining malware, also known as ‘cryptojacking’, involves the use of malicious software to use a device’s CPU power to mine cryptocurrency without authorisation. This could potentially render a device unresponsive or unavailable for legitimate processes, making it appear as if the device is simply running slower than usual. Cryptocurrency mining uses a large amount of computing power. An increase in available CPU power therefore results in an increased probability of solving the complex equations required to validate transactions and earn cryptocurrency. Finally, cryptocurrencies are fuelling the use of ransomware attacks. Ransomware, such as Ryuk, ‘encrypts the targets’ hard drives, locking data until victims contact the hackers and pay a Bitcoin ransom to have their data restored’.\(^{96}\) These activities have proved profitable to cybercriminals with ransomware such as CryptoLocker and CryptoWall having received 133,045.9961 BTC and 87,897.8510 BTC respectively, and Jenkins-Miner (cryptojacking software) earning its operator over US$3,000,000 worth of the cryptocurrency Monero.\(^{97}\)

---

\(^{95}\) DOS is a type of cyber-attack designed to render a service inaccessible. DDOS is a DOS attack that originates from multiple computers instead of one. For further information on these and other types of cyber-attacks, see <https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/denial-service-dos-guidance-collection> Accessed 2 December 2019.


1.4.3 Cyber-Enabled Crimes

Reported incidents of cyber-enabled crimes involving cryptocurrencies include economic-related cybercrime such as fraud and online marketplaces for illegal goods and services. Instances of fraud will be further discussed in the section on consumer and investor protection below. The most prominent use of cryptocurrency in cyber-enabled crimes has been their use for the buying and selling of illegal goods and services on darknet markets such as Silk Road.

Silk Road was an online marketplace used for the sale and purchase of mainly illicit drugs, as well as ‘stolen credit and debit card numbers, fake IDs, counterfeit currencies, hacking tools and login credentials for hacked accounts’. Its founder, Ross Ulbricht, was sentenced to life imprisonment after being convicted of seven charges related to narcotics distribution, computer hacking and conspiracy. The Silk Road case highlights how Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies can be used for money laundering and financial crime, as all purchases on the website could only be made through bitcoins. Following up from Silk Road are other dark marketplaces focused on selling drugs, such as Atlantis and Silkroad 2.0 and 3.0. As such, the risk of cryptocurrency use for nefarious purposes is still ongoing, despite the advances in enforcement that led to the conviction of Ross Ulbricht. Other cases related to Silkroad include R v Assaf and others, where four University of Manchester students were charged with fourteen drug-related counts, and sentenced in March 2018 to 12, 11, 15 and seven years respectively, for buying and selling of illicit drugs using Silkroad.

98 The darknet or darkweb is a part of the internet that uses custom software and hidden networks in order to create an encrypted network of secret websites with internet content that is not accessible via traditional search engines. Description adapted from Investopedia <https://www.investopedia.com/insights/what-dark-net/> Accessed 2 December 2019.
101 These advances in enforcement shall be further discussed in more detail, in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
102 R v Assaf and others [2019] EWCA Crim 1057 Court of Appeal, Criminal Division.
1.4.4 Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Tax Evasion

Beyond their use in illicit markets, cryptocurrencies are also of concern to regulators due to their potential use in evading taxes and circumventing Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Counter Terrorism Financing (CTF) regulations. As highlighted by the European Banking Authority (EBA), money laundering and terrorist financing through cryptocurrency is made possible by the fact that criminals are able to deposit and transfer VCs anonymously, as well as transfer these funds ‘globally, rapidly and irrevocably’.103 Similarly, because of pseudonymity, terrorists can use cryptocurrency remittance systems and accounts for financing purposes, whilst ‘undermining the ability of enforcers to obtain evidence and recover criminal assets’.104 Examples of cryptocurrency-related money laundering cases include that of the Bitcoin exchange OKCoin, where hundreds of thousands of US dollars were laundered,105 as well as the case of BitInstant, in which an estimated sum of more than US$1,000,000 was laundered for Silk Road market customers.106

In addition to the potential threat of money laundering, it is important to note the potential use of cryptocurrencies by extremist groups to facilitate the trade of illicit products (for instance, stolen antiquities, drugs, and firearms), remit money to areas that are under high financial scrutiny or embargo, and publicly crowdfund their operations.107 However, despite the public reporting of the use of cryptocurrencies by terrorist organisations such as Islamic State as a means of moving and raising funds, these organisations are also very focused on the traditional means of moving funds.108 Finally, cryptocurrency tax evasion occurs

104 Ibid.
106 Ibid.
107 G Tziakouris (n 97).
where holders of cryptocurrency fail to report income and pay taxes from cryptocurrency transactions in line with the relevant regulatory requirements. In the US, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)’s criminal chief Don Fort described cryptocurrencies as a ‘significant threat’ to tax collection,\(^{109}\) announcing criminal tax evasion cases involving them, based on data on cryptocurrency holders compelled from cryptocurrency exchanges.

### 1.4.5 Consumer and Investor Protection

Cryptocurrencies additionally pose various types of risks to consumers and investors, who may buy unsuitable products, face large losses, be exposed to fraudulent activity, struggle to access market services, or be exposed to the failings of service providers.\(^{110}\) These risks are highest when cryptocurrencies are used as a means of payment, particularly with fraudulent exchanges, exchanges being hacked, and a numerous range of personal e-wallet security concerns.\(^{111}\)

Buying or selling cryptocurrency through an exchange entails the depositing of cryptocurrency into a wallet provided by the exchange service provider. In order to ensure constant and adequate liquidity to execute transactions in near real-time, exchanges have access to the private keys assigned to each customer, enabling them to partake in a form of fractional reserve banking, a fact that sometimes pushes them to act ‘more like a margin-taking balance-sheet deploying broker-dealers’\(^{112}\) instead of a simple exchange service—an activity


\(^{111}\) European Banking Authority (n 103).

for which Bitfinex was sanctioned by US regulators in 2016.\footnote{S Higgins, 'CFTC Fines Bitcoin Exchange Bitfinex $75,000 Over Trading Violations' (Coindesk 3 June 2016) <https://www.coindesk.com/cftc-bitcoin-exchange-bitfinex-trading-violations> Accessed 2 December 2019.} The act of depositing Bitcoin in an exchange and ceding exclusive use of a private key to a third party invokes fiduciary duties, and the need for trust between the exchange and the customer. In addition to this, the exchange requests and has access to customer’s bank details and other identity markers, again invoking a duty of trust in the protection of customer data. Similarly, the removal of the safety found in the immutable digital seal of transactions on the blockchain, as a result of transactions between customers being recorded only on exchanges’ trade history with only the exchanges’ wallet transactions being recorded on the blockchain,\footnote{N Bhaskar and D Lee, 'Bitcoin Exchanges' in D Lee, and C Kuo (eds), \textit{Handbook of Digital Currency: Bitcoin, Innovation, Financial Instruments, and Big Data} (Elsevier 2015).} further adds to the risks faced by consumers. Where exchange services are provided by brokerages or facilitated by P2P platforms, further risk arises from the need for customers to verify for themselves the legitimacy of a trading partner, as well as the risk of delivery of funds either via bank transfer or in person.

However, the most frequent manifestation of risk in exchange services has to do with the loss of funds held in escrow by hacking. In 2019 alone, 12 major hacks occurred of cryptocurrency exchanges, in which over US$292 million worth of cryptocurrency and 510,000 user logins were stolen.\footnote{P Thomson, ‘Most Significant Hacks of 2019—New Record of Twelve in One Year’ (Cointelegraph 20 January 2020) <https://cointelegraph.com/news/most-significant-hacks-of-2019-new-record-of-twelve-in-one-year> Accessed 15 January 2020.} More historically, Moore and Christin found that 18 out of 40 Bitcoin exchanges tracked between 2010 and 2013 had closed down after being breached, showing the failure rate of Bitcoin exchanges to be 45 per cent, with a median lifetime of only 381 days.\footnote{T Moore and N Christin, 'Beware the Middleman: Empirical Analysis of Bitcoin-Exchange Risk' \textit{International Conference on Financial Cryptography and Data Security} (2016) 25-33 Springer Berlin Heidelberg.} Interestingly, their study found that high-volume exchanges are less likely to close, but more likely to experience a breach, meaning that exchanges face a paradoxical challenge whereby ‘the continued operation of an exchange depends **__________**
on running a high transaction volume, which makes the exchange a more valuable target to thieves'. An additional risk factor of exchanges lies in the irrevocability of transactions, where, in this case, ‘irrevocability makes any Bitcoin transaction involving one or more intermediaries’ subject to added risk, such as if the intermediary becomes insolvent or absconds with customer deposits'. This risk came most prominently to the fore with the collapse of Mt Gox, the world’s largest cryptocurrency exchange at the time, whose bankruptcy in 2014 led to the loss of over US$473 million worth of Bitcoin. This has been the largest recorded theft of Bitcoin in history. More recent loss of funds include that of the Canadian cryptocurrency exchange QuadrigaCX in 2019, which led to customers losing US$190 million in both cryptocurrency and fiat. The QuadrigaCX case highlights another key point of vulnerability of cryptocurrency exchanges. In this instance, the loss of customer funds occurred after the passing QuadrigaCX’s CEO, Gerald Cotten, as no one else either in or outside of the company knew how to access the exchange’s cryptocurrency reserves—or indeed, where they might even be located. Similar loss of customer funds without the possibility of recourse or refund can occur in instances where the customer themselves loses their own private keys.

In addition to concerns around the hacking of platforms and consumer loss of access to funds, cryptocurrency trading platforms may fail to act in the best interest of investors. A case in point is Ang v Reliantco Investments Ltd, where the claimant, Ms Ang, who invested in Bitcoin futures, claimed that Reliantco, a financial products and services online trading platform, wrongfully blocked and

117 ibid 7.
118 ibid 2.
terminated her platform account and breached data protection obligations in connection with her account.\(^{123}\)

The trading of crypto-securities and cryptocurrency-based derivatives has become popular—an example of this is CryptoFacilities,\(^{124}\) which allows customers to trade a forward contract on the BTC price to hedge against fluctuation. However, these offerings may be fraudulent as seen by the findings of the Wall Street Journal, which, in a review of documents produced for 1,450 digital coin offerings, found 271 with red flags, including ‘plagiarized investor documents, promises of guaranteed returns and missing or fake executive teams’.\(^{125}\) In this way, cryptocurrency investors are vulnerable to fraudulent activities including scams and Ponzi schemes, particularly related to Initial Coin Offering (ICO)s.\(^{126}\) Exit scams related to ICOs occur in instances where criminals persuade their victims to buy large numbers of fake coins, subsequently disappearing with millions of dollars.\(^{127}\) For example, a 2018 report by ABC News stated that more than 1,200 Australians experienced losses totalling more than AU$1.2 million as a result of cryptocurrency scams.\(^{128}\) These and numerous other instances around the world have led to warnings by the International Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO), stating that ‘these offerings are not standardised, and their legal and regulatory status is likely to depend on the

---

\(^{123}\) *Ang v Reliantco Investments Ltd* [2019] Queen’s Bench Division (Commercial Court) EWHC 879 (Comm).


\(^{126}\) ‘An Initial Coin Offering (ICO) is the cryptocurrency industry’s equivalent to an Initial Public Offering (IPO). ICOs act as a way to raise funds, where a company looking to raise money to create a new coin, app, or service launches an ICO. Interested investors can buy into the offering and receive a new cryptocurrency token issued by the company’. Definition from Investopedia <https://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/initial-coin-offering-ico.asp> Accessed 2 December 2019.

\(^{127}\) Tziakouris (n 97).

circumstances of the individual ICO'. The regulation of ICO’s and IOSCO’s stance will be discussed in the following chapter. Of relevance in this section is the need for investor protection regarding cryptocurrency, where their speculative nature, complexity and insufficient information result in the risk of loss and fraud.

1.4.6 Prudential and Systemic Risk

The final issue of regulatory concern brought about by cryptocurrencies has to do with their potential implications for financial stability, prudential and systemic risk, which may arise if the market grows and cryptocurrencies are more widely used. The BIS’s view on the systemic implications of cryptocurrency is similar to that of the IMF, which is that they do not yet pose systemic risk due to currently relatively low volume of transactions. However, the BIS includes the warning that ‘if authorities do not act preemptively, cryptocurrencies could become more interconnected with the main financial system and become a threat to financial stability’. Similarly, in the UK, the BOE’s Financial Policy Committee (FPC) concluded that:

existing crypto-assets do not currently pose a material risk to UK financial stability, and the FPC ‘will act to ensure the core of the UK financial system

______________________________


131 Cryptocurrencies account for only 0.5% of the total value of all narrow money. For further analysis see N Reiff ‘How Much of the World’s Money is in Bitcoin?’ (Investopedia 16 January 2020) <https://www.investopedia.com/tech/how-much-worlds-money-bitcoin/> Accessed 20 January 2020.

remains resilient if linkages between crypto-assets and systemically important financial institutions or markets were to grow significantly.\textsuperscript{133}

However, there are areas in which cryptocurrencies are starting to become more interconnected with the main financial system, particularly with hybrid exchanges that combine blockchain-based service provision with existing traditional banking and finance institutions. An example of this is Circle Pay. Having acquired an e-money license in the UK, and being fully registered as a MSB across all US states, including being one of the few to acquire a NYC Bitlicense, Circle Pay's operations in the UK are based on a partnership with Barclays Bank that allows them to hold pounds sterling on behalf of their customers. Circle Pay operates on the Bitcoin blockchain, in order to facilitate near instantaneous transactions, however it does not participate in trading activities so it cannot be fully classified as an exchange. It does, however, provide limited wallet services and high frequency, low-volume remittances.\textsuperscript{134,135} This hybrid model follows on for the 2013 partnerships between the German bank Fidor Bank AG and Bitcoin.de (providing liability for Bitcoin.de's parent company, Bitcoin Germany GmbH), and the exchange Kraken, in the first cooperation between the banking sector and the cryptocurrency industry.\textsuperscript{136} This fiat-focused, over-the-blockchain model that also allows for cryptocurrency transactions in partnership with the traditional banking industry, is potentially a signpost for the future of intermediation of cryptocurrencies and the blockchain.

Further discussion of hypothetical scenarios regarding the potential impact of cryptocurrencies on prudential regulation, monetary and fiscal policy are being conducted within the context of research into the development of Central Bank


Digital Currencies (CBDC). In this way, the assessment of the potential prudential and systemic risks associated with cryptocurrencies might warrant further discussion in the future, subject to the development and adoption of cryptocurrencies by both private and the public sector.

1.5 Conclusion

With an analysis of the regulation of cryptocurrency in mind, this chapter has sought to answer two fundamental preliminary questions, namely: ‘what are cryptocurrencies and how do cryptocurrencies work?’, and ‘why do cryptocurrencies need to be regulated?’ Taking an evolutionary perspective on the advent of cryptocurrencies, this chapter has described how cryptocurrencies developed from the DC and VC combined with traditional notions of ledgers, incorporating blockchain and DLT to create a unique means of generating, storing and transmitting value. This description highlighted the use of DLT and blockchain, cryptographic protocols and P2P networking as the features that make cryptocurrencies distinct. In other words, the technical components and functionality of cryptocurrencies are their primary defining features. The description of the multi-player cryptocurrency ecosystem, consisting of developers, nodes and miners, exchanges, and wallet and payment providers highlighted both the complexity and system-like features of cryptocurrencies, which are fundamental to understanding how cryptocurrencies work. This understanding of the fundamental role of the underlying technology to the conceptualising of cryptocurrency, and the complex and system-like functioning


of cryptocurrencies form the contextual and conceptual foundation for this thesis.

The second half of this chapter identified the issues of regulatory concern presented by cryptocurrencies, in order to consider why cryptocurrencies are in need of regulation. These concerns have to do with the potential use of cryptocurrencies for the purposes of cybercrime, money laundering, financing of terrorism and tax evasion, consumer and investor protection and finally, prudential and systemic risk. This analysis has shown that whilst there are legitimate uses for cryptocurrencies, and there is considerable interest in their innovative potential in the financial sector and beyond, the proliferation of the Silk Road darkweb site and the legal challenges brought about by the collapse of Mt Gox sparked equally legitimate regulatory attention directed at this market.

However, it must be noted that there is a growing concern that ‘public discussion surrounding cryptocurrency crime trends is often anecdotal, sensationalised, and of little practical use to compliance officers at cryptocurrency businesses’\(^\text{139}\) especially when data and evidence is sought to support concerns around the potential use of cryptocurrencies for nefarious purposes. For example, data from leading cryptoasset management firm Elliptic shows how ‘the overall impact of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies on money laundering and other crimes is sparse in comparison to cash transactions’, and that, as of 2019, only US$829 million in Bitcoin has been spent on the darkweb (a mere 0.5 per cent of all Bitcoin transactions); illicit transactions still make up a small share of all cryptocurrency activity at just 1.1 per cent.\(^\text{140} \text{141}\)


\(^{141}\) Further discussions include comparisons in volumes laundered via the traditional banking system in relation to those via cryptocurrency which are negligible by comparison. For details see <https://breakermag.com/crypto-money-laundering-is-nothing-compared-to-what-banks-do/> Accessed 15 January 2020.
Similarly, a report by the Rand Corporation on cryptocurrency use for terrorist financing concluded that ‘current concerns about cryptocurrency as a significant enabler of terrorist groups are almost certainly overblown, but coming improvements in cryptocurrency technologies will likely have a significant long-term effect on CTF’.\textsuperscript{142} Further to this observation is the assertion that compared to cash, cryptocurrencies are a lot more transparent, as every transaction is recorded in a publicly visible ledger.\textsuperscript{143} This enables companies such as Chainanalysis—equipped with the right tools—to:

\begin{quote}
see how much of all cryptocurrency activity is associated with crime, hone in on the types of crime that dominate the ecosystem, and share insights with law enforcement and the industry to curb its impact and stop bad actors from abusing the system and, in many cases, taking advantage of vulnerable people.\textsuperscript{144}
\end{quote}

This observation further highlights the technical nature of the differences between cryptocurrency and fiat currency, and points at the innovative potential that cryptocurrencies present—not just to global commerce, but to law enforcement. This shall be a central theme of this thesis, which supports the view that in addressing the above-mentioned issues of regulatory concern one must balance both the mitigation of risk and the promotion of growth in innovation, both for the benefit of the public good. What follows is an overview of current cryptocurrency regulation, in both the global and national spheres.

\textsuperscript{144} Ibid.
Chapter Two: Current Cryptocurrency Regulation

2.1 Introduction

This chapter is aimed at describing the current means of regulating cryptocurrencies, prior to an evaluation and analysis of the existing regulatory framework. With this in mind, the chapter will present an overview of international and regional regulatory responses. The organisations to be included in this analysis are the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the G20 and the Financial Stability Board (FSB), the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD) the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), the Bank of International Settlements (BIS), International Organisation of Securities Commission (IOSCO), and the various organisations within the European Union (EU). This will be followed by an overview of national regulatory responses to cryptocurrencies. This section will categorise regulations as having either no regulation, or restrictive, neutral or promotive jurisdictions. The chapter will then provide some concluding remarks on current cryptocurrency regulation.

2.2 International and Regional Regulatory Responses

At the international level, the regulatory responses to cryptocurrency have comprised of the issuance of reports, guidance and manuals based on the specific remit areas of relevant international organisations. These shall be examined in turn, starting with the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

2.2.1 International Monetary Fund (IMF)

The primary role of the IMF is to ensure the stability of the international monetary and financial system, including exchange rates, international payments and macroeconomic policy. With this in mind, the IMF has a view on harnessing

the innovative potential cryptocurrencies and their underlying blockchain technology, highlighting the different ways in which they can benefit the global economy. However, this optimism is tempered by an awareness of the regulatory challenges posed by cryptocurrencies. Whilst initially stating that cryptocurrencies pose no systemic risk, the IMF has expressed concern about issues such as money laundering and terrorist financing, with a cautionary note to central banks on the competitive pressure cryptocurrencies are likely to exert on demand for fiat currency in the future being issued in 2018. Rather than advocating a prohibitive stance, these warnings are expressed as a call to adopt and adapt to new technology, including exploring the development of central bank-issued digital currency, supported by a suitable regulatory response. In this regard, IMF’s former Managing Director, Christine Lagarde, described cryptocurrency regulation as inevitable, calling for an international approach to regulation and ‘proper supervision’. Elaborating on this proposed proper supervision, Lagarde opined that this should focus less on entities and instead be more activity-based, focusing on ‘who is doing what, and whether they’re properly licensed and supervised’; she further stated that cryptocurrency’s own blockchain technology might provide the most suitable approach to their regulation. The approach advocated by the IMF can therefore be summarised as

---
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the promotion of an ‘even-handed regulatory agenda’ that ‘protects against risks without discouraging innovation’.9

In addition to a balanced approach aimed at harnessing and leveraging the technology behind cryptocurrencies for the public good, whilst addressing their risks, the IMF has called for a unified global response to cryptocurrency regulation, and stated that greater international discussion and cooperation is needed in order to address the regulatory challenges posed by cryptocurrencies.10 This echoes concerns raised in the IMF’s initial considerations report around cryptocurrencies, where the challenges of asserting jurisdiction in light of the cross-border reach of the technology were noted.11

### 2.2.2 G20 and Financial Stability Board (FSB)

Similar calls for a concerted international approach to cryptocurrency-related regulation were raised by countries during the 2018 G20 group and nations meeting in Argentina,12 and the 2018 World Economic Forum in Davos—where, in particular, French president Emmanuel Macron called for the establishment of a ‘global contract for global investment’ aimed at arriving at an international approach to cryptocurrency regulation.13

---

During the summit, the members of the G20 set a deadline for taking the first steps toward unified regulations for cryptocurrencies. In addition to this, they stated their commitment to implementing the FATF’s anti-money laundering (AML) and counter-terrorist financing (CTF) standards, as well as their commitment to abide by OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting framework, aimed at developing new profit allocation concepts for taxing the digital economy by 2020. This proactive stance differs slightly from that of the FSB, which coordinates financial regulation for the G20 Economies. The FSB has resisted calls from some G20 members to regulate cryptocurrencies. Instead, under the chairmanship of the Bank of England (BOE)’s Mark Carney, the FSB’s initial assessment has been that, due to the fact that cryptocurrencies do not pose risks to global financial stability at this time, attention should be focused away from regulation and redirected towards international coordination aimed at ‘plug[ing] data gaps in monitoring the rapidly evolving cryptocurrency space’. It remains to be seen whether or not the commitments and assertions made during the 2018 G20 summit will result in more concrete and coordinated responses to the regulation of cryptocurrencies. However, the statement does provide some indication of the rising awareness of the jurisdictional challenges presented by cryptocurrencies.

2.2.3 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

The OECD, which was formed to be ‘a forum in which governments can work together to share experiences and seek solutions to common problems’, has sought to position itself as the best-placed forum to harmonise global cryptocurrency regulation. Citing current ongoing initiatives, such as the OECD Responsible Business Conduct Committee and the joint OECD/G20 Taskforce on

---
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Financial Consumer Protection, the OECD has expressed its intention to play a coordinating role in the global regulation of cryptocurrencies.\textsuperscript{18}

The OECD’s three recommendations on policy responses to cryptocurrencies were highlighted in a March 2018 presentation. Firstly, it was recommended that regulators be proactive and forward-looking, in order to avoid knee-jerk reactions resulting in regulators intervening before fully understanding the technology. Secondly, that regulators need to keep up to date with the rapid developments and new DLT applications, and build their capacity to deal with and understand these developments. Finally, the recommendations state that there must be coordination on two fronts: collaboration amongst key stakeholders including industry, academic and consumer groups, and international coordination in light of the fact that ‘the global nature and interconnectedness of markets call for international co-operation to avoid regulatory fragmentation, curb incentives for regulatory arbitrage, and spread best practice’.\textsuperscript{19} In both recommended approaches, emphasis was placed on the use of global industry standards, where the OECD hopes to play a key role ‘due to its ability to provide a forum for exchange of views across a wide range of policy areas, develop relevant international standards and guidance and provide capacity building to both members and partners’.\textsuperscript{20}

The intention to help shape the future direction of global cryptocurrency regulation is well founded, given the OECD’s past influence on regulation. In 2014, the OECD published its initial assessment of cryptocurrency in a working paper entitled, ‘The Bitcoin Question: Currency versus Trust-less Transfer Technology’.\textsuperscript{21} In addition to highlighting the consumer protection risks

\textsuperscript{19} ibid.
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associated with cryptocurrencies, and the potential benefits found in the separation of cryptocurrency from its underlying technology, the paper concluded with several policy recommendations including:

- A general ban on any form of use of cryptocurrencies in the clearing system between banks and the central bank, to ensure that the monetary system is not undermined;
- Some form of agreement for best practice registration that permits consumer protection, tax and anti-laundering authorities to verify the owner’s identity;
- Balance-sheet reporting and income statements for all networks, and other appropriate regulations to ensure a level playing field;
- Some amount of capital should be held by exchanges on the balance sheet for fraud and technological failures;
- The use of government plenary powers to close down all non-complying networks.  

As one of the first official statements on cryptocurrency, the report paved the way for the separation between cryptocurrency and the underlying blockchain and DLT; it reiterated consumer protection, money laundering and tax evasion threats posed by cryptocurrency, and informed regulatory policy such as capital adequacy requirements and reporting requirements targeted at cryptocurrency exchanges and wallet providers. In addition to offering a platform to coordinate a global approach to cryptocurrency regulation, the OECD—like the IMF—has recognised the use of blockchain and DLT to tackle international policy issues, including facilitating the automatic trade of information between tax authorities and anti-money laundering and seeks to use these in order to develop practical tools aimed at addressing regulatory challenges posed by cryptocurrencies.  

_________________________
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2.2.4 Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

In addition to the OECD, the FATF—whose objective is to set standards relating to combating money laundering, terrorist financing and other related threats—was also one of the first organisations to present a regulatory opinion on cryptocurrencies. In 2015, the FATF issued a report providing guidance on a risk-based approach to virtual currencies. This guidance was aimed at explaining the application of a risk-based strategy to AML and CFT measures in the cryptocurrency context; identifying the entities involved in what they called ‘Virtual Currency (VC) payment products and services’; and clarifying the application of the relevant FATF recommendations to convertible virtual currency exchangers. In these guidelines, the FATF’s recommendations were to focus on institutions and intermediaries that provide gateways and points of intersection with the regulated financial system, including exchanges, and applying relevant AML and CFT requirements to these institutions. In this way, this guidance, along with that of the OECD, shaped the way for national regulatory approaches based almost exclusively on targeting cryptocurrency exchanges and wallet providers for AML/CFT purposes.

Coordinating its efforts with organisations such as the G20, the FATF (as well as other regulatory bodies) has expressed concern about ‘the current patchwork regulatory framework across different countries [which] can be exploited by criminals, stifle innovation and create uncertainty’. As such, the FATF is advancing the development of a global approach through its standardisation mandate, specific to AML and CFT. Beyond advocating for an institution-centric risk-based approach to addressing the AML and CFT risks poses by cryptocurrencies, the FATF has also started considering the use of similar
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technology in order to operationalise regulatory objectives. In this case, the FATF is ‘considering if further action is necessary to fully exploit the opportunities presented for digital ID to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of customer due diligence measures’,29 displaying a growing trend in line with the IMF and the OECD towards technology-enhanced regulation.

2.2.5 Bank of International Settlements (BIS)

The BIS’s mandate is to ‘serve central banks in their pursuit of monetary and financial stability, to foster international cooperation in those areas and to act as a bank for central banks’.30 Their position on cryptocurrencies was presented by Managing Director, Agustín Carstens, in a February 2018 speech in which he highlighted the potential role of central banks in the digital age.31 Highlighting the case for policy intervention and regulation—due to concerns about consumer and investor protection, tax evasion, money laundering and criminal financing—the BIS’s view on the systemic implications of cryptocurrency is similar to that of the IMF: that cryptocurrencies do not yet pose systemic risk. However, the BIS includes the warning that ‘if authorities do not act pre-emptively, cryptocurrencies could become more interconnected with the main financial system and become a threat to financial stability’.32 Further warnings have been provided for central banks to safeguard payment systems in light of cryptocurrency’s linkages to and reliance on existing institutional infrastructure such as bank accounts. With this in mind, the BIS advised that authorities apply the principles of the Basel Process, in order to ensure that ‘the same high standards that money transfer and payment service providers have to meet are also met by Bitcoin-type exchanges’ so that ‘legitimate banking and payment
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services are only offered to those exchanges and products that meet these high standards’. 33

In this way, the BIS’s recommendations and observations are consistent with the pervasive institution-centric approach to cryptocurrency regulation targeted at exchanges and wallet providers (conceptualised here as non-bank financial institutions) that need to be regulated in a like-for-like manner, with the same regulation for the same risk without exceptions. More specific guidance on cryptocurrency regulation beyond the application of the above-mentioned application of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 34 principles were presented in the context of overall considerations of the effects of financial technology (fintech) on banks and bank supervision. Here, the increased need for cooperation, internal capacity of bank supervisors, the opportunities of supervisory technology (suptech), the examination of existing regulatory frameworks and the facilitation of innovation were all presented. 35 Regarding the need for cooperation, the BIS has recommended that ‘supervisors should coordinate supervisory activities for cross-border fintech operations, where appropriate’ and that ‘supervisors should learn from each other’s approaches and practices and consider whether it would be appropriate to implement similar approaches or practices’. 36

Also falling under the purview of the BIS is the Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructure (CPMI) which ‘promotes the safety and efficiency of payment, clearing, settlement and related arrangements, thereby supporting financial stability and the wider economy’. 37 In 2015, the CPMI launched a sub-
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34 The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) is the primary global standard setter for the prudential regulation of banks and provides a forum for regular cooperation on banking supervisory matters. See <https://www.bis.org/bcbs/> Accessed 3 July 2018.
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group on digital currencies within its working group on retail payments aimed at identifying their key features and implications for central banks. The key contribution by the CPMI was the conceptualisation of cryptocurrencies as payment systems which enabled the identification of risk categories associated with traditional retail payment systems and payment instruments, including operational risks. More specifically, the CPMI opined that ‘many of the risks that are relevant to e-money and other electronic payment instruments are also relevant to digital currencies’, and secondly, identified that ‘the development of distributed ledger technology is an innovation with potentially broad applications... extending beyond payments’\(^{38}\). As such, CPMI recommended that central banks continue monitoring and analysis the implications of both digital currencies and DLT.\(^{39}\) In this way, the CPMI’s opinion has informed national regulatory approaches that fall under the neutral category of this study, as shall be discussed below, including like-for-like regulation and the wait-and-see approach.

### 2.2.6 International Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO)

IOSCO—the global standard-setter for securities regulation\(^{40}\)—issued a statement to its members regarding the risks of cryptocurrencies and initial coin offerings (ICOs).\(^{41}\) Prior warnings on the risks posed by cryptocurrencies to investors were issued in its Global Securities Risk Outlook, where increased complexity, legal ambiguity and misunderstanding of risk designed were cited amongst potential risks to investors.\(^{42}\) In addition to highlighting risks and collating national approaches, IOSCO’s board has also established a Consultation
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Network, through which ‘members can discuss their experiences and bring their concerns, including any cross-border issues, to the attention of fellow regulators’. This initiative will be supported by the development of ‘a Support Framework to assist members as they consider how to address the domestic and cross-border issues stemming from coin offerings that could impact investor or consumer protection’ and a FinTech Network ‘to help the sharing of information, knowledge, and experiences related to FinTech among its members.’

In this way, IOSCO’s approach regarding cryptocurrency regulation differs from that of other international regulatory bodies, in that it does not provide substantive guidance and recommendations on regulatory responses, but rather focuses on providing a platform for the sharing of best practice by global regulators, and ensuring the dissemination of information about the risk profile of cryptocurrencies.

### 2.2.7 European Union (EU)

The European Commission is still reviewing its regulatory framework for cryptocurrencies. In this regard, the Joint Committee of the European Supervisory Authorities for securities (ESMA), banking (EBA), and insurance and pensions (EIOPA) issued a blanket warning to consumers regarding the risks of cryptocurrencies. More comprehensively, in 2004, the EBA published a list of 70 risks connected with investing in digital currencies, and has advised that consumers should only buy virtual currencies if they are aware of the risks.

---
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More specific regulations have been put in place by ESMA, which has proposed restrictions on derivatives tied to virtual currencies for retail investors, including rules on leverage ratios specific to cryptocurrency Contracts for Differences (CFDs), and is also assessing how the EU’s new MiFID II rules are relevant to cryptocurrencies. In addition to this, in 2016, the EBA proposed establishing a separate regulatory regime specific for cryptocurrency to support anti-money laundering efforts. This proposed regime was put in place to consider ‘proposals to bring custodian wallet providers (CWPs) and virtual currency exchange platforms (VCEPs) within the scope of the Directive (4AMLD) as obliged entities’. If adopted, this would require cryptocurrency wallet providers and exchange platforms to have in place policies to prevent and report money laundering and terrorist financing, and to adhere to fit and proper testing under registration and licensing requirements. This approach—focusing on wallet providers and exchange platforms for AML and CFT purposes, combined with licensing requirements based on function—is consistent with that of the BIS, FATF and the OECD.

With regards to the ECB, the initial stance taken in 2012 was that the cryptocurrency industry was too immature to regulate. The ECB has recently reiterated its view that regulation currently falls outside the scope of the Bank's

48 The Markets in Financial Instruments Directive is the EU legislation that regulates firms who provide services to clients linked to 'financial instruments' (shares, bonds, units in collective investment schemes and derivatives), and the venues where those instruments are trade. See <https://www.esma.europa.eu/policy-rules/mifid-ii-and-mifir> Accessed 3 July 2018.
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powers, stating that 'with regard to its own tasks in the field of payment systems, price stability and financial stability, the ECB does not see a need to amend or expand the current EU legal framework related to these tasks'.\textsuperscript{53} Since then, there has been a call to review whether the regulatory and oversight tools in the field of trading, clearing and settlement require updating, in light of risks to financial market infrastructure, should a major incident involving cryptocurrency lead to contagion.\textsuperscript{54} However, the prevailing view remains that cryptocurrency pose no systemic risk.

Finally, the EU has announced the creation of an international consortium that seeks to diminish the use of cryptocurrencies and the dark web by criminals. This support has led to the establishment of a new project called TITANIUM (Tools for the Investigation of Transactions in Underground Markets). Spearheaded by an association consisting of fifteen members, seven of who are from European countries, TITANIUM’s goal is to curtail criminals and attackers from using blockchain technology to avoid law detection, while at the same time respecting the privacy rights of legitimate users.\textsuperscript{55} This initiative—to prevent criminal use of the dark web and virtual currencies—is the first global attempt (outside of Interpol\textsuperscript{56} and initiatives by the UNDOC\textsuperscript{57}) to address the use of cryptocurrency to fuel criminal activity on the dark web in a collaborative and multi-jurisdictional manner.

2.3 National Regulatory Responses

Drawing, in part, from the guidance of international regulatory bodies, national regulation of cryptocurrencies differs from country to country. An overview of these approaches reveals that there is a spectrum along which each jurisdiction can be classified, ranging from no regulation and light regulation, to tight and restrictive regulation. This spectrum has been investigated by Bloomberg, amongst others, which developed a visual guide to cryptocurrency regulation in key countries, as illustrated in Figure 2 below. This guidance is based on research around the legal status of cryptocurrency exchanges, cryptocurrency payments, ICOs, conversions from cryptocurrency to fiat, currency bans, planned legislation to control cryptocurrencies and warnings issued about cryptocurrencies.58

Figure 2: Cryptocurrency Regulation Spectrum

Source: Bloomberg59
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Responses to these questions were used to rate key jurisdictions’ regulatory approach on a scale of one to ten, from light regulation in countries such as the UK, Brazil and Kenya, to China and Indonesia displaying the tightest regulations of jurisdictions examined. Further attempts to categorise cryptocurrency regulation by jurisdiction along a spectrum has been conducted by Bitlegal,\textsuperscript{60} using the broad categories of ‘permissive’, ‘contentious’ and ‘hostile’, by considering how cryptocurrency is regulated, where cryptocurrency is legal, how cryptocurrency is taxed, and how cryptocurrency intermediaries are regulated.

While the categories given by Bloomberg, Bitlegal and other organisations are instructive, what follows is a broader overview of national regulatory responses, providing examples under the categories of jurisdictions with no regulation, restrictive regulation, neutral regulation and promotive regulation. This categorisation will allow for a more nuanced overview of national cryptocurrency regulation in particular, by highlighting the implications of the differences between countries that are actively promoting and attracting or, inversely, actively suppressing the use of cryptocurrencies, and those jurisdictions which are taking a technologically neutral/agnostic approach to cryptocurrency regulation. These shall be discussed in turn below.

\textbf{2.3.1 Jurisdictions with No Regulation}

This category consists of jurisdictions which have made no regulatory announcements on cryptocurrencies, and those whose announcements consist exclusively of issuing warnings over the use of cryptocurrency. It also includes jurisdictions with no stated cryptocurrency regulation who have issued announcements that can be classified as taking a wait-and-see approach. Whilst very little can be said of jurisdictions where the regulators have issued no statements whatsoever about cryptocurrencies—mostly in developing countries

in Africa, Asia and South America—some insight can be gained from jurisdictions where the absence of regulation is qualified by the issuing of warnings and the justifications of a wait-and-see approach.

2.3.1.1 Issuing of Warnings

The issuing of warnings can be seen as a first-step strategy for jurisdictions that have yet to define a regulatory approach to cryptocurrencies, as well as an accompaniment to regulations where they do exist. In the absence of regulation, these warnings have not only consisted of cautionary notes to consumers and investors, but also to financial institutions with potential exposure to cryptocurrencies as well—for example, the warnings issued in France by the French Financial Market Authority (Autorité des Marchés Financiers, AMF), the Prudential Supervisory Authority (Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution, ACPR) and the French Central Bank (Banque de France). Here, emphasis has been placed on the unregulated nature of cryptocurrencies which are not considered to be financial instruments under French law, and therefore fall outside the purview of the AMF.61 Further warnings have been issued by the ACPR and Banque de France about the volatility of cryptocurrencies and their potential use in money laundering and terrorist financing.62 Statements by national regulatory authorities issuing warnings have been both general to the use of cryptocurrencies, like those given in France, or specific to a particular aspect of cryptocurrency use. In Germany, the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority, BaFin, issued a warning specific to ICOs.63 Here, consumers have been warned about the risks of ICOs, including the risk of loss, the lack of protection, insufficient information, complexity, volatility, fraud risk and lack of regulation.64 This is similar to the warnings given by the Australian Securities and Investment
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Commission, which states that ‘[t]he exchange platforms on which you buy and sell digital currencies are not regulated, so if the platform fails or is hacked, you will not be protected and will have no legal recourse’.65

In Argentina, warnings have been issued for relevant national regulatory institutions to be ‘attentive and diligent’ when it comes to cryptocurrencies. Here, the Unidad de Información Financiera (Financial Information Unit) of the Ministry of Finance in Argentina issued a resolution in 2014, which warned entities required by law to report suspicious transactions involving money laundering or terrorism financing to be ‘particularly alert’ with regard to operations carried out with virtual currency.66 Similarly, in Brazil, regulatory authorities have emphasised the fact that cryptocurrencies are not regulated. Here, the Brazilian Central Bank (Banco Central do Brasil, BACEN) stated that:

companies that negotiate or store virtual currencies on behalf of their owners, be they persons or companies, are neither regulated, licensed to operate, nor supervised by BACEN; there is no specific provision governing virtual currencies in the legal and regulatory frameworks associated with the National Financial System; and BACEN, in particular, neither regulates nor supervises transactions involving virtual currencies67.

Instead, BACEN issued a warning in 2017 about the risks associated with cryptocurrencies, reiterating that these are neither issued nor guaranteed by any monetary authority.

---

2.3.1.2 Wait-and-See Approach

Wait-and-see approaches can be seen in instances where warnings are qualified and punctuated by the description of the infant-industry state of cryptocurrencies, and the stated intent to put in place regulation based on how the market develops. The Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) has taken the stance that:

digital currencies are currently in limited use and do not yet raise any significant concerns with respect to competition, efficiency or risk to the financial system; and are not currently regulated by the RBA or subject to regulatory oversight.68

However, taking a wait-and-see approach, the RBA indicated that it ‘would be assessing whether the current regulatory framework could accommodate alternative mediums of exchange such as digital currencies’.69 This approach is taken in recognition of what Australian regulators have described as the need for increased monitoring of cryptocurrency in order to better understand how they operate, in anticipation of greater public adoption, prior to regulation.70 Another leading jurisdiction taking a wait-and-see approach is the UK, which currently has no regulation for cryptocurrencies. The BOE has stated that cryptocurrencies do not as yet pose any risks to monetary and financial stability, and are not yet systemically significant to warrant regulation, although they will continue to be monitored.71 Similarly, the UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) has no regulations in place for cryptocurrencies.72 Instead, the FCA has issued warnings
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on cryptocurrency derivatives and ICOs, stating that many ICOs will fall outside of the regulatory space.\textsuperscript{73}

\textbf{2.3.2 Jurisdictions with Restrictive Regulations}

The first category of jurisdictions restrictive to cryptocurrencies are those that have made it illegal to use cryptocurrencies, issue ICOs and crypto-derivatives, and operate cryptocurrency intermediaries. These restrictions can be either blanket restrictions, instituting the banning of all cryptocurrency-related activities, or targeted restrictions, permitting some whilst restricting other cryptocurrency-related activities.

China is the most prominent amongst jurisdictions that have issued blanket restrictions on cryptocurrencies and cryptocurrency-related activities. In China, running or operating an ICO is prohibited, with regulators calling for individuals and organisations to reimburse any funds generated in that manner.\textsuperscript{74} This ban on ICOs followed a similar ban on all cryptocurrency to fiat exchanges operating in China and offshore, as well as a ban on banks dealing in cryptocurrency.\textsuperscript{75} In place since 2013, this ban states that:

\begin{quote}

\textit{banks and payment institutions in China must not deal in Bitcoins; use Bitcoin pricing for products or services; buy or sell Bitcoins; or provide direct or indirect Bitcoin-related services, including registering, trading, settling, clearing, or other services. They are also prohibited from accepting Bitcoins or using Bitcoins as a clearing tool, or trading Bitcoins with Chinese yuan or foreign currencies.}\textsuperscript{76}
\end{quote}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
Similar prohibition of banks dealing with cryptocurrency have been imposed in India\textsuperscript{77} and Iran, preventing all financial institutions from handling cryptocurrencies.\textsuperscript{78}

Another jurisdiction with a blanket ban on cryptocurrencies is Pakistan, where the State Bank of Pakistan announced it ‘has not authorised or licensed any individual or entity for the issuance, sale, purchase, exchange or investment in any such Virtual Currencies/Coins/Tokens in Pakistan’, and further stated that:

\begin{quote}
all Banks / DFIs / Microfinance Banks and Payment System Operators (PSOs) /Payment Service Providers (PSPs) are advised to refrain from processing, using, trading, holding, transferring value, promoting and investing in Virtual Currencies/Tokens [or facilitating] their customers/account holders to transact in VCs/ICO Tokens.\textsuperscript{79}
\end{quote}

Other countries where cryptocurrency use is banned are Indonesia, Algeria, Bangladesh, and Kyrgyzstan, although it has been suggested that this is likely to change following the declaration of cryptocurrency as \textit{halal} under Sharia law in April 2018.\textsuperscript{80} Cryptocurrency use is also explicitly prohibited in Zimbabwe, Thailand, Vietnam, Bangladesh, Taiwan and Bolivia.\textsuperscript{81}

2.3.2.1 Motivations behind the bans

The case of South Korea provides some insight into motivations for restrictive regulatory approaches vary. Here, there was growing concern about the ‘speculative mania’ around cryptocurrencies, where Bitcoin prices in South Korea were 50 per cent higher than those in America, and the won accounted for more than 10 per cent of trade in Bitcoin for most of the second half of 2017.\textsuperscript{82} Similarly, regulators intervened with more restrictive measures after cryptocurrency was selling at a premium in the country, and because of an ongoing liquidity crisis. In this case, as was the case in Nigeria after the unpegging of naira, macroeconomic policy around capital flight was being circumvented by the use of cryptocurrency.

In Iran, a ban was issued, as authorities were working to control both the official and unauthorised currency markets as the country unified its official and unregulated rates in order to prevent further weakening of the rial in April 2018, amid Iranians’ fear of a return of economic sanctions banning the country from using the money-transfer messaging system SWIFT, as part of sanctions over its nuclear programme.\textsuperscript{83}

In some instances, bans are issued whilst the country is simultaneously developing its own central bank-issued digital currency. Despite cracking down on privately-issued cryptocurrencies, China’s central bank, the PBOC, is reportedly considering issuance of its own digital currency, having completed trial runs on the algorithms needed for a digital currency supply, ‘taking it a step closer to addressing the technological challenges associated with digital currencies’.\textsuperscript{84} In this way, some of these jurisdictions are not anti-cryptocurrency per se—they are more concerned with control of cryptocurrency, harnessing its
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benefits for the state and maintaining state monopoly over the generation of value and subsequently, monetary and fiscal policy.

2.3.2.1 Targeted Restrictions and Stringent Restrictions

Targeted restrictions allow some cryptocurrency activity but not others. One such jurisdiction is South Korea, where deposits to cryptocurrency-linked bank accounts are disallowed, and where ICOs were banned in September 2017.85 Whilst regulators are considering the extension of this ban to cryptocurrency exchanges, these are, as yet, still permitted to operate.86

An additional variation to blanket bans in restrictive regimes is the putting in place of highly stringent regulations. One such jurisdiction is the state of New York in the US. The New York Department of Financial Services was the first state to propose bespoke regulation of cryptocurrencies in July 2014, releasing a comprehensive framework for regulating digital currency firms operating in the state of New York, called the Bitlicense.87 Containing a comprehensive and wide-reaching regulatory framework including consumer protection, anti-money laundering compliance, and cyber security rules tailored for digital currency companies—as well as bank-level requirements to apply for a license, including fiat-equivalent deposit insurance—the Bitlicense is widely recognised as the most stringent and restrictive cryptocurrency regulatory regime in the world.88

2.3.3 Neutral Jurisdictions

Unlike restrictive jurisdictions where cryptocurrencies are expressly prohibited, regulatory initiatives in neutral jurisdictions neither ban nor promote the use of cryptocurrency. As in the case of Canada, in these jurisdictions, ‘[y]ou can use

85 Bloomberg (n 81).
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digital currencies to buy goods and services on the Internet and in stores that accept digital currencies’ and ‘you may also buy and sell digital currency on open exchanges, called digital currency or cryptocurrency exchanges’. This permission to use cryptocurrency can be seen to be premised on the use of like-for-like regulation, applying similar rules and regulations for similar existing financial products and services. This form of neutral regulation can be seen in the areas of taxation, the regulation of cryptocurrency intermediaries, and the regulation of cryptocurrency securities.

2.3.3.1 Taxation

The first category in which a like-for-like regulation of cryptocurrencies can be observed is in their tax treatment. In most jurisdictions, the tax authorities were the first amongst all regulators to provide cryptocurrency regulation. In Argentina, the tax treatment of cryptocurrency corresponds with the treatment of profits on securities and bonds, where profited derived from the sale of cryptocurrencies is seen as income, and is taxed as such, at 15 per cent when derived from either Argentine or foreign sources. Similarly, the Australian Taxation Office—well in advance of the first parliamentary enquiry on cryptocurrencies in 2015—had already produced several public rulings regarding different aspects of the tax treatment of cryptocurrencies, holding that transactions involving such currencies should be treated in a similar manner to barter arrangements for the purposes of income tax.

Further jurisdictions employing like-for-like regulation in taxation of cryptocurrencies include South Africa, where the South African Revenue Service (SARS) stated that ‘there is an existing tax framework that can guide SARS and affected taxpayers on the tax implications of cryptocurrencies, making a separate
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Interpretation Note unnecessary for now. More specifically, in this case, ‘normal income tax rules’ (including Capital Gains Tax) apply to profit from cryptocurrency through mining activities, with further tax liability similar to barter transactions (where cryptocurrencies are exchanged for goods and services) and normal cash transactions (where cryptocurrencies are exchanged for fiat currency through exchange). Similar to other jurisdictions, cryptocurrency is exempt from VAT in South Africa. In the USA, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) clarified the tax treatment of virtual currency transactions in 2014. Here, it was stated that general tax principles applicable to property transactions apply to transactions using virtual currency. This like-for-like approach in the USA is similar to that of multiple jurisdictions which have defined cryptocurrency as property for tax purposes. In sum, whilst the regulatory frameworks governing the taxation of cryptocurrencies differ significantly depending on whether or not cryptocurrencies are defined as currency, property, or assets, each jurisdiction deploys a similar approach to similar categories of taxable goods and services.

2.3.3.2 Intermediaries—Money Service and Money Transfer Rules

The like-for-like treatment of cryptocurrencies for regulatory purposes is also evident in the application of Money Service Business (MSB) and Money Transmitter (MT) rules to cryptocurrency intermediaries. This equivalent approach is instituted by the requirement that cryptocurrency exchanges and wallet providers apply for an MSB or a MT license, similar to those needed by agencies such as Western Union and MoneyGram, before they are allowed to operate. In addition to meeting the requirements to obtain a licence, these entities must also adhere to the concomitant requirements around AML and CTF,

---
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mainly consisting of Know-Your-Customer (KYC) customer identity verification, record-keeping rules and Suspicious Activity Reporting.  

For example, in France, it is stated that ‘entities that habitually engage in the activity of purchasing or selling cryptocurrencies in exchange for actual legal tender must be licensed as payment services providers by the ACPR’ and, in Australia, cryptocurrency exchanges operating in Australia ‘need to register with the relevant regulatory body, implement an AML/CTF programme, maintain certain records, and report suspicious transactions’. The majority of Mt using the application of pre-existing MSB and MT rules has taken place in the US. Here, at the federal level, the Department of Treasury Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) invokes the Bank Secrecy Act of 1970 (BSA) and the USA Patriot Act of 2011 to require cryptocurrency exchanges to register as MSBs, and comply with the accruing AML and CTF requirements. According to FinCEN (2013), this licensing requirement applies to any ‘administrator or exchanger that (1) accepts and transmits a convertible virtual currency or (2) buys or sells convertible virtual currency for any reason’ and, in so doing, meets the FinCEN definition of a Money Transmitter, a category of MSB. In addition to FinCEN MSB licensing and registration, some states require additional Money Transmitter Licensing, with more locally defined legal obligations.

This has formed the basis of the majority of enforcement action related to cryptocurrency intermediaries. In 2015, Ripple Labs Inc settled criminal and civil allegations for BSA violations. Ripple Labs violated several requirements of the BSA ‘by acting as a Money Services Business (MSB) and selling its virtual currency without first registering with the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) and by failing to implement an adequate AML and CFT programming’.
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Further cases in which BSA violations took place include *United States v Murgio*\(^99\) and *United States v Lebedev*,\(^100\) where Murgio and Lebedev allowed customers to exchange cash for bitcoins, knowing that their customers were transacting in the proceeds of criminal activity, and exchanged cash for bitcoins for victims of cyber-attacks, in which criminals had blocked access to a victim’s computer system until a bitcoin ransom was paid.

A further example of the application of MSB and MT laws is the 2014 amendment of Canada’s Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act to include ‘regulating those dealing in digital currencies as money services businesses, so that they are subject to record keeping verification procedures, suspicious transaction reporting, and registration requirements’.\(^{101}\) Other jurisdictions are still at the formulation stages in the application of similar laws. In the EU, plans are being made by the EU Commission to push forward the implementation of the 4th Anti-Money Laundering Directive (4AMLD) with tabled amendments to include the regulation of cryptocurrency exchanges under both 4AMLD and the Payment Services Directive.\(^{102}\)

### 2.3.3.3 Intermediaries—Consumer Protection Laws

Beyond regulations targeted at AML and CFT, further regulation to do with consumer protection—put in place to address the risks involved with cryptocurrency—can also be seen as a form of like-for-like regulation. In the US, these concerns are addressed more at the state level, with the most robust requirements having been issued by the New York Department of Financial
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Services's Bitlicense, which draws from existing consumer protection laws applicable to other financial service providers. These include having a board-approved cybersecurity programme, which includes the employment of a qualified Chief Information Security Officer; the protection of consumers by providing initial and per transaction disclosures of risks, terms and conditions, complaints policies and disclosures, advertising and marketing requirements; the safeguarding of assets through the holding of capital, surety bonds and full reserves for custodial assets; and becoming subject to exams, reports and oversight, including reporting of transactions exceeding a certain amount and a customer identification programme.103

A similar state-based (or, in this case, province-based) approach is taken in Canada, where in particular, Ontario and British Columbia have applied the Ontario Consumer Protection Act and the British Columbia Business Practices and Consumer Protection Act respectively, to cryptocurrency-related activities.104 An example of enforcement action based on consumer protection law is FTC v BF Labs Inc, where the US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) filed a complaint against Butterfly Labs for unfair and deceptive marketing practices, after customers were coaxed into pre-ordering specialised computers which were either not delivered, or delayed in delivery until the machines became obsolete, in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act.105 Of further relevance here is the US Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s 2013 consumer protection regulation of remittance transfers that applies to some transactions by cryptocurrency payment transaction executors.106
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2.3.3.4 Securities Regulation

The final area in which like-for-like regulations towards cryptocurrencies have been implemented is in the regulation of cryptocurrency derivatives, including options, futures, swaps, CFDs, ICOs and other cryptoassets. The US is notable in this regard, through the application of the Howey Test, to ascertain whether or not ICO tokens can be classified as securities in order for Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) rules to be applied in a like-for-like manner.107 Similar 'financial instrument tests' have been put in place by the government of Malta, which has put in place an extensive regulatory framework for cryptocurrencies, with a like-for-like approach being deployed in the treatment of cryptoassets.108

In jurisdictions where cryptoassets and ICOs have been classified as securities, the relevant existing securities regulations apply. In France, it was concluded that ‘cash-settled cryptocurrency contracts may qualify as a derivative’ and that, as a result,

\[
\text{online platforms which offer cryptocurrency derivatives fall within the scope of MiFID 2 [the European Union Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2] and must therefore comply with the authorisation, conduct of business rules, and the European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) trade reporting obligation to a trade repository.109}
\]

Notable instances involving securities regulation are the US SEC’s charges against Erik T Voorhees and Ethan Burnside, respectively, for failure to register Bitcoin-related securities offerings. In a settlement order involving Erick Voorhees,

Voorhes admitted to publicly offering unregistered securities, raising 50,600 bitcoins (worth USD$722,659 at the time) by selling 13 million shares to the public.\textsuperscript{110} Similarly, the SEC brought administrative charges against programmer Ethan Burnside for the unlawful operation of two online platforms used to trade securities using virtual currencies, essentially operating a ‘virtual stock exchange’ without registration, in violation of Section 5 of the Exchange Act.\textsuperscript{111}

2.3.4 Promotive Jurisdictions

Promotive jurisdictions are those which actively seek to promote the use of cryptocurrencies, with the strategic view of developing vibrant cryptocurrency markets and attracting investment in this industry. Examples of these jurisdictions, which also state the intention of harnessing the potential of cryptocurrency’s underlying blockchain technology, include Belarus, Gibraltar, Malta, Estonia, Madagascar and Switzerland.

In 2018, Belarus declared itself to be the first jurisdiction in the world to have comprehensive regulation of businesses based on blockchain technology, and the first country in the world to legalise smart contracts at the national level. This was done through the issuing of a Presidential Decree on the development of the digital economy, which took effect on 28 March 2018. The Decree created a legal framework for buying, selling, exchanging, creating, and mining cryptocurrencies and tokens. The provisions of this decree extend only to legal entities operating on the territory of the High Technologies Park—a Special Economic Zone. Described as ‘legal experiment’, residents of the High Technologies Park are permitted to use smart contracts and elements of English contract law, such as convertible loans, options, clauses of indemnity, and non-solicitation and


noncompetition agreements, to create a ‘venture ecosystem’. The decree is also seen as legally significant due to its provision of definitions, at a legislative level, of cryptocurrencies, tokens, smart contracts and blockchain technology, with the latter being defined broadly to encompass other digital information systems with elements of centralisation. According to Reuters, ‘the decree is designed to attract digital coin entrepreneurs, who are moving businesses to locations more welcoming to cryptocurrencies as they face intensifying scrutiny from regulators’.

Also classified as promotive are jurisdictions that are putting in place regulatory sandboxes and innovation hubs. Leading the field in this is in the UK’s FCA which, in 2014, launched an innovation hub ‘focused on encouraging innovation in financial services in the interests of consumers by supporting innovator businesses with a range of services’. In its first year, amongst other achievements, the innovation hub ‘helped over 175 innovative businesses’ and ‘worked with government on plans to introduce regulation for digital currencies’. This is in line with the innovation hub’s objectives to support innovator businesses through activities such as helping ‘non-regulated businesses understand more about [the FCA’s] regulatory framework and what it means for them’, and engagement with innovative businesses in order to understand more about their needs, products and services. Following up from the launching of the innovation hub, the FCA published a report in 2015 on the feasibility and practicalities of developing a regulatory sandbox that is a ‘safe space’ in which businesses can test innovative products, services, business
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models and delivery mechanisms without immediately incurring all the normal regulatory consequences of engaging in the activity in question’.\footnote{119}

Having opened for its first round of applications on 9 May 2016,\footnote{120} the sandbox allowed unauthorised firms to apply for restricted authorisation ‘to allow testing by firms who need to become authorised to trial their new products or services’,\footnote{121} with restrictions only being lifted once the firm is able to meet ‘full’ requirements. Companies operating in the cryptocurrency industry, arguably at the forefront of fintech, have joined the Innovation Hub. The UK’s regulatory sandbox is an innovative regulatory model that has attracted the attention and interest of other regulatory authorities around the world. Jurisdictions that have followed suit in establishing their own cryptocurrency regulatory sandboxes and innovation hubs include Singapore, South Africa, Australia, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, Netherlands, Denmark and Canada.\footnote{122}

2.4 Conclusion

The aim of this chapter has been to provide an overview of both international and national responses to the regulation of cryptocurrencies. The first section of the chapter described the international regulatory environment for cryptocurrencies. This was based on the analysis of the recommendations, warnings, opinions and statements of international organisations, whose mandates and purview include and intersect with the issues of regulatory concern raised by cryptocurrencies. This section has shown that, whilst there is variation in the emphasis of regulation depending on institutional mandate, there are three significant themes in the recommendations on cryptocurrency regulation. The first theme is the concerted call for a global approach to the regulation of cryptocurrencies, in line with a recognition of the need for
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combined supra-jurisdictional oversight to ensure regulatory effectiveness and the role of these institutions in standards-setting. The second theme observable in the recommendations of international organisations is the identification of cryptocurrency intermediaries (exchange and wallet providers) as the sole regulatory targets, and the advocating of like-for-like regulation based on the functions performed by these institutions. The final theme observed in this analysis is an increasing awareness of the potential use of the technology itself as a regulatory tool and mechanism, as stated by both the IMF and the BIS, and, as observable in the enforcement-oriented initiatives of the TITANIUM project, the UNDOC and Interpol.

Following on from this, the second section of the chapter focused on national approaches to the regulation of cryptocurrencies. These have been categorised as jurisdictions with (a) no regulation, (b) restrictive regulations, (c) neutral regulation, and (d) promotive regulations. With regards to jurisdictions with no regulation, it has been found that these have issued statements providing warnings around the use of cryptocurrencies. Also in this category are jurisdictions that have adopted a wait-and-see approach, in light of the emerging nature of the cryptocurrency industry. The second classification used in this chapter is that of restrictive jurisdictions. This category has included jurisdictions that have issued bans making cryptocurrency use illegal, as well as jurisdictions that have put in place relatively restrictive regulations towards the cryptocurrency market. In the third category of jurisdictions, it has been noted how neutrality in cryptocurrency regulation consists of the application of like-for-like rules and regulations, without distinguishing cryptocurrency financial products, services and institutions from similar products, services and institutions. In this instance, examples of like-for-like regulation included the similar application of tax laws, MSB/MT laws, consumer protection laws and securities laws. The final category of national regulatory approaches identified is that of promotive jurisdictions. These are areas where the use of cryptocurrencies is actively encouraged and supported through regulation.
The regulated financial products, regulated activities and regulated institutions can be summarised succinctly, as I have presented them below, in Figure 3.

*Figure 3: Regulated Financial Products, Activities and Institutions*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulated Financial Products</th>
<th>Regulated Activities</th>
<th>Regulated Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Cryptocurrency</td>
<td>• Storing</td>
<td>• Exchanges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cryptoassets (cryptocurrency securities)</td>
<td>• Exchanging</td>
<td>• Wallet Providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Initial Coin Offerings (cryptocurrency tokens)</td>
<td>• Remitting (transmitting)</td>
<td>• Payment Processors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Payments</td>
<td>• Remittance Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Trading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What follows, in Chapter 3, is an examination and evaluation of both these international and national approaches to the regulation of cryptocurrencies, with a focus on enforcement and compliance challenges, in order to highlight the need for an alternative regulatory response.
Chapter Three: Evaluation of Current Regulation

3.1 Introduction

This chapter is aimed at highlighting the shortcomings of current cryptocurrency regulation, in order to show why there is a need for an alternative regulatory approach. This will be done firstly by discussing the enforcement challenges regulators face when existing substantive laws are applied to cryptocurrencies. Thereafter, the chapter will discuss the compliance challenges faced by the cryptocurrency industry when seeking to adhere to existing regulation. The chapter will then conclude by discussing the need for an alternative approach to cryptocurrency regulation, with an emphasis on what such an approach must be able to address in order to be fit for purpose.

3.2 Enforcement Challenges

The first observation that can be made about the current approach to cryptocurrency regulation, at both the global and national levels, is regarding the obstacles to enforcement. More specifically, banning restrictions are circumvented by peer-to-peer (P2P) and distributed exchanges (DEX); AML, KYC and CFT regulations are curtailed by blockchain pseudonymity and anonymity; all other regulatory actions are made difficult by the decentralised and distributed nature of cryptocurrencies, which present challenges to do with establishing jurisdiction and arbitrage. These three challenges will be discussed in turn.

3.2.1 Peer-To-Peer and Distributed Exchanges

As discussed in the preceding chapter, restrictive jurisdictions have attempted to curtail the use of cryptocurrency, by making it illegal to possess and transact in cryptocurrency, not permitting banks and financial institutions to facilitate cryptocurrency transactions, and disallowing citizens from trading in
cryptocurrency within national borders. However, continued increases in cryptocurrency trading volumes, and cryptocurrency-driven market activity indicate that these restrictions have been largely ineffective. Examples of this can be seen in Pakistan and Morocco. As has previously been alluded to, the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) banned investment and trading in cryptocurrencies, ordering the country’s only cryptocurrency exchange, Urudubit, to shut down in April 2018. However, despite this crackdown, in the immediate aftermath of the prohibition commentators stated that ‘banning or not banning makes no difference for the time being as there are no means to track people who want to trade in cryptocurrencies’. This is partly due to the existence of P2P and DEXs. In particular, Morocco, which also has a cryptocurrency ban in place, has an active LocalBitcoins cryptocurrency market. As displayed in Figure below, trade in cryptocurrency peaked at nearly 2 million Moroccan dirhams (MAD) in the first week of July 2017, and at the time of writing, the weekly volume was MAD637,819. Similar active trade is evident in other banned jurisdictions, including Bolivia and Vietnam.

Figure 4: Weekly Local Bitcoins Volume (Moroccan Dirhams)

Source: Coindance
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Local Bitcoins is a popular P2P cryptocurrency exchange, where those who wish to purchase cryptocurrency can do so without having to provide any documentation verifying their identity. In the sporadic instances where traders do request for identification (ID) verification before buying, this requirement changes ‘from country to country and trader to trader’. Another example of a P2P cryptocurrency exchange is Bisq. Bisq is an open-source P2P application that allows users to buy and sell cryptocurrencies in exchange for national currencies. Users can download the Bisq application with no ID verification required prior to use. In this way, these services allow for the purchase, selling and exchange of cryptocurrencies to fiat directly between two parties over an online platform. The loose or entirely absent requirements for customer ID effectively means that any person intent on acquiring or selling cryptocurrency anonymously can do so, by forum shopping and targeting traders who waive ID requirements. In this way, P2P exchanges and DEX undermine and, in effect, void the AML and CFT regulations currently in place for cryptocurrency exchange services, whilst additionally providing a means by which to circumvent any existing bans on cryptocurrency use imposed by regulators.

Beyond P2P and DEX, there has been some successful enforcement action on cryptocurrency exchanges. For example, in the US, BTC-e (a now-defunct cryptocurrency exchange) and Alexander Vinnick were indicted in July 2019 for money laundering, operating an unlicensed exchange and unlawful money services business, and other related charges. Similarly, in South Korea, the Korea Communication Commission (KCC) fined eight local cryptocurrency exchanges for insufficiently protecting users’ personal data. However, these enforcement
actions were made possible by the fact that the named exchanges were
centralised entities with dedicated operators. However, P2P and DEX are
completely decentralised, enabling cryptocurrency holders to trade freely on
their own terms, without the ID requirements that are essential to ensuring
compliance with AML and CFT regulations. These requirements are also vital in
assessing the robustness of the data protection and other consumer protection-
related safeguards leaving consumers trading on P2P and DEX particularly
vulnerable.

This enforcement challenge to cryptocurrency regulation is particularly
significant when the volumes of transactions and trades occurring through P2P
platforms are considered. In the UK alone, survey data showed that 47 per cent
of respondents acquired their bitcoin primarily through P2P and brokerage
services, with 41.7 per cent of these doing so through LocalBitcoins.11 Along with
the regulatory implications (particularly for AML) of local trades being
conducted in cash, these are also often carried out face-to-face, and without any
escrow facility in place, further jeopardising consumer protection. The reach of
current cryptocurrency regulation extends only towards centralised exchanges.
P2P and DEX—which function exclusively online—lie beyond the reach and
limits of current regulation.

3.2.2 Pseudonymity and Anonymity

Closely associated with the regulatory enforcement challenges presented by P2P
and DEXs are the obstacles to regulation resulting from pseudonymity and
anonymity. In this instance, enforcement is made difficult by the fact that there
are no explicit identity markers for cryptocurrency users. This is because each
individual trading in cryptocurrency does so, not through a traditional bank

11 Coinjournal, ‘Bitcoin Usage in the UK’ (Coinjournal 2015) <http://coinjournal.net/bitcoin-
account assigned to a known individual, but through public wallets, which are a string of randomly assigned letters and numbers displayed on a blockchain.12

More specifically, as discussed in Chapter 1, cryptocurrencies operate on public, permission-less blockchains, characterised by decentralisation and pseudonymity. This makes it difficult—in some instances, impossible—to track and trace the parties of cryptocurrency transactions. As explained by Matonis, in instances where cryptocurrency is released via smart contract,13 it is infeasible to restrict private party contracts that do not require the judicial system due to ‘cryptographic protocols and smart contracts with time-release amounts and multisignature transactions’.14 Moreover, where smart contracts are banned by statute within restrictive jurisdictions, this ‘would probably only drive them underground’.15 An example of technically enabling transactions to go underground are privacy coins or anonymous cryptocurrencies such as Dash, Monero, Zcash, PIVX, Verge and Namecoin.16 As explained by Tziakouris of Interpol, Monero, Dash, Zcash and other privacy coins enable users to keep their activity history and balances private, which ultimately restricts law enforcement investigators from identifying and tracing suspicious transactions.17 This is done using methods such as stealth addresses to obfuscate the origins, amounts, and destinations of transactions and protocols, such as the Zerocoin protocol that converts public Personal Identity Verification (PIV) into anonymous PIV, to

13 Smart contracts use computer programming to automatically execute the terms of a contract by using ‘if-then’ statements that lead to the execution of a corresponding contractual clause when a pre-programmed condition is triggered. Smart contracts shall be further discussed in Chapter 5.
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conceal the pseudo-identity of the sender, or any traces that can lead to the sender’s real identity.\(^\text{18}\)

This technical capability to prevent traceability can be enhanced by the use of what are known as ‘tumblers’ and ‘mixers’. Cryptocurrency mixing and tumbling services prevent the tracing of transactions to a particular wallet by resending the equivalent amount of other people’s cryptocurrency sent to them by the wallet owner at random intervals.\(^\text{19}\) This allows them to ‘clean’ coins tainted by association with certain websites or addresses, and makes it difficult for law enforcement to follow their transactions.\(^\text{20}\) Whilst these evasive mechanisms are fairly technologically sophisticated, there are simpler means by which cryptocurrency regulations can be avoided. For example, in China, cryptocurrency investors seeking to by-pass the country’s restrictive cryptocurrency regulations and access exposure to ICOs simply use middle-men agencies available on Wechat\(^\text{21}\) to facilitate their transactions.\(^\text{22}\)

When cryptocurrency transactions cannot be linked to individuals, this enables and facilitates criminal cyber activity, including the use of ransomware and the purchase of illicit goods and services online. Closely linked to this enforcement challenge is the existence of the Dark Web and Tor Network, that enable anonymous communication, as described in Chapter 1. The difficulty in tracking and tracing cryptocurrency users\(^\text{23}\) makes it challenging to enforce AML and CFT

\(^{18}\) ibid.
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\(^{21}\) Wechat is a popular Chinese messaging application.
\(^{23}\) Whilst privacy coins and tumbler services make cryptocurrency transactions nearly impossible to track, it is difficult—but possible—to identify the owners of cryptocurrency public keys, as is seen by the work of companies such as Elliptic <https://www.elliptic.co/> and the success in tracking Ross Ulbricht in 2013 and later, Thomas White of Silk Road <https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/apr/12/uk-man-jailed-guiding-mind-behind-silk-road-drugs-site-dark-web> Accessed 8 November 2019.
regulations in a similar manner to which these regulations are enforced with regards to fiat currency.

### 3.2.3 Jurisdiction and Arbitrage

An additional enforcement challenge presented by cryptocurrencies has to do with establishing jurisdiction and regulatory arbitrage. Establishing jurisdiction with cryptocurrency is a key regulatory challenge, due to the fact that cryptocurrencies are generated and transferred online between pseudonymous parties, providing the ability to transact from anywhere in the world. As explained by He, Habermeiser and others, ‘asserting jurisdiction over a particular VC transaction, market participant, or scheme may prove challenging for national regulators in light of the cross-border reach of the technology’. For example, Paech highlights how the methods traditionally used to determine which law should apply to the question of attribution (law of the place of asset *lex rei sitae*, the law of either the acquirer or the disposer, and the law of the issuer) would be problematic where cryptocurrency is involved. This is because it would lead to numerous different laws being applicable within the same platform as the cryptocurrencies, as cryptocurrency holders could ‘literally be anywhere’.

In particular, the intrinsically global reach of cryptocurrencies creates a difficulty in establishing jurisdiction whenever cryptocurrency disputes are brought to court. For example, the issue of jurisdiction was the basis for the *Ang v Reliantco Investments Ltd* case. In this case, the defendant Reliantco, a company incorporated in Cyprus offering financial products and services, made an application challenging the jurisdiction of an English court to try them. The company contended that Ms Ang was bound by its standard terms and conditions.

---


26 *Ang v Reliantco Investments Ltd* [2019] Queen’s Bench Division (Commercial Court) EWHC 879 (Comm).
conditions, which provided that the courts of Cyprus are to have exclusive jurisdiction over ‘all disputes and controversies arising out of or in connection with’ her customer agreement. Whilst it is possible to arrive at a decision, establishing the relevant jurisdiction in this way, it is nonetheless time-consuming and taxing to the judicial system.

The issue of varying jurisdictional oversight creates a further enforcement challenge to do with regulatory arbitrage, where cryptocurrency firms can ‘shop’ for the least burdensome and most lenient jurisdictions in which to conduct their activities.\(^{27}\) For example, after the banning of cryptocurrency exchanges in China, the majority of these moved to Hong Kong—which has been described as a ‘regulatory-friendly jurisdiction’ for cryptocurrencies.\(^{28}\) Similarly, Binance (a cryptocurrency exchange initially based in Japan) joined dozens of cryptocurrency companies relocating to Malta, which is largely seen as a cryptocurrency-friendly jurisdiction, after the Japanese government took a ‘tougher regulatory stance’ on cryptocurrency.\(^{29}\) This phenomenon has led to calls for the harmonisation of cryptocurrency regulation, which we will address in Chapter 6.

### 3.3 Compliance Challenges

In addition to the enforcement challenges being faced by regulators, the regulatory targets in the cryptocurrency ecosystem (including exchanges and wallet providers) are faced with challenges that make it difficult to comply with

---


current substantive legal requirements and regulations. As was noted by McBarnet and Whelan, much of regulation research is concerned with 'the extent to which target populations comply with the law, why people comply, or fail to comply, and how regulators and the targets of regulation construct the meaning of compliance'. In this instance, barriers to compliance created by the limitations of cryptocurrency regulation in its current form have to do with compliance costs, regulatory exclusions and oversights, and the confusion brought about by the lack of a harmonised global approach and use of multiple legal definitions for cryptocurrencies.

### 3.3.1 Compliance Costs and Proportionality

The first obstacle to compliance with current cryptocurrency regulation has to do with compliance costs. In this instance, we will consider the issue of jurisdictions imposing capital requirements on cryptocurrency exchanges and wallet providers. In the US, FinCEN’s Money Transmitter licensing requirements are targeted at ‘non-bank entities that receive and hold consumer funds, with promise of making funds available later or sending funds elsewhere as well as entities that issue or sell payment instruments’, including cryptocurrency exchanges and wallet providers. Here, the main requirements for this license in the US are: minimum capitalisation of US$50,000–US$1 million, a background check on principals, holding 100 per cent of consumer funds in permissible investments, as well as regular reports, filings and audits. In Indonesia, the onerous minimum capital requirements to cryptocurrency futures trading of 1 trillion rupiah (over US$70 million) has been met with anger, as it costs a fraction
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31 Compliance cost refers to all the expenses that a firm incurs to adhere to industry regulations. These include salaries of people working in compliance, time and money spend on reporting and so on. See W Kenton, *Investopedia* 18 April 2018 <https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/compliance-cost.asp> Accessed 10 December 2019.
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of this amount—2.5 billion *rupiah* (US$178, 000) to begin trading traditional commodities.\(^{34}\) In addition to questioning the proportionality of these regulations relative to the size of the cryptocurrency market\(^{35}\), the use of capital requirements in this context has been questioned, as ‘capital adequacy rules cannot adjust fast enough or be sufficiently contextually attuned to specific markets to do the job’. \(^{36}\) In addition to the costs associated with these capital requirements, there are also the costs associated with complying with KYC requirements. It has been noted that if large banks are finding KYC compliance costs onerous (which average US$550m a year), these costs ‘could be fatal for cryptocurrency exchanges, particularly new entrants to the market’. \(^{37}\)

In addition to this, there are the compliance costs of a non-monetary nature associated with existing cryptocurrency regulations. For example, as noted by Jury, ‘it takes 24 days, on average, for a commercial bank customer to pass the entire compliance process ... this delay isn’t attractive to crypto[currency] traders and investors who may simply use a platform with less scrupulous checks’. \(^{38}\) With these issues in mind, the BIS recommends that within applicable statutory authorities and jurisdictions, supervisors should consider whether these frameworks are:

> Sufficiently proportionate and adaptive to appropriately balance ensuring safety and soundness and consumer protection expectations with mitigating the

---


\(^{36}\) C Parker and J Braithwaite, ‘Regulation’ in M Tushnet and P Cane (eds), *Oxford Handbook of Legal Studies* (OUP 2005).


\(^{38}\) Ibid.
risk of inadvertently raising barriers to entry for new firms or new business models.39

Of particular relevance is the proportionality principle—which entails tailoring regulatory requirements to a firm’s size, systemic importance, complexity, and risk profile—with the aim of avoiding excessive compliance costs or regulatory burden without prudential justification.40 Arguably, there is little or no prudential justification for the capital requirements imposed on cryptocurrencies in some jurisdictions. In an infographic comparing cryptocurrency against the entire world’s wealth (Figure below), figures compiled by howmuch.net show how all the cryptocurrencies in existence are worth only 0.59 per cent of the world’s physical money (US$34.4 trillion vs US$202 billion), and that the entire market capitalisation of Amazon is US$858 billion larger than Bitcoin.

Figure 5: Putting the World’s Money into Perspective

Source: howmuch.net41

The corollary of this disproportionate regulation is the reduction of competition and the curtailing of the innovation potential of blockchain and cryptocurrencies which are described in Chapter 1. In this way, it can be seen that the monetary and non-monetary costs of compliance associated with current cryptocurrency regulation presents a challenge that must be addressed.

### 3.3.2 Regulatory Exclusions and Oversights

Further barriers to compliance are presented by regulatory exclusions and oversights, which can also be seen as fissures and shortcomings in current regulation. The first of these is poorly designed licensing regimes for cryptocurrency intermediaries. As has been noted by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision,

> current bank regulatory, supervisory and licensing frameworks generally predate the technologies and new business models of fintech firms. This may create the risk of unintended regulatory gaps when new business models move critical banking activities outside regulated environments.\(^\text{42}\)

This is partly true for cryptocurrency firms, where there is a lack of resolution mechanisms, ineffective licensing, and an exclusion of oversight in payments, private and commercial law.

The first observation that can be made with regards to regulatory oversight has to do with the lack of resolution mechanisms for failed cryptocurrency intermediaries. Upon its collapse, Mt Gox announced that over US$450 million worth of Bitcoin was missing or stolen.\(^\text{43}\) Although a formal claims process was initiated by Mt Gox’s bankruptcy trustees, and although security consultancies have been appointed to attempt to trace the missing Bitcoins, most customers have still been left out of pocket. In the 2016 hack of Bitfinex, the exchange resorted to bankruptcy resolution techniques seen in traditional financial
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\(^{42}\) Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (n 39) 6.

institutions, through a bail-in process in which the customers whose wallets were not hacked were obliged to pay 36 per cent of their own deposits in order to reimburse the 36 per cent of customers whose wallets were hacked into.\textsuperscript{44} Similarly, the placing of Mt Gox into receivership—where its remaining customers were effectively taken over by other exchanges—follows models evident in traditional bank resolution. However, this ad hoc arrangement is not universal, and there are no industry guidelines by regulators on this subject. As found in a survey by the CCAF,

\begin{quote}
only 53\% of small exchanges that act as a custodian by controlling customer keys have a written policy that outlines what happens to customer funds in the event of a security breach that could lead to the loss of customer funds. In contrast, 78\% of large custodial exchanges have such a written policy.\textsuperscript{45}
\end{quote}

The second issue to consider is the current licensing regime for cryptocurrency exchanges and wallet providers. The regulation of these intermediaries does not extend its reach to cover P2P and DEX, which operate exclusively online. However, even where exchanges and wallet providers are required to operate with licenses, there is evidence that not all of these intermediaries in operation have licenses. The CCAF found that only 24 per cent of surveyed incorporated wallets have a formal license from a regulatory authority, and all of them are wallet providers that offer national-to-cryptocurrency exchange services; 25 per cent of wallets providing centralised national-to-cryptocurrency exchange services do not have a government license.\textsuperscript{46} The survey further found that 85 per cent of all exchanges based in Asia-Pacific do not have a license, whereas 78 per cent of North American-based exchanges, 47 per cent of European-based

\textsuperscript{46} ibid.
exchanges, and 43 per cent of Latin American-based exchanges, respectively, hold a formal government license or authorisation.\(^\text{47}\) This finding is significant, because licensing and licensing requirements are a key component of currency cryptocurrency regulation.\(^\text{48}\) The practical implication of this is that, for example, if only 25 per cent of surveyed wallets have a formal license, then only 25 per cent of wallets are complying with licensing requirements such as KYC, AML and CTF reporting, and are putting in place required consumer protections.

Finally, it has been put forward that the current regulatory interventions for cryptocurrency, focusing predominately on AML and CTF, are insufficient. The ECB notes that,

\[
\text{we need a broader perspective on regulatory intervention for VC facilitators that extends beyond the fields of AML and CTF. Possible regulatory action should be explored, as well as amending or broadening existing frameworks such as the revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2) so that the licensing and supervision rules also apply to VC facilitators.}\(^\text{49}\)
\]

If this recommendation were followed, cryptocurrency intermediaries could be classified as Payment Institutions, and by so doing, under UK law this would make them subject to Payment Services Regulation, which would consider consumer protection issues such as governance, safeguarding measures, internal controls, and risk management procedures more robustly.\(^\text{50}\) This proposal is in line with recent initiatives within Europe, where, in addition to the inclusion of cryptocurrencies in the 4\(^{th}\) AMLD, the Council called for a similar amendment in

\[^{47}\text{ibid.}\]
the 2nd Payment Services Directive. In the US, the same gap in the regulation of payment systems brought about by the advent of cryptocurrency and mobile payments can be seen. It has been shown that ‘private contract law (might need to be) expanded to fill the gaps where payment technology has exceeded the scope of public law’ through the use of the Uniform Commercial Code. Similarly calling for the application of alternative existing sources of law is Hody, who proposed the application of laws on custody, authorisation and possession to cryptocurrencies. Noting that ‘possession of your keys by someone else (intermediaries) does not, in the eyes of the law, negate your ownership of those keys’, leaving scope and precedent to apply legal consideration of topics to do with custody, possession and authorisation similar to the laws on car accidents or other instances involving custodial relationships. Hughes and Middlebrook propose further applicability of existing law, affirming, ‘transaction-execution rules for cryptocurrency payments are the missing link in the regulation of cryptocurrency transactions’. Here, they additionally note how current regulation of cryptocurrency is primarily for public law purposes, such as collecting taxes or deterring money laundering, and for market-enhancing purposes, such as licencing and prudential requirements, whilst neglecting regulations serving specific commercial or private law purposes. Finally, also calling for a variation of the regulatory approach to cryptocurrencies is Chiu, who proposes a systemic and holistic approach beyond financial regulation for the governance of the crypto-economy in the EU, based on Innovation Policy.
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These various proposals to extend the legal boundaries currently placed on cryptocurrencies highlight the oversights and fissures of current cryptocurrency regulation. However, whilst instructive, none of these proposals address the enforcement issues relating to online cryptocurrency activities, highlighted above. This suggests that that the solution to more effective cryptocurrency regulation lies not in increasing the layers of applicable substantive law around cryptocurrency, but by looking beyond substantive law to achieve regulatory objectives as shall be further discussed below.

### 3.3.3 Lack of a Global Approach

The final factor that makes compliance difficult for those involved in the cryptocurrency industry has to do with the lack of a global approach to cryptocurrency regulation. As was discussed in detail in the preceding chapter, cryptocurrency regulation varies largely across jurisdictions: no regulation, restrictive, neutral and permissive regulations. As explained by Weinstein, Cohn and Parker,

> the disparate approaches taken by different countries, or even by different agencies within the U.S., have led to confusion on the part of blockchain companies about the jurisdictions and regulatory regimes to which their products and services will be subject.\(^{58}\)

This highlights how the issues of jurisdiction highlighted above, which are enhanced due to cryptocurrency’s use of DLT, have implications beyond regulatory arbitrage—they also result in an inability to comply, based on uncertainty and confusion about which regulations apply. It has been stated that ‘keeping track of what’s legal has become just as daunting as figuring out which newfangled token might turn into the next Bitcoin … rules can vary wildly by
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country, given a lack of global coordination among authorities’. A similar observation was made by JP Morgan researchers, who described current cryptocurrency regulation as ‘piecemeal efforts, with various nations staking independent regulatory position, and there has been little global coordination on cryptocurrency regulation’.

The effects of this regulatory uncertainty can be seen when considering the regulation of ICOs. As was noted by Hacker and Thomale,

regulators should decide how to deal with ICOs. For example, while some countries, such as China and South Korea, have prohibited ICOs, other jurisdictions (eg, Mexico) require authorisation for any issuance of tokens (no matter whether they are security or non-security tokens), and other countries, including the United States, Singapore, and Switzerland, subject ICOs to a selective control ex ante to determine whether the offering involves security tokens.

The same observation was summarised by the OECD, which noted that so far, the response from regulators on ICOs has been fragmented, with many applying existing regulation to ICOs on a case-by-case basis; others have acknowledged that most ICOs largely fall outside the realm of law and supervision; several authorities have issued investor warnings about ICOs, while still others have effectively banned them outright. This means that ‘industry and investors lack the kind of certainty needed to fully realise the potential of ICOs, while the regulatory and legal void makes criminal activity difficult to detect and counter’.

61 Ibid.
with commentators recommending that ‘the wide range of treatments across jurisdictions ... must be co-ordinated internationally’.\textsuperscript{63} In this instance, it can be seen that compliance with ICO regulations is challenging to cryptocurrency industry participants, due to the confusion and uncertainty generated by disparate and contradictory global regulatory arrangements.

The IMF, the OECD and other supranational authorities have called for a unified global response to cryptocurrency regulation, and stated that greater international discussion and cooperation is needed in order to address the regulatory challenges posed by cryptocurrencies. However, it may be difficult to arrive at a unified global approach to cryptocurrency regulation. Firstly, there are overarching limitations inherent in international law, due to the fact that ‘global regulation inevitably is at the cross-road of conflicting interests, and the incestuous relationship between power and money, politics and finance that this undertaking extraordinarily complex’.\textsuperscript{64} This often results in sub-optimal decisions being made at the level of global regulation, because governments and parliaments might not want to ‘use any of their political capital to take the right global decisions if they hurt their constituencies’.\textsuperscript{65} For example, the FATF’s beneficial ownership requirements are already difficult to enforce, without adding the complexities of cryptocurrencies. Evaluations show that 40 out of 44 jurisdictions need to make fundamental or major improvements in their anti-money laundering and countering terrorist financing systems to prevent the misuse of legal persons and arrangements and ensure availability of beneficial ownership information.\textsuperscript{66}

This suggests that, while the need for a global approach to cryptocurrency regulation has been noted and encouraged, the use of traditional forums and

\textsuperscript{63} ibid.
\textsuperscript{65} ibid.
approaches to global regulation are unlikely to be as effective as envisaged, given the inherent pitfalls of international law which would be amplified by the complexities surrounding cryptocurrencies—as shall be described in the next chapter.

3.3.4 Multiple Legal Definitions

The final compliance challenge that presents itself in current cryptocurrency regulation has to do with the inconsistencies that arise from the existence of multiple legal definitions of cryptocurrency in current regulation. It has been noted that ‘while some oversight agencies treat digital currencies as money, other agencies view them as a kind of property. They are traded on exchanges like securities, mined like commodities, and stored like digital information’.67 This plurality in legal classifications contributes to regulatory confusion and uncertainty which, in turn, presents enforcement challenges related to inconsistencies.

How cryptocurrencies are classified has significant implications when it comes to regulation. As noted by Ramasastry, ‘from banking laws to anti-money-laundering laws and tax regulations—whether these laws apply to the use of Bitcoin depends on how Bitcoin is classified’.68 For example, in highlighting the property-contract legal duality of cryptocurrencies, Berta and Noonan concluded that ‘in storage and at rest, Bitcoins are trade secrets to be jealously guarded. But in motion they are digital contracts with aspects of secrecy’.69 Another form of duality was highlighted by Ireland’s Minister of Finance, when considering the tax treatment of cryptocurrencies in Ireland: ‘because Bitcoin is a combination of some factors that constitute a commodity and some that constitute a currency,

67 ibid.
the implications for taxation are varied.\textsuperscript{70} Arguably, this duality extends beyond the property-contracts nexus and the commodity-currency nexus, to a plurality of multiple potential definitions and applications of law. However, these distinctions are not merely issues of theoretical conjecture and debate, they have practical real-world implications for the law.

The legal significance of multiple definitions of cryptocurrency can be seen in \textit{Hashfast Technologies LLC v Lowe}.\textsuperscript{71} In this case, a lawsuit was brought to a bankruptcy court against a former employee of a now bankrupt Bitcoin mining company, for receiving fraudulent transfers in Bitcoin. Here, the court's definition of Bitcoin is highly significant, because 'if Bitcoin is ‘currency’ the trustee would be entitled to the bitcoin historical value or the value on the date or transfer' and 'if Bitcoin is ‘property, the trustee would be entitled to receive the value of the BTC at the transfer date or time of recovery whichever is greater'.\textsuperscript{72} This is particularly significant given Bitcoin price fluctuations. The historical value of the Bitcoins in this case was US$363,861, whereas the value at the date of filing the case had increased to US$1,344,705.\textsuperscript{73} In this case, the Bankruptcy Court did not reach a determination of whether Bitcoin was a currency or commodity, stating that 'the court does not need to decide whether Bitcoin are currency or commodities for the purposes of fraudulent-transfer provisions of the Bankruptcy Code'.\textsuperscript{74} However, in also concluding that 'Bitcoin are not United States dollars', the court signalled Bitcoin as being more akin to a commodity than currency.\textsuperscript{75}

\textsuperscript{71} \textit{Hashfast Technologies LLC v Lowe} [2016] California North Bankruptcy Court 14-30725-DM (Bankr ND Cal Feb 22, 2016).
\textsuperscript{73} ibid.
\textsuperscript{74} \textit{Hashfast Technologies LLC v Lowe} (n 71) 1.
\textsuperscript{75} For further discussion on the legal definitions of cryptocurrency in bankruptcy, see E Illman and R Cox, 'Bitcoin and Bankruptcy: Why Creditors and Bankruptcy Practitioners Need to Understand Cryptocurrencies' (\textit{Westlaw Journal Bankruptcy} 14 December 2017).
It has therefore been evident that the few findings in court cases and regulatory opinions involving cryptocurrencies vary in their determination of asset classification, depending on the regulatory context. For example, the Federal Election Commission (FEC) and the magistrate judge in *SEC v Trendon Shavers and Bitcoin Savings Trust*, mentioned above, have issued differing views on the possible legal classification of Bitcoins. In November 2014, the FEC proposed—but did not approve—a draft advisory opinion that would have permitted the use of Bitcoins for in-kind contributions, under the regulatory category of ‘anything of value,’ which includes commodities, stock and equipment. The draft advisory opinion, noting the more narrow regulatory definition of ‘money’ under election law, stated that Bitcoins could not be accepted as a money contribution and would have to be converted to US dollars for deposit in a campaign account. This is in contrast to the magistrate judge in *SEC v Trendon Shavers and Bitcoin Savings Trust*, who, as described above, stated that Bitcoins ‘can be used as money’ and possess attributes of a ‘currency or form of money’.  

This expedient consideration of various definitions of cryptocurrency is particularly prevalent in taxation. Of note here is how ‘the IRS’s designation of cryptocurrencies as ‘property’ instead of as ‘currency’ deprives the trader/user of favourable tax treatment afforded to foreign currency transactions’.  

A more cynical view of this phenomenon was presented by Fournier and Lennard, who noted that ‘where there is money to be made, there is tax to be levied and where the available tax rules are rooted in past perceptions of what ‘money’ is, the courts have broad latitude in determining what is just’.  

In the UK, the position of HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) on the tax treatment of cryptocurrencies is in line with that of the EU in its exemption of VAT, but
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however, applies Corporation Tax (CT), Income Tax (IT) and Capital Gains Tax (CGT) liabilities in the same manner as the IRS. Of note here is how the HMRC’s position incorporates two separate understandings and definitions of cryptocurrencies: firstly as property (as is the case in the US), and secondly as currency (as is the basis of exemption from VAT in the EU). This application of varying definitions of cryptocurrency has led to regulatory uncertainty, adding to the confusion around compliance for companies operating within the cryptocurrency industry.

3.4 Discussion

The enforcement and compliance challenges highlighted above indicate the need for an alternative approach to cryptocurrency regulation. However, prior to delineating the considerations that should guide an alternative approach, it must be established that ‘no regulation’ for cryptocurrencies (as is the case in some jurisdictions) is not a viable option and it must be asserted that the regulatory challenges presented by cryptocurrencies are rooted in the features and functions of blockchain technology.

3.4.1 Ineffectiveness of ‘No Regulation’

At first glance it may appear counter-intuitive to consider the effectiveness of ‘no regulation’, as this approach may seem to be, by definition, ineffective. However, insight into cryptocurrency regulation can still be gleaned by observing the impact on social reality that is made by the absence of regulation. The UK is the main outlier amongst key cryptocurrency jurisdictions, having opted to take a wait-and-see approach. However, both legislators and industry participants have raised concerns about such a stance. Calls for regulation have grown, in particular as a result of fears around investor protection and money laundering. Calling the current ‘no regulation’ approach the ‘wild west’, Members of Parliament
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(MPs) in the Commons Treasury Select Committee have stated that the lack of cryptocurrency regulation in the UK has exposed investors to a ‘litany of risks’, and further, that it is ‘unsustainable for the government and regulators to bumble along issuing feeble warnings to potential investors, yet refrain from acting’. Cryptocurrency industry representatives, including the trade association CryptoUK, which has advocated and set out proposals for cryptocurrency regulation in the UK in order to reduce regulatory uncertainty, have echoed these concerns about the lack of regulation in the UK. This potential market-development role of regulation was equally recognised by the Select Committee, which stated ‘regulation could lead to positive outcomes for the crypto-asset market, including the move toward a more mature business model and increased liquidity’. This observation is consistent with empirical findings that ‘news pointing to the establishment of legal frameworks tailored to cryptocurrencies and initial coin offerings coincides with strong market gains’.

As highlighted in the preceding chapter, the category of jurisdictions with no regulation include instances where the sole regulatory activity is the issuing of warnings, and/or the articulation of some version of a ‘wait-and-see’ approach. There is little evidence to support the efficacy of issuing of warnings on social behaviour in the cryptocurrency space. Indeed the Select Committee noted that ‘the FCA’s consumer warnings are a feeble corrective to advertisements … that only emphasise the upside opportunities of crypto-asset investing’.

Similarly, it has been noted that whilst regulators in Canada have said that that products linked to cryptocurrencies should be considered high risk, at the same time, the
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country's stock exchanges have become popular destinations for crypto-related stocks and exchange-traded funds. The same ambiguous link between warnings and consumer behaviour is likely to be evident in other jurisdictions where regulators have issued warnings, including France, Germany, Australia, Argentina, South Africa and Japan.

3.4.2 Technical Roots of Regulatory Challenges

As was described in Chapter 1, cryptocurrencies operate using public, permission-less blockchain that is distributed across a global network of independent nodes, and secured cryptographically. This creates both regulatory challenges and regulatory opportunities that are not being considered and accounted for in the majority of current approaches to cryptocurrency regulation.

Cryptocurrencies present enforcement challenges for P2P and DEX, pseudonymity and jurisdiction, because of the technical features of decentralised nodes, public and private key cryptography, and operating in a virtual or online environment. Current regulation of cryptocurrency intermediaries, including exchanges and wallet providers, becomes ineffective when cryptocurrency transactions are conducted exclusively online through P2P and DEX. Regulations fall similarly short when the technical capability to obscure cryptocurrency users through the use of public and private key cryptography is amplified by the use of privacy coins and tumbler services. Finally, current regulations fail to contend with the jurisdictional challenges arising because cryptocurrency can be used by anyone based anywhere in the world who is able to download the cryptocurrency software, and these individuals can send and receive cryptocurrency from anyone else in possession of this software regardless of their geographical location. More specifically, as noted by Paech, 'technical outcomes and legal
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results may sometimes contradict each other\textsuperscript{87}, particularly where legal results cannot be put into practice retroactively, because blockchain transactions are generally difficult to reverse.\textsuperscript{88} These tensions between technical features and legal requirements existing in current cryptocurrency regulation are summarised in Table 1, below.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Cryptocurrency Technical Feature} & \textbf{Legal Implications} \\
\hline
\textbf{Immutability} & • Consumer protection concerns as transactions cannot be reversed \\
\hline
\textbf{Pseudonymity} & • Cannot easily detect who is behind the transactions which lends itself to money laundering, terrorist financing and the use cryptocurrencies to facilitate illicit transactions \\
\hline
\textbf{Distributed} & • Jurisdiction challenges are faced due to the existence of global, multiple nodes; \\
& • Difficult to ascertain regulatory target and establish liability; \\
& • Regulatory arbitrage; \\
& • Cryptocurrencies cannot be shut down \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Legal Implications of Cryptocurrency Technical Features}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{87} Paech (n25) 7. \\
\textsuperscript{88} Paech (n 25).
Therefore, we can conclude that current cryptocurrency regulation is unenforceable using substantive legal rules and the traditional tools of financial regulation, due to cryptocurrency’s technical features. However, in addition to presenting challenges to regulation, the technical features of cryptocurrencies also present unique regulatory opportunities currently un- or under-explored by regulators. As shall be further discussed in the subsequent chapters, the computer code-based nature of cryptocurrency renders itself well suited to code-based regulatory intervention that falls under the broad category of regulatory technology (regtech) and algorithmic regulation. As explained by Cutts and Micheler, Bitcoin has ‘built-in cryptographic protections’, leading to the conclusion that, particularly in the case of crypto-securities, ‘you will need a lot less law’.89

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter has shown how current cryptocurrency regulation is faced with enforcement and compliance challenges and limitations. Enforcement challenges have to do with P2P and DEX, pseudonymity, and the challenges of jurisdiction and arbitrage. Compliance challenges have to do with financial and non-financial compliance costs, regulatory exclusions and oversights, and the uncertainties that arise from multiple legal definitions for cryptocurrency regulation, and the

lack of a harmonised global approach. This indicates the need for an alternative approach to cryptocurrency regulation.

This chapter has additionally shown the problematic nature of having ‘no regulation’, and identified the root cause of shortcomings with current cryptocurrency regulation as being the failure to take into account the regulatory implications, challenges and opportunities resulting from the technical features and functionality of cryptocurrencies. The alignment of technical features and functions to legal and regulatory objectives can only be internally operationalised, as it relies exclusively on those responsible for the development of cryptocurrency technical functionality—in essence, a form of self-regulation. In this way, a regulatory approach to cryptocurrencies would need to be one that:

a) examines and considers the limitations of substantive law in the regulation of cryptocurrencies;

b) examines and considers both the challenges and opportunities inherent to the technological features and functionality of cryptocurrency, and;

c) examines and considers the role of self-regulation in cryptocurrency.

What follows is a discussion of regulatory theory, and the introduction of Reflexive Regulation—presented as the regulatory framework best suited to addressing the shortcomings related to current cryptocurrency regulation.
Chapter Four: Reflexive Regulation Theory

4.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapter, the need for a change in approach to cryptocurrency regulation was highlighted. The enforcement and compliance challenges presented by cryptocurrencies call for a reconsideration of the role of the law vis-à-vis cryptocurrencies, and the consideration of an alternative regulatory strategy. The aim of this chapter is to present the theoretical foundation for an alternative approach to cryptocurrency regulation based on the theory of reflexive regulation. This will be done by first providing an overview of the key components of reflexive regulation theory, as initially presented by Gunther Teubner. This will be followed by a consideration of where reflexive regulation stands in the spectrum of established regulatory theories and strategies with a particular focus on the differences between reflexive regulation and other self-regulation-based theoretical approaches. The chapter will conclude by discussing the rationale and merits of taking a reflexive law approach to the regulation of cryptocurrencies.

4.2 Overview of Reflexive Regulation

Regulatory theory, is defined as ‘a set of propositions or hypotheses about why regulation emerges, which actors contribute to that emergence and typical patterns of interactions between regulatory actors.’ The theory of reflexive regulation provides a series of propositions around the patterns of interactions of regulatory actors that are based on three key concepts namely: systems theory and autopoiesis, socially adequate complexity, and proceduralisation, positioned as a replacement for substantive legal rules. Each of these shall be discussed in turn.

---

4.2.1 Systems Theory and Autopoiesis

The starting point of reflexive regulation is an understanding of the world as consisting of independent, closed systems, of which the legal system is only one amongst many others, including the economic system, religious system and the political system. This systems theory of law was developed initially by Niklas Luhmann, who presented the notion that society consists of multiple autopoietic systems.\(^2\),\(^3\) Here, Luhmann began by framing the observation that systems are distinguished by ‘functional differentiation’,\(^4\) in which each system plays a distinct role in world society, and as such, operates in a unique and individual manner that has its own (legitimate) internal logic. An example of the manifestation of this in the legal system is the manner in which the boundaries of the legal system are defined by the binary code legal/illegal.\(^5\) In this way, systems can be seen as being ‘operationally closed’.\(^6\) This operational closure is additionally characterised by the ability of the system to reproduce itself internally, and develop and evolve in a decentralised, organic and independent manner.

In addition to being operationally closed, systems are also ‘cognitively open’,\(^7\) meaning that they are influenced by other systems and often evolve in a similar manner and direction with other systems through a process of ‘structural coupling’. This means in practical terms, for example, that developments in politics influence developments in economics, as has been the case historically, and these, in turn, influence developments in law. Key to the evolution of systems based on their being operationally closed but cognitively open is the concept of ‘reflexion’, which is the process of (internal) self-awareness that allows each

\(^3\) The term ‘autopoiesis’ refers to a system capable of reproducing and maintaining itself by regulating its composition and conserving its boundaries (Merriam-Webster Dictionary).
\(^5\) R Rogowski, Reflexive Labour Law in the World Society (Edward Elgar 2013) 34.
\(^6\) N Luhmann, A Sociological Theory of Law (Routledge and Kegan Paul 1985) 281 -8
\(^7\) ibid.
system to distinguish itself from other systems, through the application of second-order or high-level norms, such as the binary code existing in the legal system. This understanding of the development of systems is particularly poignant, in that it isolates the mechanisms through which norms are developed to form an existential rationale to the functioning of each system. By drawing on the concept of autopoiesis in the formulation of a theory of reflexive law, Teubner allows for its use in the consideration of metatheoretical issues about the role and function of law in a complex society.

4.3.2 Socially Adequate Complexity

The next basis for reflexive law, after the grounding in autopoiesis, is the notion of ‘socially adequate complexity’ in which ‘it is the difference in complexity between a social system and its environment that produces changes in the social systems’. The implications of this in the understanding of reflexive law is that the law has to ‘adapt to specific social differentiation’, culminating in a combination of norm rationality (explained by autopoiesis) and system rationality, which together ‘determine the constraints on the internal conceptual, procedural and organisational structures of the legal system’. What Teubner essentially presents here is the need for the law to take cognisance of the limitations of its ability to directly influence other systems, not only as a matter of practicality, but also as essential to its continued evolution and internal coherence. This direction in Teubner’s theory was influenced by Luhmann’s observation that the historical change from a stratified to a functionally differentiated society ‘demanded a parallel transition in the legal order’, with an emphasis on the need for self-reflexion by the legal system.
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Failure to understand the limitations of the law, and how it influences and is influenced by other systems, will result in regulation being trapped in what Teubner describes as a ‘regulatory trilemma’, in which regulation and legal rules exhibit (a) failure to shape social practices (lack of effectiveness), (b) the values and techniques represented in regulation fail to fit with pre-existing norms and social ordering in the target population (lack of responsiveness), and (c) where ‘regulation that is too responsive to customs from civil society may subvert the doctrinal coherence of law’s analytic framework’ and potentially lead to ‘the failure of effective and responsive regulation to secure certainty, consistency, and predictability in legal principles and values’ (lack of coherence).\footnote{C Parker and J Braithwaite, ‘Regulation’ in M Tushnet and P Cane (eds), \textit{Oxford Handbook of Legal Studies} (OUP 2005) 129.} According to Teubner, these common regulatory failures are a result of misdirected legalisation and juridification aimed at other social systems where the law is pushed, often by political forces, to go beyond the scope of autopoiesis in a futile attempt to forcibly determine the internal structures of other systems. Here Teubner asserts that it is only by being reflexive that the law can overcome the regulatory trilemma, and simultaneously achieve effectiveness, responsiveness and coherence by facilitating self-regulation in other systems.\footnote{R Rogowski (n 5).}

\textbf{4.3.3 Proceduralisation}

In addition to providing a normative basis for considering the role of the law in regulation, Teubner’s theory on reflexive law is also prescriptive, as it states that self-regulation in other systems can be shaped and (re)directed towards the attainment of regulatory goals through the use of procedures. He posits that it is primarily through putting in place procedural boundaries, aimed at improving the quality of internal self-regulatory processes, that the law can ensure that regulatees conform to desired outcomes. In other words, reflexive law ‘seeks to design self-regulating social systems through norms of organisation and procedure’.\footnote{G Teubner (n 8) 254.} More specifically, reflexive law relies on ‘procedural norms that
regulate processes, organisation, and the distribution of rights and competencies’. \(^{17}\) In this way, under the procedural and organisational orientation of reflexive law, legal control of social action is ‘indirect and abstract’. \(^{18}\) Citing the example of contract law, Teubner defines reflexive law as affecting ‘the quality of outcomes without determining the agreements that can be reached’. \(^{19}\) Here it can be seen that the aim of reflexive regulation is to influence regulatees to expand the remit of their internal self-regulatory structures to include addressing issues of regulatory concern. This can be seen as a mechanism which calls for the law to boost or amplify internal governance structures, and strengthen and channel these towards reaching the desired regulatory outcomes. Teubner advocates the use of procedures rather than substantive rules, based on an understanding that ‘the role of reflexive law is to structure and restructure semi-autonomous social systems by shaping both their procedures of internal discourse and their methods of coordination with other social systems’. \(^{20}\)

In sum, reflexive regulation calls for a new form of ‘legal self-restraint’, where ‘instead of taking over regulatory responsibility for the outcome of social processes, reflexive law restricts itself to the installation, correction and redefinition of democratic self-regulatory mechanisms’. \(^{21}\) In this way, a reading of Teubner informs the view that reflexive regulation is the only way to ensure that regulation significantly shapes the actions of the regulatee (is effective), is assimilated in a way the regulatee understands and can incorporate (responsive), and is done in a manner which does not compromise the doctrinal foundations of the law as an independent system (coherence).

\(^{17}\) ibid 255.  
\(^{18}\) ibid 256.  
\(^{19}\) ibid 256.  
\(^{20}\) ibid 255.  
\(^{21}\) ibid 276.
4.3 Reflexive Regulation vis-à-vis established regulatory theories and strategies

4.3.1 Beyond Command and Control vs Self-Regulation

Regulatory theory initially oscillated between the concepts of ‘command-and-control’ and ‘self-regulation’. However, regulatory theory has since evolved beyond the simplistic either/or divide between command-and-control and self-regulation, towards more sophisticated and nuanced views embracing both approaches. This has largely been due to the failure of traditional, black-letter, top-down administration of rules, backed by sanctions in preventing market failures and the equally ineffective option of leaving it solely up markets to restrain themselves. In Financial Regulation, command-and-control—or ‘mechanisms involving the state promulgation of legal rules prohibiting specified conduct, underpinned by coercive sanctions (either civil or criminal in nature) if the prohibition is violated’—have generally been sparingly applied, due to the need for a certain level of autonomous market mechanisms—such as demand and supply—to be allowed to work effectively. This means that, were regulation—defined as any policy which alters market outcomes by the exercise of some coercive government power—purely to be command-and-control, it would move the global economy away from the key tenets of capitalism, introducing inefficiencies. These concerns over the imposition of highly prescriptive rules have been consistently raised, due to the fact that command-and-control systems are often ‘expensive, intrusive and inflexible’, and that because one size does not fit all, particularly in financial regulation, ‘regulations inevitably distort the economic outcome, possibly so much that the end result is

24 An alternative view, which takes issue with the pejorative labels for command-and-control regulation (such as ‘socialist central planning’), shows how command-and-control regulation of the environment can be nominally more efficient than market-based regulations (D Cole and P Grossman, ‘When Is Command-and-Control Efficient? Institutions, Technology, and the Comparative Efficiency of Alternative Regulatory Regimes for Environmental Protection’ (1999) Articles by Maurer Faculty Paper 590.
worse than the unregulated starting point’. Other weaknesses of this approach have been that it has been seen to disregard the complexity of risks, impede firms from choosing their own, more effective mechanisms for meeting objectives, it may stifle innovation, and is focused more on processes rather than outcomes (box-ticking in cumbersome red tape and rules escalation).

More tellingly, command-and-control has been described as limiting the incentives of regulatees to monitor and control their own behaviour and to exercise due diligence where necessary. This aspect is particularly pertinent to the financial sector, where free markets require considerable internal infrastructure and self-regulation to function efficiently with minimal transaction costs, and where, more generally, regulators are dependent on the specialised expertise of regulated firms in order to achieve regulatory outcomes. However, these shortcomings of command-and-control regulation, and the recognition of the crucial role of the regulatee in the regulatory process do not mean self-regulation is a panacea for addressing the oversight of markets. Self-regulation is equally problematic. Its understandable appeal, in both theory and practice, lies in its ability to address the limitations of command-and-control in the areas of efficiency, flexibility and cost-effectiveness, based partly on the use of industry expertise to identify and address issues of regulatory concern. An additional boon for self-regulation is that it is based on the recognition that ‘the capacity to deliver on regulatory objectives lies primarily with those who are regulated, rather than those who regulate’, as it has been acknowledged that regulators are ‘inextricably dependent for their success on the behaviour of
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individuals and organisations which are autonomous and thus inherently ungovernable'.

The application of self-regulatory regimes has led to various waves of deregulation, where the market has been deemed as the most effective and most suitable instrument to correct itself and reduce its own negative externalities. In most instances, self-regulation, particularly when preceded by deregulation, leads to economic growth. Examples of this include the 'Big Bang' in the UK under Margaret Thatcher in the mid-1980s, which was credited with 'changing the character of the City from a 'club' to a competitive, and competed for, marketplace', and the various historical booms in markets such as housing, and sectors such as technology prior to their subsequent 'busts'. These busts are often linked to the inefficacy of self-regulation, and how, time and time again, the lack of accountability and the subjective and selective application of regulation—primarily due to the mismatched incentives between organisations and regulators—have almost always led to 'socially sub-optimal outcomes'.

Manifestations of these shortcomings of self-regulation in the financial sector range from failures of initiatives such as 'comply or explain', which was based on letting the market decide whether or not a set of standards were suitable for individual companies, to failures in internal risk-management structures resulting in the implosion of the global financial system as a whole and the crystallisation of systemic risk. Most tellingly, in what was aptly described as being 'slapped by the invisible hand', the 2007–2008 Global Financial Crisis (GFC) can be attributed to a wide interconnected array of factors, prominent amongst which is the failure of self-regulation. Here, as noted by former chairman of the Federal Reserve and deregulation advocate, Alan Greenspan, in his mea culpa to the US House of Representatives in 2008, when he concluded that he was
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wrong in ‘presuming that the self-interests of organisations, specifically banks and others, were such that they were best capable of protecting their own shareholders and their equity in the firms’.

The awareness of the shortcomings of both command-and-control and self-regulation in their purest forms have led to a move in regulatory theory and practice, beyond this dichotomy, towards more holistic and integrated approaches which incorporate aspects of both command-and-control and self-regulation in tool-kit-based regulatory models. With regards to the latter, Julia Black noted how ‘the death of command-and-control has been much exaggerated’, because as a matter of necessity, regulators, particularly in the US, still rely on detailed legal rules backed by criminal sanctions. However, this use of command-and-control has been restricted to specific instrumental usage targeted at specific products, for example, the post-GFC EU prohibition and ban on uncovered short sales on sovereign Credit Default Swaps (CDS) trading, or mandatory restrictions and obligations stipulated in licensing and registration requirements for financial institutions.

Similarly, the benefits of self-regulation, combined with the reality of the practical (and normative) necessity of including regulatees at various stages of the regulatory process in varying capacities, has meant that the principles of self-regulation—like those of command-and-control—are still very much alive. As shall be further discussed below, reappearing in hybrid form in so-called ‘new governance techniques’ including principles-based regulation, meta-regulation, and enrolment, and in parts of initiatives such as ‘smart regulation’ and ‘better
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regulation’, these regulatory tools and processes in which the regulatee plays a key role have been widely implemented.

Beyond the practical implications and implementations, the recognition of the futility of the dichotomous conceptualisation of regulation between self-regulation and command-and-control has additionally informed the development of regulatory theory. Seminal in this area is the theory of Responsive Regulation, put forward by Ayres and Braithwaite specifically to transcend the regulatory debate and move away from ‘crude polarisation’, in order to strike a balance between self-regulation and command-and-control regulation.\(^{39}\) The key contribution of responsive regulation lies in the area of enforcement and compliance, where the authors addressed the question of ‘when to punish; when to persuade?’ by proposing a ‘tit for tat’ approach in which ‘regulators enforce in the first instance by compliance strategies, but apply more punitive deterrent responses when the regulated firms fail to behave as desired’.\(^{40}\) This notion is expanded further by Baldwin and Black, who posit that in order to be ‘really responsive’,

\[
\text{regulation has to be responsive not merely to compliance performance but to the attitudinal settings of regulatees; to the institutional environment of regulation; to the operation and interplay of the institutional environment of regulation; to its own performance; and to changes in each of these elements.}^{41}
\]

‘Really responsive regulation’ came about as an ambitious, catch-all rejoinder to the conceptual, practical and constitutional criticisms of responsive regulation. These ranged from the inappropriateness of an escalating response to catastrophic crises, and the difficulties of de-escalation down the enforcement

\(^{41}\) ibid 69.
pyramid, to challenges to the assumption that regulatees respond to pressures by regulators and critiques to do with fairness, proportionality and consistency.\footnote{ibid.}

As shall be further discussed, whilst the application of various hybrid regulatory strategies, including meta-regulation, principles-based regulation, enrolment, risk-based regulation and other strategies, including better and smart regulation are useful—the complex, inter-connected considerations involved in the regulation of cryptocurrencies calls for a theoretical approach that provides a more systemic view of regulation and a consideration of the role and positioning of the law in world society. With this in mind, this study will consider the theory of Reflexive Law developed by Gunther Teubner, as a theoretical approach that presents a holistic metatheory of regulation, and an understanding of where the law stands, both instrumentally and normatively, in relation to regulatory targets. What follows is a consideration of how this approach differs fundamentally from other self-regulation-based approaches as a re-iteration of the suitability of a reflexive law approach to the regulation of cryptocurrencies.

\subsection*{4.3.2 Reflexive Regulation and other Self-Regulation-Based Approaches}

Regulatory models and techniques incorporating aspects of both substantive command-and-control and self-regulation have become ubiquitous. What follows is a brief description of how reflexive regulation differs from principles-based regulation, meta-regulation and the varieties of ‘smart-regulation’ techniques.

\subsubsection*{4.3.2.1 Principles-Based Regulation}

Principles-based regulation was coined and initiated by the UK’s Financial Services Authority (FSA) in 2007, after disenchantment with risk-based regulation—a regulatory approach based on the channelling of regulatory resources to areas that pose the highest levels of risk\footnote{FSA, A New Regulator for a New Millennium (2000) <https://www.fca.org.uk/old-fsa-website> Accessed 3 May 2015.}—in the areas of
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prudential regulation, as exemplified by the collapse of Northern Rock and the Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS). Stating that ‘our aim is to focus more clearly on the outcomes we as regulators want to achieve, leaving more of the judgement calls on how to achieve those outcomes to senior management of firms’. As paraphrased by Rawling, Georgosouli and Russo, the FSA further explained that:

*detailed rules placed an enormous burden on industry without preventing misconduct, that rules were less flexible and so unable to respond quickly to innovations, that they led to box-ticking rather than adherence to regulatory standards, and that the sheer volume of rules rendered them inaccessible.*

This shift towards principles-based regulation incorporated aspects of self-regulation, by placing the onus on regulatees to determine how they would achieve regulatory outcomes. A practical example of the implementation of the principles-based approach was the FSA’s Treating Customers Fairly initiative put in place in the UK in 2003. Deciding to take a conceptual approach to the principle of ‘fairness’, the FCA left it to firms to define and set substantive standards, and achieve six outcomes towards fairness without mandating rule-based compliance. However, this initiative was curtailed by the onset of the GFC, and its level of success was brought into question by the mis-selling of payment protection insurance (PPI). After the GFC, the principles-based approach was shelved. However, both the FCA and the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) at the BOE stated that their approach will be ‘judgement based’, displaying a similar concern with the achievement of outcomes that was the basis of principles-based regulation. In practice, it has been noted that this shift from rules-based to principles-based regulation, and the distinction between the two, was purely arbitrary. What was observed, in fact, was that the FSA’s approach
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‘appeared to be principles-based and was promoted as such’, but was really ‘a mix of rules and principles: principles elaborated by rules in certain areas (e.g. treating customers fairly) and rules supported by principles to cover gaps of inconsistencies’ where ‘a rules-based system may have a principles-based enforcement or sanctioning regime’.49

The realities of their application and strengths and weaknesses of each approach aside, what is evident is that, although principles-based regulation placed the responsibility of implementation on regulatees calling for a certain level of self-regulation, the fact that regulatory objectives were set independently by the regulator and imposed on the regulatee in a top-down manner is what distinguishes principles-based regulation from a reflexive regulatory approach. Indeed, it can be argued that principles-based regulation application and the use of self-regulation suffered from a lack of responsiveness, where the given values and techniques prescribed by regulators failed to fit with pre-existing norms and social ordering in the target population, leading to the observed *de facto* (re)incorporation of rules-based approaches within principles-based approaches. In the case of the FSA’s Treating Customers Fairly initiative, a reflexive approach to the use of principles would have entailed the use of procedures, such as, for example, processes to promote transparency, which could indirectly channel regulatees towards fairer practices, and allow for the development of an organic internal conceptualisation of the notion of ‘fairness’, coupled with regulatory initiatives to support the development and direction of internal processes towards fairness.

**4.3.2.2 Meta-Regulation**

Displaying similar features to principles-based regulation, meta-regulation—often grouped synonymously with management-based regulation and enforced self-regulation—describes a strategy in which ‘regulators do not prescribe how regulatees should comply, but require them to develop their own systems of
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compliance and to demonstrate that compliance to the regulator’.\textsuperscript{50} Lauded for its links to community-based governance and co-regulation, this regulatory strategy has the advantages of being able to design internal compliance mechanisms suitable to the regulated firm or industry. However, the main disadvantage of meta-regulation, management-based regulation, or enforced self-regulation is that ‘the firm’s processes are designed to achieve their own goals, not necessarily those of the regulators’ meaning that ‘compliance systems may therefore end up running parallel to the organisation’s core operations, rather than being integral to them’.\textsuperscript{51}

The shortcomings of this approach were seen during the GFC, which led to more scrutiny of the decisions of senior management in financial institutions in the wake of a more intrusive regulatory approach by supervisory authorities. As with principles-based regulation, meta-regulation faces the same lack of responsiveness endemic to norm-asymmetries, and the external imposition of regulatory goals and objectives. However, it too can be implemented reflexively. An example of this is Scott’s presentation of a reflexive conception of meta-regulation which ‘acknowledges that the capacities of individuals and organisations for self-regulation extends beyond implementation and compliance to include the setting of objectives’, but suggests that ‘the legitimacy of such activities is liable to be premised upon the inclusiveness and character of such self-regulatory processes’.\textsuperscript{52}

\textbf{4.3.2.3 ‘Smart Regulation’ Models of Regulation}

Defined as being a ‘pragmatic, flexible and pluralistic approach to regulation involving the use of multiple regulatory techniques and a wide range of regulatory actors to implement a regulatory regime’,\textsuperscript{53} smart regulation has been characterised by the coining of terms such as decentred regulation, collaborative
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governance, outsourcing regulation and empowering participants.\textsuperscript{54} Included in this catch-all concept are ideas of ‘better regulation’, with an emphasis on regulatory impact assessments, and the above-mentioned risk-based regulation and meta-regulation, all of which lead to what Julia Black noted to be tensions between fragmentation and centralisation within the regulatory state.\textsuperscript{55} This is based on the observation that the fragmentation associated with polycentric regulatory models results in increased centralisation by the government, particularly in the area of enforcement, due to the rise in the need for accountability of government regulators combined with a strain in their ability to coordinate the direction of regulation.\textsuperscript{56}

Using the analytical framework of reflexive law, the tensions noted here can be seen as a crisis in the coherence of law, and the failure ‘to secure certainty, consistency, and predictability in legal principles and values’.\textsuperscript{57} As noted by Black, such tensions can lead to the erosion of the gains intrinsic in polycentric and decentred regulatory approaches through excessive central enforcement.\textsuperscript{58}

Specifically considering the use of enrolment as a regulatory strategy, it can be seen that this approach—in which regulatory roles are assigned based on an assessment of the functions and capabilities of various regulatory actors\textsuperscript{59}—differs from reflexive regulation, where ‘the primary function of the democratisation of subsystems lies neither in increasing individual participation nor in neutralising power structures but in the internal reflexion of social identity’.\textsuperscript{60} Unlike the various smart regulation options which seek to apply an externally configured logic onto regulated communities, the main thesis of reflexive regulation is that it will ‘neither authoritatively determine the social
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functions of other subsystems nor regulate their input and output performances’. 61

4.3.2.4 Incentives-based Approaches

Also to be considered are incentives-based approaches. Incentives-based approaches involve the use of negative and positive taxes by the regulator in order to induce the regulatory target to behave in accordance with the public interest. 62 These approaches rely in part on self-regulation as they leave the decision on how to respond to the imposed incentives to the regulatee. As explained by Baldwin, Cave and Lodge, in the example of using an incentives-based approach to curb pollution, ‘it is up to the regulated firm, not the bureaucrat or regulator, to balance the costs of polluting against those of abatement in a particular context and to devise means of reducing the mischief most efficiently’ 63. Whilst the use of incentives provides numerous advantages including the reduction of the possibility of regulatory capture and lowering of costs, the use of incentives entails the putting in place of ‘highly complex systems of rules’ which leads them to replicate some of the shortcomings found in command and control regulation. 64 For this reason, it is not a suitable approach to cryptocurrency regulation given then ineffectiveness of rules-based systems as described above.

4.3.2.5 Disclosure Requirements

Another regulatory instrument that relies in part of self-regulation is the use of disclosure requirements. This entails obliging the regulatory target to supply the public with information about various aspects of the product or services offered, such as price, production process and quality, leaving it up to the consumers of the product or service to decide on whether or not to purchase the product or
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Disclosure requirements are already a key component of the current cryptocurrency regulation regime where concerns around consumer and investor protection have led regulators to mandate the clear and accurate disclosure of the risks involved in the acquisition and trading of cryptocurrency. For example, as highlighted in Chapter 2, various regulators around the world mandate the protection of consumers by providing initial and per transaction disclosures of risks, terms and conditions, complaints policies and disclosures, advertising and marketing requirements. Whilst disclosure requirements are aligned with reflexive regulation in providing ‘a mode of regulation that is not heavily interventionist’ disclosures have been a component of an inadequate regulatory approach to cryptocurrencies as has been previously alluded to. This may, in part be a result of the inherent weaknesses of a disclosures where consumers ‘may make mistakes; they may fail to use the information properly; fail to understand the implications of the data given; mis-assess risks; neglect to collect the full range of relevant information; lack the resources and expertise to research issues fully; and so may come to harm.’ This has been particularly true of cryptocurrencies whose novelty and complexity makes it difficult for the average consumer to accurately assess risk as a certain level of technical proficiency and financial literacy is required to understand and assess the merit of each offering. Most significantly, the use of disclosure requirements is a standalone regulatory instrument that can be used, as is currently the case, in combination with other regulatory instruments. It is not, in itself, a theory of regulation in the same way reflexive regulation is.

4.3.2.6 Imposition of Rights and Liabilities

An additional indirect regulatory instrument is the imposition of rights and liabilities. This involves assigning rights to the parties the regulators is aiming to
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protect combined with liabilities to the regulatory target when these rights are violated. The aforementioned consumer and investor protection instruments in financial regulation clearly establish rights relevant to cryptocurrency market participants in particular the duty of care that financial intermediaries have towards investors and consumers. Where these rights are violated, liabilities accrue. An example of this is the enforcement action targeted at cryptocurrency intermediaries that have violated consumer and investor rights, including the ongoing class actions in the US against collapsed cryptocurrency exchanges. However, the key challenges of establishing liability in cryptocurrency transactions has been extensively discussed in Chapter 1 where it was highlighted that the technical features of cryptocurrencies (including decentralisation and pseudonymity) limit the scope of substantive legal instruments. In this way, this regulatory instrument is already in use in current cryptocurrency regulation and has proved inadequate in combination with other regulatory tools currently in use and is not a standalone regulatory theory.

**4.3.2.7 Nudge Strategies**

The final self-regulation-based regulatory strategy to be considered is nudging. Nudge strategies involve the structuring of decisions or choice architectures, so that it is easier for regulatees to act in a desirable manner. On the surface, nudging appears well-aligned to reflexive regulation as reflexive regulation calls for the law to structure and restructure the target social system by ‘shaping both their procedures of internal discourse and their methods of coordination with other social systems’. However, by being premised on the notion of ‘libertarian paternalism’ which in essence calls for the ‘rigging of the decision architecture’ nudging deviates from reflexive regulation by failing to account for and appreciate the operational closure and legitimate internal logic of systems, focusing on the manipulation of outcomes rather than on improving the quality
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of internal self-regulatory processes. Similarly, the observation that processes of nudging are ‘value-laden yet low in transparency’ and that ‘evaluation of an outcome’s merits may reflect the nudger’s conception of the good rather than the nudgee’s’\textsuperscript{73} is incompatible with the reflexive stance not to impose purpose-orientation on regulatory targets as shall be described below. It can be envisaged that this approach would be particularly problematic in cryptocurrency regulation, where the complexity of the cryptocurrency system extends beyond the ‘opt-out’ option favoured by nudge strategies\textsuperscript{74}, and where the novelty and diverse approaches to cryptocurrency regulation means that ‘nudge outcomes whose merits are debatable and contested\textsuperscript{75} are highly likely to develop, resulting in a lack of legal coherence as depicted in the regulatory trilemma.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Reflexive Regulation and Self-Regulation

In sum, the overall similarities between reflexive regulation and the above-mentioned approaches have to do with the provision of a role of self-regulation. At this point, it would be useful to make explicit the difference between reflexive regulation and the understanding of self-regulation as a stand-alone regulatory strategy, as presented in section 4.3.1 of this chapter. Rather than delegating aspects of the regulatory process to the regulatee, in expectation of compliance to prescribed outcomes, reflexive regulation is aimed at regulating self-regulation, primarily through proceduralisation and institutionalisation.

The manner in which reflexive regulation differs from self-regulation is illustrated by how Teubner notes the existence of reflexivity in areas where self-regulation has been seen to fail, such as consumer protection. By citing the example of the artificial creation of autonomous institutions in Germany that provide consumer information and consumer representation, Teubner notes
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how in this case, taking a reflexive approach means that ‘the law does not decide what constitutes consumer’s interest, it restricts itself to defining competencies for the articulation of consumer interests and to securing their representation’.76

In this way, in reflexive regulation, the focus of legal attention is on ‘creating, shaping, correcting, and redesigning social institutions that function as self-regulating systems’,77 similar in some ways to the regulatory strategies discussed above. However, the key distinguishing feature of reflexive regulation is that this is done in order to ‘produce a harmonious fit between institutional structures and social structures rather than influence the social structures themselves’.78

Moreover, in addition to not prescribing ways and means of social integration, a reflexive approach does not apply formal rules that lead to the infusion of ‘purpose-orientation’.79 Instead, the task of the legal system in reflexive law is ‘neither to develop its own purposive programme nor to decide goal conflicts between competing policies. It is to guarantee coordination processes and to compel agreement’.80

In this way, reflexive regulation differs from other regulatory approaches by providing a complete theory of regulation that provides grounding of the role and purposes of the law, and the mechanisms through which this purpose can be realised. The justification of law in reflexive legal rationality is the controlling of self-regulation; the external functions of law are the structuring and restructuring of systems for internal discourse and external coordination; and the internal structures of law have a procedure orientation.81

4.4.2 Learning over Compliance

The final factor that distinguishes reflexive regulation from other regulatory models is the emphasis on learning as a regulatory outcome. Learning is a natural
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by-product of the reflexive process because, as Teubner asserts, when law serves as an institution that facilitates self-regulatory processes of communication and learning, it plays a role that is ‘congruent with emergent forms of discursive rationality’, and because of its procedural orientation, is ‘well-suited to the legitimation problems of post-modern society’.

This learning capacity of reflexive law is illustrated by the European Commission’s Reflexive Governance (REFGOV) project, which is based on the attempts to redefine governance on the basis of the learning imperative. In this project, the various methods aimed at implementing reflexive governance range from neo-institutionalism to collaborative-relational models, that are all based on the recognition of learning as a corollary to the implementation of reflexive governance structures, in which learning is not taught and solutions are not to be imposed from above, but rather emerge organically from below.

Taking the same view, comparing reflexive governance to meta-regulation with the former characterised by learning and the latter characterised by control, Scott opines that the GFC can be attributed to a lack of understanding of the functioning and interdependence of global markets; in this view, ‘it is developing a better capacity for learning, rather than control, that has potential to prevent the re-emergence of crisis of this kind’. The learning component of reflexive law has to do with the fact that it allows for the ‘harnessing of the learning capacity associated with non-state actors’, and its focus on procedures rather than on prescribed goals facilitates and encourages ‘deliberation and mutual learning between organisations’. Embedded in an understanding of autopoiesis and facilitated by communication, this learning process is bi-directional, and propels both the regulated and the regulatee to more evolved forms of interaction, where
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‘regulation is achieved through mechanisms that systematically further the development of reflexion structures within other social subsystems’. 87

4.4.3 The Need and Opportunity for Self-Reflexion within the Law

It is evident that the advent of cryptocurrency and other technology-based phenomena calls for a change in the way the law positions itself. As noted by Teubner, ‘substantive legal rationality attempts to regulate social structures by legal norms, even though these structures do not always or easily bend to legal regulation’, 88 and it is clear that cryptocurrencies in particular do not easily fit into existing substantive legal definitions and regulations. This necessary change in the law will require a process of internal self-reflexion within the legal system.

By providing an understanding of the cognitive openness of systems and how these can learn from each other, the reflexive regulation of cryptocurrencies will allow for the internal evolution of the legal system. This is because, as noted by Rogowski, ‘reflexive processes can be used to change structures and to overcome rituals’ 89 where the internal self-awareness that takes place through reflexive mechanisms would allow for the consideration of second-order norms in law, leading to outcomes such as ‘the introduction of legislation that regulates legislation ... decisions about how to decide ... and solving conflicts that arise from conflict resolution’. 90

Teubner’s theory on reflexive law provides a basis for understanding the need and ability for such an evolution, by establishing the ‘self-reference of legal structures’, through autopoiesis, that allows legal structures to ‘reinterpret themselves ... in the light of external needs and demands’ and, in so doing, enabling them to retain their distinctively legal character, without losing a
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broader social sciences-based perspective, leading to a ‘rematerialisation of the law’ into a new form.91

This view is largely echoed by Tunney who, on considering the reflexive role of law in regulating cyberspace, argues that the development of legal system, and the development of communications technology are reflexively related, and that failure to consider the general, individual and cumulative effects of communications technology on law, and of law on communications technology, will inevitably lead to ‘flawed anticipations’.92 This assertion is based on the opinion that the current legal system and legal establishment is plagued by systemic problems, including

relative dysfunctionality, the recurrences of miscarriages of justice, the redundancy of and irrelevancy of legal concepts, the persistence of legal exclusion, discontent in the mirror of the zeitgeist, the failure of enforceability and the crisis in the legal profession…93

and that ‘the advent of Communications Technology promises to address and correct some of these issues’—both as a threat and as an opportunity. Tunney’s conclusion is that reflexive paradigms in which communications technology is incorporated bi-directionally in a new ‘Tao of Law’ will lead to, amongst an extensive list of benefits, the minimisation and prevention of the occurrence of systems failures, through ‘utilising the optimum synthesis of interdisciplinary knowledge’.94

Whilst a reflexive approach to the regulation of cryptocurrencies might not immediately produce a new Tao of Law, it does present an opportunity to consider the seemingly paradoxically expansion of the remit of the law through considered self-restraint. The law is cognitively open to this change, because as
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noted by Moloney et al, ‘change and innovation have encompassed regulation in action (in particular supervision and enforcement) as well as rule design’\(^{95}\) and that the institution of law—like that of the state, the market, and finance—is a ‘complex system with adaptive properties’\(^{96}\).

**4.5 Conclusion**

With the view of presenting an alternative approach to cryptocurrency regulation in mind, this chapter has introduced the theory of reflexive law and regulation as posited by Teubner. The chapter commenced by providing an overview of reflexive regulation, explaining its basis in systems theory and autopoiesis, socially adequate complexity and proceduralisation. Here, it was shown that by drawing on these three concepts in the formulation of a theory of reflexive law, not only can practical considerations around avoiding the regulatory trilemma be addressed using proceduralisation, the metatheoretical issues concerning the role and function of law and the legal system in a complex society can be contended with.

With this understanding in mind, the chapter proceeded to position reflexive regulation vis-à-vis other established regulatory theories and strategies. Here it was shown how regulatory theory has moved beyond the simple dichotomous categories of command-and-control and self-regulation. By considering the differences between reflexive regulation and other self-regulation-based approaches, it was seen that reflexive regulation falls under theories that advocate some form of self-regulation and is further away from theories that are about imposing substantive rules.

However, the main contribution of reflexive regulation lies in providing an understanding of the limitations of the law, and how it influences and is


influenced by other systems, framing the shortcomings of each regulatory approach, including the new governance techniques, as natural ramifications of the operational closure of each system. Most tellingly, it solidifies the notion that regulatees should form the cornerstone of any effective regulatory strategy, because self-regulation is more than a context-specific option—it is presented as the only way through which the law can significantly influence and shape the direction of the evolution of other systems, including that of the regulatory target.

In this way, Teubner’s theory of reflexive law allows for the realistic assessment of the role, position and influence of the law in relation to other systems, and calls for a process of self-reflexion within the law, combined with placing an onus on the law to attempt to understand the systems upon which it wishes to exert its influence, and, by so-doing, presents a holistic metatheory of regulation that provides an understanding of where the law stands, both instrumentally and normatively, in relation to regulatory targets. By allowing for learning over compliance and facilitating self-reflexion within the law, reflexive regulation offers a theory of regulation that is well-suited to addressing the regulatory challenges and opportunities presented by the advent of cryptocurrencies.
Chapter Five: Internal Self-Regulatory Mechanisms of the Cryptocurrency System

A reflexive orientation ... seeks to identify opportunity structures that allow legal regulation to cope with social problems without, at the same time, irreversibly destroying valued patterns of life\(^1\)

5.1 Introduction

This chapter is aimed at presenting the main mechanisms through which the cryptocurrency system self-regulates and self-governs. This is a necessary precursor to the core component of reflexive regulation, which is to redirect internal self-regulatory mechanisms towards regulatory goals. With this in mind, the chapter identifies the two main internal governance mechanisms within cryptocurrency system as ‘Code’ and ‘Consensus’. These mechanisms are described and analysed in turn, with a focus on their operational closure (functionality) and cognitive openness (regulability). This will be done with an emphasis on highlighting not only the avenues and means for legal intervention within these internal governance structures, but identifying the role of law and legal intervention in ameliorating these self-regulatory mechanisms, in order to address the issues of regulatory concern.

As has been discussed in the preceding chapter, Teubner's theory of reflexive law and regulation posits that it is impossible for the law to exert influence upon or to regulate another system without engaging with that system reflexively, and that failure to do so will present a regulatory trilemma.\(^2\) The first logical step in reflexively engaging with a system, successfully implementing a reflexive regulation approach and arriving at a reflexive regulatory outcome is to initially seek to understand the internal regulatory structures and mechanisms of the
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target system. This understanding is crucial to the success of the second, enforcement-orientated element of reflexive regulation—namely the redirection of these internal self-regulatory mechanisms towards wider issues of regulatory concern.³

In a study identifying lessons for self-enforcing online dispute resolution from Bitcoin, Ortolani argues that Bitcoin’s internal dispute resolution mechanisms, with their capacity to enforce the outcome of procedures autonomously, signal the existence of an ‘enforcement jurisdiction’, with the power to enforce its own norms, which can ‘rightly considered to be an indicator of the existence of an autonomous legal order’.⁴ Linking this view of Bitcoin as an autonomous legal system to Legal Darwinism, Ortolani focuses on the ability of the Bitcoin system to self-enforce and conduct private adjudication in instances where there is a need to determine the final recipient of a disputed sum of money using multi-signature addresses.⁵ By permitting the execution of a transaction only upon authorisation by two out of three locks involving the two contracting parties and an adjudicator, multi-signature wallets, along with the provision for escrow coding, provide internal dispute resolution mechanisms that can be seen to form part of the internal self-regulatory and self-governance mechanisms of cryptocurrency.

Expanding on these observations, this chapter will take a broader view based on an analysis of the functioning of the cryptocurrency system, which reveals that there exist two main overarching internal self-regulatory mechanisms and internal governance structures in cryptocurrencies, namely computer ‘Code’ and ‘Consensus’. Here, it is evident that cryptocurrencies are code-governed by the rules embedded in their design, and that these rules are, in turn, modified and moderated by consensus-based distributive governance mechanisms. The former conceptualisation is primarily based on the understanding of code as law,
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first introduced by Lawrence Lessig,⁶ and the latter assertion is supported by observations on the internal governance structures open source software, as canvassed by the Oxford-based OSS Watch.⁷

What follows is a discussion of the internal self-regulation and self-governance of cryptocurrency system through Code and Consensus through the lexicon of autopoeisis, namely the operational closure, or uniquely self-contained rationality of the system, and cognitive openness, or the extent to which the system is open to influence by and from other systems.⁸ More specifically, in this chapter, operational closure will describe the functionality or modus operandus through which code and consensus govern cryptocurrency, whilst cognitive openness will consider two things: (a) regulability of code and consensus, examining whether or not it is possible for the law to influence this system, whether or not there are any avenues through which the law can influence this system, and whether or not there is an openness or willingness in this system to be influenced by the legal system; (b) whether or not there is a need for legal intervention in the internal governance structure and the consideration of the role of law in this system.

5.2 Code

5.2.1 Introduction

Simply put, computer code is a set of rules or instructions made up of words and numbers, which, when ordered correctly, will instruct a computer to perform a function.⁹ The process of writing and developing computer code (‘programming’) has near ubiquitous functionality, in the creation of everything from video games to rocket launches, and the financial services sector is not exempt from the
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influence of code. Algorithms—the sequence of rules underpinning computer code\textsuperscript{10}—have been a part of the global financial system since the onset of digitisation, decades before the development of cryptocurrencies. Even simple activities, such as the electronic transfer of a specified amount of money from one bank account to another, are pre-programmed and executed by computer code, and maintained by computer algorithms;\textsuperscript{11} it has been noted that the modern financial system is ‘heavily reliant’ on computer code, which ‘governs the creation and amendment of the digital records of the legal obligations between institutions’.\textsuperscript{12}

However, the introduction of cryptocurrencies presented an elevated role for computer code in financial services, beyond just a task-based functionality. In cryptocurrencies, the code not only specifies how the cryptocurrency works, but also creates the currency. Unlike fiat or everyday currency, where physical bank notes are printed out by the reserve or central bank, cryptocurrencies are generated autonomously online by the running of code. This means that computer code is the bedrock of cryptocurrency, and is the fundamental internal governance mechanism of this system. Here, it is the code that determines and enforces the rules that each participant in the cryptocurrency network must follow, and controls what types of transactions are possible or permissible. In its generative capacity, in addition to governing what the users who have downloaded the software code can or cannot do, cryptocurrency code also regulates the rules surrounding the creation of cryptocurrency where, for example in the case of Bitcoin, a cap is put on the size of the money pool.\textsuperscript{13} In this instance, it is code that governs and regulates, as ‘there are no bylaws or other
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legal documents stating these rules, and no humans to enforce them—distributed ledger systems are government by their own software code only'.

In this way, as has been prominently observed by Lawrence Lessig, the conceptualisation of cyberspace or internet-based systems (such as that of cryptocurrencies) as ungoverned and ungovernable, or as unregulated and unregulatable is erroneous, because cyberspace regulation is conducted by and through code. Here, ‘important rules are imposed, not through social sanctions, and not by the state, but by the very architecture of the particular space. A rule is defined, not through statute, but through the code that governs the space’. To re-emphasise, the paramountcy of code in the self-regulation of the cryptocurrency system is doubly significant in the dual role of code, as both the generator of value and the maintainer of system functionality.

5.2.2 Code Operational Closure (Functionality)

As has been described in Chapter 1, the first and original cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, was developed by Satoshi Nakamoto who, in 2008, published a white paper explaining the functionality of Bitcoin and the rationale for its development. In addition to the white paper, freely downloadable open-source software (Bitcoin Core) was made available online. Downloading and running Bitcoin Core not only deploys the Bitcoin system, ‘implement[ing] all aspects of the Bitcoin system, including wallets, a transaction verification engine with a full copy of the entire transaction ledger (blockchain), and a full network node in the peer-to-peer Bitcoin network’, it also allows for and calls on software developers from anywhere in the world to contribute to further development of the software, and participate in testing and sharing results with the developer community on a dedicated forum. Primarily, Bitcoin Core activates through code the various
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components of the functioning of Bitcoin, as described in Nakamoto’s white paper. For example, the white paper defines a Bitcoin ‘electronic coin’ as a ‘chain of digital signatures’. These digital signatures allow each owner to transfer the coin to the next by digitally signing a ‘hash’ (an encrypted and abbreviated version of the string of text describing the previous transaction), and by also digitally signing the public key of the next owner, and adding these to the end of the coin and, in this way, allowing for the verification of the chain of ownership.

This first and basic component of Bitcoin is coded into Bitcoin Core through a series of letters and numbers instructing the computer or device running the software, step by step, as to the rules by which a transaction is generated and executed. Viewed in programming language, this process operationalising the first component of a Bitcoin transaction as described in Nakamoto’s white paper and run using the Bitcoin Core software, would create responses to software queries similar to that depicted in Figure below, which shows the confirmation of transactions belonging to one particular wallet.

Figure 6: Bitcoin Transaction Confirmation

Source: bitcoin.org
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In this way, programming language is used to give instructions and set parameters for the Bitcoin Core software on all aspects of the Bitcoin system. The open source nature of the Bitcoin software means that anyone can download and modify it through programming. These modifications range from suggested improvements to Bitcoin Core itself, to the development of a completely new cryptocurrency with different features to Bitcoin, which are known as ‘altcoins’. The first of these altcoins was Litecoin, developed by Google programmer Charles Lee in 2011 by using a different algorithm to Bitcoin, aimed at increasing the speed of transactions.\(^{21}\) Another prolific altcoin is Ethereum, which was launched 2015 to move beyond Bitcoin by being more than just a payment system. Instead, Ethereum is ‘a decentralised platform that runs smart contracts: applications that run exactly as programmed without any possibility of downtime, censorship, fraud or third party interference’.\(^{22}\) By deploying multiple different programming languages to Bitcoin, Ethereum allows for coding flexibility over the blockchain for more fully integrated and flexible applications beyond just peer-to-peer payments.

Other altcoins based on more subtle modifications and deviations from Bitcoin include Zcash and Dash. Launched in 2016, Zcash is based on a modification of the Bitcoin core code, to offer users the choice of ‘shielded’ transactions which use the more advanced cryptographic technique of zero-knowledge proof construction in order to mask details such as sender, recipient and amount, leaving only a record of transactions on the blockchain.\(^{23}\) This differs from Bitcoin, which shows all these, albeit with public keys in lieu of sender and receiver names. Similarly, the cryptocurrency Dash, launched initially in 2014,
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uses features such as Darksend and InstantX to provide more anonymity than Bitcoin, making transactions near untraceable as was described in Chapter 1.\textsuperscript{24}

Overall, there are over one thousand trading cryptocurrencies or altcoins, and growing.\textsuperscript{25} Each of them were made possible by the open source nature of the original Bitcoin Core program and code, which allowed for modification and further development. The distinguishing features of each cryptocurrency is based on changes made to the rules embedded in the code. In this way, the operational closure of the cryptocurrency system is defined by the parameters set by computer code, as it is the code that determines what is possible and permissible and what is not. In sum, code governs and regulates the cryptocurrency system at its most fundamental level, both existentially and operationally.

\textbf{5.2.3 Code Cognitive Openness (Regulability)}

Having established the role of code in governing the cryptocurrency system and described its operational closure, the key question to be considered is whether or not, and to what extent computer code can be influenced by other systems—in this case, the legal system. Key to addressing this question is considering the possibility for the code (internal ‘law’) of the cryptocurrency system to incorporate the regulatory variables of the legal system (external law) in order to facilitate financial regulation.

The most obvious starting point in considering the intersection between the legal and the cryptocurrency systems is that of smart contracts, originally conceived by Nick Szabo.\textsuperscript{26} The scripting language of Ethereum allows for the embedding of smart contract code within cryptocurrency transactions. Smart contracts use computer programming to automatically execute the terms of a contract by using ‘if-then’ statements that lead to the execution of a corresponding contractual
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clause when a pre-programmed condition is triggered. Examples of smart contracts are ‘send x amount of Bitcoins from person A to person B on 17 May 2018’ or, more complexly, ‘send x amount of Bitcoins to person C if their location, verified by GPS coordinates x, is reached and increase the amount by x amount per hourly rate’ or an example given by Jamali et al, ‘if person A passes away, verified by external data, transfer x Bitcoins to person B, and change the appropriate land title from person A to person B’.27 This ability to write smart contracts into transactions is potentially particularly useful for regulatory compliance purposes in financial services.

More generally, there are several examples where computer code has been used for regulatory purposes. These innovations have led to a burgeoning industry centred on legal programming and regulation technology, or ‘regtech’, and supervisory technology, or ‘suptech’. Legal programming involves the incorporation of legal criteria in software design, in order to—as proposed by Bain and Subirana in the case of e-commerce—‘model legal constraints and dependencies within process models so that the relations and transactions between agents are compliant on all levels’.28 Similarly, and more generally, regtech can be defined as ‘any technological innovation that helps efficiency and transparency in regulation’29 or alternatively defined as referring to ‘a set of companies and solutions that address regulatory challenges across industries, including financial services, through innovative technology’.30 Regtech is being used by financial institutions to lower compliance costs by harnessing financial technology, (fintech) in areas such as risk control and management, KYC identity verification compliance, AML regulatory reporting, and data management tools.

In this way, regtech allows firms to automate some of their more basic compliance tasks, and by so doing, makes it easier for them to use these elevated compliance functions to manage risk.

More advanced applications such as big data and machine learning platforms ‘allow for large data sets to be analysed to reveal patterns, trends and association’, and this can ‘enable banks to monitor transactions in real time and improve the identification of unusual activity’. Management consultancy firm Deloitte surmised that regtech provides companies with process and data agility, increased reporting speed, system integration, advanced analytic tools, and cloud-based solutions. It has also been suggested that banks can save as much as £2.7 billion per year by using regtech solutions, instead of antiquated anti-money laundering systems, whilst simultaneously ‘reducing the ability of criminals to exploit financial networks for money laundering and terrorist financing around the globe’. This technology is particularly pertinent to cryptocurrency markets, where the pseudonymous and distributed nature of transactions adds a high degree of complexity, such that only machine learning and other regtech tools can monitor and flag suspicious activity and out-of-the-norm behaviour ‘that may not be caught by knowledge-based rules of human review’. In this way, regtech can be seen as a code-based solution to the regulation of a code-based regulatory target like cryptocurrency.

This capability has been further enhanced by the development of regtech and legal programming solutions based on cryptocurrencies’ own technology and software. An example of this is the blockchain-based solution to malware provided by Charles Noyes who developed BitAv. This system allows for the decentralisation of software updates and maintenance mechanisms using a peer-to-peer network, instead of a central host, as is traditionally the case. Noyes’
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study showed how ‘the peer to peer network maintenance mechanism lowered the average update propagation speed by 500 per cent and is far less susceptible to targeted denial-of-service attacks’.\footnote{ibid 1.} This innovation is a reflexive solution to the regulatory challenges of malware attacks (usually demanding payment in Bitcoin),\footnote{Smith, and others, ‘Huge Cyberattack Hits Nearly 100 Countries with ‘Wanna Decryptor’ Malware’ (NBC News 13 May 2017) <http://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/national-health-service-cyberattack-hits-english-hospitals-hackers-demand-Bitcoin-n758516> Accessed 6 June 2017.} and to the more recent denial-of-service attacks targeted at cryptocurrency exchanges.\footnote{The Merkle provides a list of denial-of-service attacks targeted at cryptocurrency exchanges at <https://themerkle.com/top-5-cryptocurrency-exchanges-hit-by-ddos-attacks/> Accessed 6 June 2017.} In this way, it uses the cryptocurrency system’s own internal logic and tools of code over a blockchain or distributed ledger, in order to address the shortcomings within the system itself. This example also demonstrates not only the possibility, but also the superior efficacy of using computer code and programming for regulatory purposes.

The BitAv initiative is in line with the existing application of the underlying DLT of cryptocurrencies to better achieve KYC and AML compliance. An example of this is the proof-of-concept launched by R3, a consortium of fifty of the world’s top financial institutions, aimed at the formation of a KYC registry developed to ‘catch identity theft, avoid fraud, prevent money laundering, and stop terrorist financing’,\footnote{J Manning, ‘R3 Uses Blockchain to Streamline KYC for Banks Around the World’ RiskScreen <https://www.riskscreen.com/kyc360/news/24653/> Accessed 21 February 2020.} circumventing traditional mechanisms such as designated money-laundering officers, whilst acknowledging the fact that ‘the transparency, and immutability of storing identification information in the blockchain seems like a logical choice for fighting illicit activities in the financial sector’.\footnote{ibid. For further details about R3, see <http://www.r3cev.com/> Accessed 21 February 2020.}

Additionally, as explained by Matonis, cryptographic proof of reserves can deliver responsible public audits of exchange assets, as Bitcoin’s public ledger allows an organisation to prove control of Bitcoin assets, without revealing
private information about customers or account holders. These and other developing innovations will be able to make oversight of cryptocurrency activity easier. As previously alluded to in describing the work of Ortolani, consumers also have the ability to monitor and oversee their own assets using developments such as multisignature (multisig) wallets that allow for the introduction of additional parties to a transaction, authorised to act as a security and dispute resolution backstop. In this way, from smart contracts to legal programming and regtech, the cognitive openness of cryptocurrency code, as displayed by regulability, is highly evident.

Further indicating cognitive openness is the observation that there is a clear and distinct role for the legal system to play in ameliorating and improving the functioning of code as a self-regulatory mechanism in the cryptocurrency system. This is primarily because ‘as opposed to the law, computer code lacks the necessary flexibility to cover unforeseen situations that might emerge in a complex society’. This is particularly true of smart contracts, where it has been noted that these cannot operate fully autonomously, and that a smart contract cannot ‘actively scan its environment and execute in response to changes accordingly’. Instead, smart contracts are reactive, and cannot, for example, ‘proactively quer[y] an external database and change its own state based on the outcome of the query’. As such, there is scope for legal intervention in both the design and execution of smart contracts, as well as in the overall monitoring and modification of these algorithms. This fact came to the fore when Ethereum experienced a hack in 2016 that led to the observation that ‘social organisations
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cannot be ruled only and exclusively by code’, and furthermore, that the need for a drastic reconfiguration of the Ethereum code in order to reverse transactions leading to the hack displayed ‘a tension between the ‘intention of the code’ and the ‘wording of the code’.47

Cryptocurrency was designed to be a ‘trustless’ system, but, as was noted by De Fillipi, this claim is only valid ‘provided that the underlying technology can be trusted’48—meaning that the cryptocurrency system needs to look beyond its internal code-based governance structure, and consider legal direction from conception to implementation of the code.

This need for legal direction is further illustrated by the potential of code-based governance to clash with fundamental legally enshrined principles, such as privacy. Since a large number of the above-mentioned regtech solutions currently in the market are concerned with knowing who people are for AML and KYC purposes, this raises privacy concerns, as regtech and code would amplify the ability to reveal facts about individuals through certification. This is a legitimate legal issue, which takes on an extra level of significance, since as the certification architecture depends on who chooses the code, the choice depends upon what incentives they face, where ‘if ‘protecting privacy’ is not an incentive then the code will not provide it and your privacy will not be protected’49. This means there is a danger in leaving exclusive control of regtech and other code-based governance development solely in the hands of the private sector, without a certain level of legal and regulatory oversight, as industry is driven by incentives that may not necessarily align with the public good.

Of note here is how, as described in the theory of autopoiesis, this system-to-system influence between code and law is bi-directional. The legal system has been engaging with the information technology system in which cryptocurrency
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partly operates, and computer code or software, at an incremental rate. Recent developments include the international law firm Clifford Chance, announcing an extended relationship with Microsystems, an information technology firm that provides ‘document authoring, editing, formatting, proofreading, and metadata scrubbing software serving the legal and life sciences industries’, to implement and provide Contract Companion—proof-reading software designed to leverage ‘Artificial Document Intelligence (ADI) to achieve unparalleled analysis speed, greater accuracy, and improved workflow’. These, and other similar intersections, would be unsurprising to researchers highlighting the similarities in rules-driven writing seen in legal writing and computer programming, and those involved in Legal Rule Mark-up Language projects.

A final indicator of cognitive openness is a display of willingness to comply with legal regulation. The cryptocurrency system has displayed this, initially through intermediaries such as Coinbase and Gemini, pre-empting and then later surpassing licensing requirements motivated in part (particularly in the case of Gemini) by the need to attract institutional investors. More recently, a new number of cryptocurrency market players, including Coinfirm.io, Elliptic and Chainalysis have risen to compliance challenges, and provided a range of solutions (from blacklisting cryptocurrency addresses with potential involvement in money laundering, ransomware, and trafficking to providing technology aimed at identifying and tracking suspicious transactions). In this way, the cognitive openness to the legal system of code-based governance structures within the cryptocurrency system is characterised by (a) being
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technically feasible, (b) having areas with a clear role for the law and for intervention by the legal system, and (c) displaying amenability to intervention by the legal system.

5.2.4 Code - Conclusion

Thus far, this chapter has shown how computer code is the key governance mechanism of the cryptocurrency system, as it both generates cryptocurrency and defines the parameters of its operation. The chapter has also shown how, as has been noted by Wu, ‘code can be used to produce regulatory effects similar to laws’55 and Lessig, ‘there is regulation of behaviour on the Internet and in cyberspace, but that regulation is imposed primarily through code’.56 A key consideration raised here is that if regulability depends on code, then ‘some architectures are more regulable than others’.57 This has been evident in the description of how changes and modifications in code create specific features and characteristics unique to each cryptocurrency, and as its ‘architecture will affect whether behaviour can be controlled’.58 It therefore follows that if regulability is determined by code, architectures can be coded for regulability.

The plethora of different cryptocurrencies or altcoins, each with a different coding structure, means that each has a different level regulability, and that this regulability is possible through code itself. As a regulatory tool, computer code provides ease of enforcement, because ‘if its rules are broken then an error is returned and no activity occurs, so compliance is ensured through the operation of the code itself’.59 However, this also means that there is absolute rigidity of compliance by code. As has been noted above, with code, once run, there is no room for interpretation, for the taking into account of unique or special circumstances, or for the application of the spirit of the intended regulation.
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Further challenges to regulation by code can be noted. On considering regulation by software, Grimmelmann revisits the most basic principle in Lessig’s *Code* by directing emphasis on how software has its own unique modality of regulation, characterised by being automated, immediate and plastic. More significantly, he provides some insight into recurring patterns where regulation by software is used. These are that software acts according to rules rather than standards, that software can regulate without transparency, that software rules cannot be ignored, and finally, that software is vulnerable to sudden failure, particularly through hacking.\(^6\) Similarly, Ohm and Reid highlight further challenging areas in the regulation of software, particularly the inevitable conflict in policy goals such as privacy versus transparency, and freedom versus control.\(^6\) These observations call for a critical consideration of the appropriateness of regulation by software or regulation by code on a case-by-case basis.

Furthermore, the notion that ‘code is law’, as initially articulated by Lessig, has been challenged by several scholars including Wu, who cites critical areas of non-compliance such as copyright. This leads to the questioning of ‘notions that technological self-help can offer a substitute for legal systems’.\(^6\) Here it has been argued that, whilst computer code can be seen as a regulatory mechanism, as described above, it can also work as ‘an anti-regulatory mechanism: a tool to minimise the costs of law that certain groups will use to their advantage’.\(^6\) Citing the example of peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing, Wu illustrates how code design is used to ‘undermine an existing legal system (copyright)’.\(^6\)

Relating this argument to the computer code that governs cryptocurrencies, it can be argued that cryptocurrency was programmed, at the most extreme, to undermine—but more moderately viewed, to circumvent existing legal system governing financial markets. By introducing disintermediation and
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pseudonymity, cryptocurrency code facilitated and made easier the perpetration of tax evasion, money laundering, terrorist financing, ransomware, and the purchase of illegal goods and services on the dark web. However, as has been shown above, the cryptocurrency system displays a multi-level cognitive openness in the feasibility of the use of code to achieve regulatory ends, the evident areas where legal intervention is necessary, and significant and legitimate system participants’ signalled willingness to comply.

A reflexive approach to the use of code in the regulation of cryptocurrency therefore places emphasis on the notion of law through code, and calls for regulatory intervention aimed at re-directing this internal self-governance tool (code) to work not against, but for the law, through the incorporation of compliance and regulation targeted code into existing transaction code. This is divergent to the approach proposed by Wagner, who presents the notion of ‘software code as complimentary to law rather than its substitute’, and the idea of ‘code meets law’ rather than ‘code is law’, based on the concern that ‘the nature of cyberspace [is] particularly sensitive to emerging concerns about the tyranny of software’.65 Providing a more co-regulatory solution to software regulation, Wagner’s approach does not allow for the mutual bi-directional learning of a more reflexive approach necessary for the effective regulation of a new technology such as cryptocurrency. Moreover, it fails to appreciate the fact that system integrity or operational closure is still maintained in a reflexive approach, and that the regulatory trilemma challenge of lack of coherence is avoided through the process of separate but unidirectional co-evolution between the legal and code-based cryptocurrency systems.

Therefore, for the reflexive regulation of cryptocurrency, the notion to be espoused in the debate on the correct relation between code and the law is neither ‘code meets law’, nor the more universal ‘code is law’—but ‘law through code’. An understanding of law through code maintains the operational closure

of the legal and the cryptocurrency systems respectively, whilst accounting for the cognitive openness that allows the legal system to influence the cryptocurrency system and vice versa.

5.3 Consensus

5.3.1 Introduction

The manner in which computer code acts as a self-governance mechanism for the cryptocurrency system has been shown through the operational closure of code as described above. In addition to code, consensus—based on the notion of distributed governance—is a complementary self-regulatory tool within the cryptocurrency system. As the word implies, consensus is about agreement, and the process through which multiple parties arrive at the same conclusion and agree upon the same outcome. More specific to the cryptocurrency system, consensus is the mechanism through which decisions are made on a distributed network involving multiple participants. At its most fundamental level, consensus in the cryptocurrency system manifests itself firstly by how cryptocurrency requires agreement about rules (criteria to determine which transactions are valid), consensus about state (agreement on the history and ownership of transactions), and consensus that cryptocurrencies are valuable (demonstrated by players being willing to accept them in payment).

More specific to governance, consensus forms part of cryptocurrency's internal self-regulatory mechanism in two ways. Firstly, the technicalities of distributed ledger technology and blockchain technology call for the use of 'consensus algorithms' that allow for various nodes or computer systems that have downloaded the cryptocurrency software to firstly verify transactions and confirm and accept the legitimacy of each transaction, and secondly, secure the

network from attack. In this instance, the original Bitcoin Core software uses a ‘proof-of-work’ algorithm in order to verify transactions, but, as shall be further described below, other cryptocurrencies and altcoins use alternative consensus algorithms resulting in different implications for their regulation.

The second, related, aspect of consensus as a governance model for cryptocurrencies has to do with the manner in which decisions are arrived at regarding changes to the cryptocurrency code. Similar to consensus algorithms, this aspect of consensus concerns the assigning of rights and responsibilities to various actors in the cryptocurrency system. The initial code and rules that define the generation and functioning of cryptocurrency was written by software developers and, as such, can be changed or modified by software developers. This means that there is an additional layer of governance and regulatory intervention through the oversight of human rule-making, at the point of decisions about code creation and code modification.

Bitcoin’s source code was programmed and provided open source by Satoshi Nakamoto, who passed on coding control to the Bitcoin ‘core development’ team led by Gavin Andresen.67 This team does not, however, act autonomously. Instead, it operates based on a form of distributed governance, where ‘the core developer’s power is constrained by an informal self-imposed charter, which states that significant changes to the rules require broad consensus from the community’.68 This consensus-based governance structure has additional decentralisation assurance, by providing an influential role for miners—who essentially ratify an update by it only being effective and operational once it is installed by the majority of miners. Likewise, cryptocurrency intermediaries, users, investors and merchants have a choice in which version of the software to install and run on their systems. In this way, ‘cryptocurrency is built on the premises that a decentralised governance model, controlled by the community and all stakeholders, can manage money more efficiently than a centralised
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organisation’. What follows is an examination of the operational closure (functionality) and cognitive openness (regulability) of consensus as a self-regulatory and self-governance mechanism within the cryptocurrency system, and a discussion on the implications of these findings for cryptocurrency regulation.

5.3.2 Consensus Operational Closure (Functionality)

The first form of consensus in the cryptocurrency system has to do with how the code assigns, by algorithms and programming, decision-making roles on mainly transaction verification and network security to the various participants in the cryptocurrency system. Here, the consensus model used by Bitcoin, proof-of-work, ‘ensures that the next block in a blockchain is the one and only version of the truth, and it keeps powerful adversaries from derailing the system’. The Bitcoin proof-of-work algorithm relies on miners to verify transactions where the miner that solves the given complex mathematical code associated with a transaction first, verifies it, and receives a fee allowing for the network as a whole to confirm the legitimacy of a transaction, which then goes through and is sealed onto the blockchain, allowing for the next transaction to be verified above it.

Different cryptocurrencies implement varying degrees of this consensus model, and by so doing, (re)allocate the balance of power, primarily between developers and miners, in a configuration that suits their purposes. As has been previously described, the first altcoin or new form of cryptocurrency to fork, or break away from the initial Bitcoin source code was Litecoin, which uses the same mining and proof-of-work as Bitcoin, but with a different algorithm that allows for faster transaction verification. Subsequent altcoins have developed different consensus models to Bitcoin’s proof-of-work model in their governance. These
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include proof-of-stake (eg, Peercoin), proof-of-importance (eg, NEM), proof-of-burn (eg, Slimcoin), proof-of-disk-capacity (eg, Burst), and proof-of-time-connected (eg, Timecoin). In the proof-of-stake consensus algorithm, validation of blocks is not conducted by miners as it is in Bitcoin’s proof-of-work model—the right to create the next block is awarded based on the percentage of coins in the system owned. Similarly deviating from the Bitcoin proof-of-work consensus algorithm, are proof-of-capacity, where hard drive space determines the probability of block verification, and proof-of-time, where a trusted execution environment (TEE) is used to randomly select blocks for production without the required work in Bitcoin.

However, different these consensus models are, they are all rooted in the notions of decentralised governance, where ‘consensus about the rules is a social process’ and ‘participants come to a common understanding of what is allowed, so that the rules can be encoded into the software that each participant uses’. With these consensus algorithms, while a significant amount of power and influence lies with the software developers, decentralisation is intrinsic to their development as open source projects. This means that developers’ influence is curbed by the ability of anyone to fork (separately copy and change) the current version of the software, with the key factor determining distributed or decentralised governance being that ‘a fork will survive [only] if it has enough support from the community’, ensuring that governance of the software is mostly ‘consistent with the desires of the community’. This dynamic is best illustrated by comparing how consensus operates in Bitcoin and Ethereum respectively, and by presenting the newer, alternative proposals of Tezos, Decred and Cosmos.
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5.3.2.1 Bitcoin

Bitcoin applies a distributed governance model, where all stakeholders have to agree in order for change to be implemented. This means that no one has unilateral control over the currency. Although the core development team of volunteer programmers play a key role in maintaining the code and making updates when needed, anyone else can propose changes to the protocol, which are voted for and vetted by the community as whole, and only implemented by the development team when consensus about the proposed changed is reached. Proposals for the improvement of Bitcoin are known as Bitcoin Improvement Proposals, or BIPs.77

The 199 BIPs that have been submitted since the first one on 2011 can be divided into three types, namely Standards Track proposals (which introduce changes to the Bitcoin network protocol, blocks or transaction validation), information BIPs (which recommend changes in design issues rather than propose new features), and Process BIPS (which propose process changes outside of the Bitcoin protocol itself).78 As has been previously mentioned, although there is a crucial role of the Bitcoin development team in the vetting and implementation of proposals, BIPs require the mutual consent and consensus of the Bitcoin community in order to become active. The functionality of this consensus process amongst the Bitcoin community was tested by the BIPs in terms of the implementation of forks (changes) in the Bitcoin protocol. In this instance, the increased use and adoption of Bitcoin led to a slowing down of the network, due to continually increasing transaction volumes, which then resulted in delays in the processing and confirmation of transactions.

In addition to the disadvantage of inconvenience that potentially jeopardises e-commerce uses of Bitcoin, exchanges were charging more to clear Bitcoin
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transactions. With a median transaction confirmation time of 11 minutes\textsuperscript{79} at the time of writing, there is agreement about the need for a change in the protocol, but in 2017 there an on-going debate, described as the Bitcoin ‘civil war’\textsuperscript{80} between those suggesting a hard fork (dramatic change in the code) and those advocating a soft fork (slight change in the code). The hard fork proposal, Blockchain Unlimited, would allow for an increase in block size, or number of transactions per tranche, as and when needed. Whilst this would increase capacity with no upper limit, it would entail splitting the original Bitcoin Core blockchain into two. Apprehension over the drastic nature of this change led to a soft fork or minor modification proposal, using Segregated Witness (Segwit) programming in order double the transactions per second, by increasing bandwidth. Detractors of this proposal argued that it would only be a temporary solution, as transaction volumes are likely to continue increasing, and that an increase in block size is inevitable.\textsuperscript{81}

Of particular interest is how Bitcoin Unlimited developers stated that they would move ahead with implementation of changes when it reached an adoption rate of more than 51 per cent, whereas Segwit set an ambitious adoption-trigger threshold of 95 per cent of the network.\textsuperscript{82} Both targets were set arbitrarily with no clearly stated rationale. The decision on which change to the Bitcoin protocol would be adopted was tracked by the number of computers of nodes that download the software for each option, as seen in Figure below, still using the existing protocol, but signaling their support for either option ready to start running it once activated.

\textsuperscript{79} Median Confirmation Time as on 16/06/17 from Blockchain.Info chart
\textsuperscript{81} ibid.
The debate in 2017 culminated in Bitcoin being forked (or split into two), creating Bitcoin Cash (BCH). Bitcoin Cash subsequently also split into two in 2018, creating Bitcoin Cash and Bitcoin SV. Whilst there are varying opinions about the effects and implications of the development of Bitcoin Cash, what is pertinent to this analysis is the observation that the cryptocurrency system has an internal consensus-driven process, through which decisions regarding the evolution of cryptocurrency are made through ‘voting by download’.

5.3.2.2 Ethereum

Presenting a distinctly different consensus model to Bitcoin, Ethereum has a more recognisable corporate structure, where the development team has taken a more structured approach to solve critical issues, such as the hard fork following the 2016 hack of its Distributed Autonomous Organisation (DAO). This has left two chains of Ethereum currently in operation, and it is left to the community to decide which version or chain to follow. In this way, Ethereum operates based on what has been described as ‘central control with democratic processes’. Of regulatory significance here is that, unlike Bitcoin, where the creator and founder, Satoshi Nakamoto, is unknown, Ethereum has an
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established leadership structure, and the ability to be more responsive and agile to prompts for change than Bitcoin.

Ethereum additionally incorporates the use of smart contracts. In this case, these are used in order to facilitate transactions within a virtual Distributed Autonomous Organisation (DAO). The DAO works as a decentralised blockchain company where individuals that have ‘bought in’ to the organisation through the purchase of ether (ETH), initially through a crowd-funding initiative, ‘stay in control of its funds, vote on its future and get rewarded when it succeeds’.86 The DAO community decides on which submitted proposals to collectively invest in, based on votes (which are in turn proportional to the amount of ether tokens held). Once a proposed project, submitted by a ‘contractor’, is approved, the DAO community cedes day-to-day operational control of the project to the contractor, whilst receiving pre-determined scheduled payments, enforced through smart contract coding, where DAO token holders keep control over their ETH holdings at all times. In this way, as stated in its manifesto, the DAO seeks to ‘blaze a new path in business organisation for the betterment of its members, existing simultaneously nowhere and everywhere and operating solely with the steadfast iron will of immutable code’.87 The DAO aims to invest in proposals that not only provide returns on investment to the venture fund, but also promote the ‘sharing community’ and distributed economy.88

The DAO’s 2006 hack led to a hard fork, which resulted in the existence of two separate strands of Ethereum. This allowed for a reversal of the transactions after a hacker had taken advantage of a loophole in the DAO smart contract code. The fork was proposed in order to allow for miners to switch to a more secure code, and for investors to safely withdraw their funds.89 Significantly, this decision was arrived at democratically, where the developers within and outside the Ethereum
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foundation wrote the software necessary to activate the fork, but remained ‘neutral stewards’ in order to allow the fork to be a ‘community decision’.

This community decision was arrived in a faster, more convenient and more organised manner than occurred within Bitcoin, largely due to the fact that there is a higher degree of structured governance within Ethereum, as a result of a clearer defined chain of command and a more accountable and visible leadership team. In this way, Ethereum’s governance mechanism—although similar to that of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies in its use of distributive governance—circumvents some of the challenges inherent in Bitcoin’s structure, by virtue of possessing more formal governance structures with a known and active founder and leader.

### 5.3.2.3 Tezos, Decred and Cosmos

Recognising the likely governance conundrum that comes with the inevitable updates and changes to open source cryptocurrency projects, a new generation of cryptocurrencies with in-built governance structures have emerged. The first of these is Tezos, which opened up a funding round in July 2017. Incorporating the smart contract capabilities of Ethereum, Tezos takes this concept one step further, by letting participants directly control the rules of the network. It does this by ‘creating governance rules for stakeholders to approve of protocol upgrades that are then automatically deployed on the network’.

In this way, Tezos describes itself as enforcing ‘new types of constitutionalism’, where its tokens not only fuel smart contracts but also allow votes on protocol amendments. This is done through attaching an invoice to every proposed change, which creates not just financial incentive for contributing to development, but also allows for participants to coordinate on-chain and arrive at collective decision-making by voting with their tokens. Similarly, Decred, founded in 2015, offers a ‘layered governance organisation that extends beyond
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the miners and users to bring forward and represent insider and outsider voices in the community’. This is achieved by combining the proof-of-work used in Bitcoin with proof-of-stake, in which Decred funds are used to purchase voting networks on the network and, by so doing, allow users to vote on suggested network changes.

A final notable solution to cryptocurrency governance mechanisms is presented by Cosmos. This proposal is a direct response to the governance issues of Bitcoin, Ethereum and other cryptocurrencies, through the development of a blockchain network architecture that allows for multiple parallel blockchains to interoperate using Cosmos Hub, ‘a multi-asset proof-of-stake cryptocurrency with a simple governance mechanism which enables the network to adapt and upgrade’. Cosmos’ white paper details the functioning of a constitution and a governance system in which validators and delegators ‘can vote on proposals that can change preset parameters of the system automatically, coordinate upgrades, as well as vote on amendments to the human-readable constitution that govern the policies of the Cosmos Hub’. According to Cosmos, this constitution ‘allows for cohesion among the stakeholders on issues such as theft and bugs, allowing for quicker and cleaner resolution’. In this way, Tezos, Decred and Cosmos are at the vanguard of a new generation of cryptocurrencies incorporating internal consensus-based distributed governance structures, aimed at resolving the governance issues evident in established cryptocurrencies and paving the way for greater regulability of cryptocurrencies.
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5.3.3 Consensus Cognitive Openness (Regulability)

The first component in assessing cognitive openness and regulability is considering whether or not it is feasible and possible for this consensus-based governance model to be influenced by the legal system. It has been argued that the practice of consensus-based governance establishes, prima facie, regulability. As noted by Kroll, ‘contrary to claims that Bitcoin is ungovernable and relies on fixed rules laid down at its founding, the rules can be and have been changed by consensus’ means that ‘Bitcoin is more amenable to government regulation than advocates claim’.97

However, this study has shown how Bitcoin’s consensus process leads to a lesser degree of governability than Ethereum. In fact, Ethereum’s governability goes beyond any other established cryptocurrency, by virtue of having an identifiable corporate structure which presents the possibility of Ethereum being subject to existing law. For example, a common law equitable remedy solution was proposed for the DAO hack, as the DAO itself could be interpreted, in US law, as a ‘general partnership’ and as such, is subject to corporate governance rules and obligations, in which ‘those within this profit-orientated organisation have a duty to behave fairly with their partners and not in his or her ‘adverse interest’.98 This shows that, with regards to the ability of external law to influence internal self-regulatory structures, it is highly evident that there is a positive relationship between the ease of regulability and the degree of formalisation of the cryptocurrency’s governance structure.

In other words, the more formalised the consensus model and official the governance structure, the greater the ease of regulability and higher the degree of cognitive openness. As depicted in Figure below, this view would place Bitcoin as the least regulable cryptocurrency of those observed, with other cryptocurrencies falling somewhere along this axis, depending on their own
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governance structures, and where Tezos, Decred and Cosmos displaying the most potential regulability.

Figure 8: Cryptocurrency Cognitive Openness Scale—Relationship between Regulability and Formalisation

This creates a trade-off between maintaining the more informal, looser, decentralised governance structures, technologically and philosophically inherent to the first generation of cryptocurrency projects that were based on anti-institutionalism, and allowing for the introduction of the efficiency gains of more formally recognisable legal governance structures.

The second element of cognitive openness has to do with questioning whether or not legal intervention in this system is needed or necessary. Several commentators have noted that legal intervention in cryptocurrency governance processes is inevitable, and the natural next step in the evolution of this technology. Most notably, Krall and others opine that

\textit{threats to the Bitcoin community, in the form of actual adversaries, protocol instabilities, and inevitable bugs and accidents, necessarily require mechanisms for governance ... and that the emergence of formal governance structures will}
ultimately subject Bitcoin itself (and not merely particular players) to influence by government and regulators around the world.\textsuperscript{99}

This conclusion, reached in 2013, has been supported and made even more relevant by recent events around Bitcoin governance, where the decentralised consensus model in use is struggling to arrive at agreement about solutions for a crucial issue. The protracted debate on scaling Bitcoin saw a surge in transaction costs, and left the Bitcoin community in desperate need for a solution. Of further interest in this instance is how the data showed that 27 per cent of miners wanted the mining pool to decide for them, inferring that over a quarter of miners did not care either way.\textsuperscript{100} This data questions the assumption that every member of a consensus-based system has an opinion that they need to be heard, and in so doing, raises some pertinent procedural questions in the development of the system.

Similarly, in highlighting some of the problems associated with Ethereum’s hard fork, Breitman notes that soft forks and hard forks are becoming a way of life for blockchains, and that is dangerous because ‘any fork has the potential to become controversial, and those controversies can weaken a network and stall future growth, just as with the post-DAO fork in Ethereum and the seemingly endless Bitcoin block size debate’.\textsuperscript{101} Because of these issues, Breitman proposes that:

\begin{quote}
future blockchains need built-in governance systems. Whenever possible, decisions should happen on chain, not on Reddit or Twitter or some off-site polling tool. And, as part of that governance system, blockchains also need a testnet, so stakeholders can review protocol changes before implementing them.\textsuperscript{102}
\end{quote}
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These views about the need for and, indeed, inevitability of legal intervention in cryptocurrency’s distributed governance process gain credence when consensus is stripped down to its most basic principle—which is the allocation and distribution of power. In consensus algorithms, it has been noted that the proof-of-work algorithm benefits large mining pools, proof-of-stake benefits those with large amounts of currency, proof-of-importance benefits those who hold and actively transfer large amounts of currency, proof-of-burn benefits those with large amount of currency, proof-of-disk-capacity benefits those with a large amount of hardware, and proof-of-time connected benefits people who maintain a stable node with few interruptions.\textsuperscript{103}

In this way, the choice of consensus algorithm by programmers represents a political decision concerned with the allocation and distribution of power, rights and responsibilities. Some have even gone as far as stating that cryptocurrency developers are getting close to acting as policymakers because, in the case of Bitcoin, the market has matured to the point where ‘a technical decision has economic ramifications and picks winners and losers’\textsuperscript{104}. Overall, the dynamics of consensus-based decision making in cryptocurrency markets can be described as ‘emerging quasi-political systems’ that are ‘ill-defined in terms of them having self-consciousness of their political nature’,\textsuperscript{105} with the latter observation calling for more internal self-reflexion within this system, which a reflexive regulatory approach can aid in providing.

As we have seen, the newer generation of cryptocurrencies have started incorporating more formal, internal, in-built governance structures and mechanisms. This represents a logical evolution in cryptocurrencies, in a direct response to both the internal needs of the system, and external demands on the system. Calls for more formalisation of cryptocurrency governance systems have
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come from various quarters, from general to more specific recommendations—for example, that ‘an IETF-like working group, in public, with transparency, inclusive of all geographies’ be set up. This is in line with innovations such as the establishment of a reputation-based system of community arbitration, obligatory deposits for the duration of a trade, or face-to-face meetings between traders put in place by peer-to-peer exchanges as Local Bitcoins.

These changes are crucial to note for the development of a regulatory approach to legal intervention in the governance of cryptocurrency systems. The problematic areas in consensus-based cryptocurrency governance structures highlight both a need and method for legal intervention—in short, both the justification and avenue for cognitive openness. This means that there is scope for interaction between the legal system and the cryptocurrency system in improving internal governance mechanisms with regulatory aims in mind. At the same time, the self-evolution and incorporation of technology to develop more sophisticated internal governance structures as seen in Tezos, Decred and Cosmos calls for a more nuanced, learning-orientated approached to be taken by the legal system, in order to allow for bi-directional growth and development in both systems.

5.3.4 Consensus – Conclusion

Reflexive regulation takes account of the internal self-regulatory mechanisms within each system. The lesson learnt from a study of consensus models is that cryptocurrency systems are decentralised by design. Decentralisation is not
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purely functional, for example in ensuring the security of the network by having multiple, disparate nodes, as in the case of Bitcoin. Decentralisation in the DLT that underlies cryptocurrency is a community imperative and community values. It therefore follows that a reflexive regulatory approach to cryptocurrency needs to take into account the communities’ ability to arrive at consensus over governance issues collectively, autonomously and democratically.

In order to avoid the regulatory trilemma, regulatory changes should be agreed to by consensus. Whilst this is either difficult and/or impossible to achieve in other regulatory environments, the cryptocurrency systems offers the potential for the application of regulation by consensus. This chapter has shown that there is a need for legal intervention, in order to improve how consensus works within cryptocurrency systems, in order to redirect it towards achieving regulatory goals. As seminally noted by De Filippi,

> [M]embers of the blockchain community have a lot of power, and are socially accountable for how they choose to exercise, or not exercise this power ... if there is no central authority capable of applying the law, the blockchain community is under a moral duty or responsibility to intervene in order to enforce the intention of the law (or of the code, for that matter) so as to preserve public order and morality. This is what ‘distributive governance’ is about.¹¹⁰

De Filippi’s observation is in line with thought on reflexive regulation, where the regulated system or community is called upon to exercise and deploy its internal self-regulatory mechanisms in order to uphold the values of society as a whole, and address issues of regulatory concern where the ‘limits on the scope of legality’ are apparent.

**5.4 Discussion**

As explained by Teubner, reflexive regulation calls for a new form of ‘legal self-restraint’, where ‘instead of taking over regulatory responsibility for the outcome
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of social processes, reflexive law restricts itself to the installation, correction and redefinition of democratic self-regulatory mechanisms'.

With this reflexive approach in mind, this chapter has considered computer code and consensus-based distributive governance mechanisms as the two main internal self-governance mechanisms within cryptocurrency systems, and has noted the strengths and areas in need of improvement and support within both code and consensus.

A reflexive approach directed towards computer code would not be to prescribe or dictate what cryptocurrency code should look like, but instead, will be directed towards guiding and improving the internal mechanisms that determine how the final code is arrived at, to incorporate issues of regulatory concern within the code and the code-generation processes through proceduralisation, standardisation and institutionalisation. This is because ‘the task of the legal system is neither to develop its own purposive program nor to decide goal conflicts between competing policies. It is to guarantee coordination processes and to compel agreement’.

Similarly, reflexive regulatory interventions targeted at consensus-based distributed governance mechanisms within the cryptocurrency system would be aimed at enhancing and re-directing these, rather than dictating their processes and outcomes, because ‘the role of reflexive law is to structure and restructure semi-autonomous social systems by shaping both their procedures of internal discourse and their methods of coordination with other social systems’.

Failure to do so would result in ineffectiveness, because despite their regulability or cognitive openness, it has been noted that,

still, a regulator’s power will be limited by the participants’ ability to fork the Bitcoin rules. Even if a regulator forces the developers to incorporate changes into the Bitcoin rules and reference software, the rest of the Bitcoin community

\footnotesize
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It is essentially this open-source nature of cryptocurrencies that not only calls for, but allows for the deployment of reflexive solutions in their regulation. This chapter has shown both potential for code and consensus to be redirected to achieve regulatory goals through their displayed cognitive openness. However, this potential is marred by a myriad of functional challenges that can be significantly improved by legal intervention in this system. Teubner describes how reflexive law can deal with the deficiencies in a system by creating legal structures aimed at systematically strengthening ‘reflexion mechanisms’ within the system. Linking this to the ‘democratisation of social institutions’, Teubner asserts that this process is ‘the design of organisational structures which makes the institution ... sensitive to the outside effects of their attempts to maximise internal rationality’.115

Here, it must be noted that, unlike other regulatory approaches and theories, the function of reflexive regulation is to substitute for outside interventionist control an ‘effective internal control structure’.116 The shortcomings and challenges of code and consensus mean that there is a distinct role for the law, where ‘law must act at the sub-system-specific level to install, correct, and redefine democratic self-regulatory mechanisms’.117 The concluding chapter of this thesis will explore the means through which a reflexive regulatory approach might be arrived within the cryptocurrency system, through legal intervention in the development of code and consensus.
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5.6 Conclusion

This chapter has presented the main mechanisms through which cryptocurrency systems self-regulate and self-govern as a necessary pre-cursor to the core component of reflexive regulation, which is to redirect internal self-regulatory mechanisms towards regulatory goals. Here, the two main internal governance mechanisms within cryptocurrency system were identified as ‘Code’ and ‘Consensus’ and were analysed in turn with a focus on their operational closure (functionality) and cognitive openness (regulability). The discussion on code presented an understanding of ‘law through code’ as a means of maintaining the operational closure of the legal and the cryptocurrency systems respectively, whilst accounting for the cognitive openness that allows the legal system to influence the cryptocurrency system and vice versa. Concurrently, observations relating to the notion of consensus concluded that whilst the cryptocurrency systems offers the potential for the application of regulation by consensus, there is a need for legal intervention, in order to improve how consensus works within cryptocurrency systems, in order to redirect it towards achieving regulatory goals.

In this way, this chapter highlighted not only the avenues and means for legal intervention within these internal governance structures of cryptocurrencies, but identified the role of law and legal intervention in ameliorating these self-regulatory mechanisms, in order to address the issues of regulatory concern. What follows is the presentation of reflexive strategies for enhancing and supporting internal self-regulatory mechanisms of cryptocurrencies in a manner that is consistent to a reflexive law approach.
Chapter Six: Reflexive Strategies for Enhancing and Supporting Internal Self-Regulatory Mechanisms

Law realises its own reflexive orientation insofar as it provides the structural premises for reflexive processes in other social subsystems ... Thus law must act at the subsystem-specific level to install, correct, and redefine democratic self-regulatory mechanisms. Law's role is to decide about decisions, regulate regulations, and establish structural premises for future decisions in terms of organisation, procedure and competences.¹

6.1 Introduction

This chapter will provide strategies for the reflexive regulation of cryptocurrencies, based on observations on the structure and self-regulatory mechanisms of the cryptocurrency system made in the preceding chapters. Here, the focus will be on five key recommendations, stemming from the use of code and consensus as internal self-regulatory mechanisms within the cryptocurrency system. Further expanding on previous chapters, these recommendations are made in light of the identified issues of regulatory concern, and in recognition of the highlighted 'limits in the scope of legality', and regulatory gaps and fissures present in current off-chain cryptocurrency regulation. Most importantly, these recommendations are embedded within a reflexive law orientation, characterised by the primacy of proceduralisation.

According to Teubner, proceduralisation is the process through which the legal system concerns itself with providing the structural premises for self-regulation within other social systems.² It is a process through which the law restricts itself, in recognition of its limited capacity to directly influence other social systems,
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‘making decisions about decisions’ in a manner that has been described as ‘social gardening’ rather than ‘social engineering’.³

More specifically, as described by Julia Black,

_Procedural law is the adoption of indirect mechanisms for regulating social behaviour, the regulation of organisation and procedures, the redistribution of power and competences. It is the replacement of state control with effective internal control; the creation of structural conditions for an ‘organisational conscience’ that would reflect the balance between the system’s relation with other systems and its relationship with itself. Procedural law is a shift to more indirect and abstract guidance mechanisms, but ones which are, like material law, purposive in their orientation. It is the recognition of a heterarchical and not hierarchical relationship between politics, law and other social systems; its central characteristic is decentral, context regulation. It attempts to affect (irritate) the system in such a way that it moves from its current state to that which is required._⁴

The prerequisite for adopting a procedural approach to regulation is an examination and understanding of the strategic structures of the target system, in order to ascertain ‘what makes them tick’.⁵ To reiterate, the strategic structures of the cryptocurrency system have been identified as being based on the interplay between code and consensus mechanisms in the delivery of financial services operating within a social system. What follows are procedural and reflexive regulatory recommendations designed to ‘irritate’ (in Black’s terminology) the cryptocurrency system towards the development of a ‘organisational conscience’, aimed at achieving regulatory goals in light of the code and consensus-based characteristics of this system.
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6.2 Strategies for the Reflexive Regulation of a Cryptocurrency as Code-Based System

In Chapter 5, computer code was identified as the first main internal self-regulatory mechanism of the cryptocurrency system, as it performs the dual function of generating and governing cryptocurrency functionality. Here, it was concluded that a reflexive approach to the use of code in the regulation of cryptocurrency should place emphasis on the notion of law through code, and calls for regulatory intervention aimed at re-directing this internal self-governance tool to work for law—and not against it—through the incorporation of compliance and regulation-targeted code into existing transaction code. Following up on this train of thought, we can recommend that considerations from the regulation of algorithms should be applied to cryptocurrency, that legal programming and regtech should be regularised through proceduralisation and that competition within cryptocurrency markets should be promoted.

6.2.1 Recommendation 1: Regulate Algorithms

The consideration of areas where insight can be gained from existing regulation of algorithms is reflexive in its direct link to an internal self-regulatory mechanism of the cryptocurrency system. In this way, the regulation of algorithms, if reflexively applied, could be seen as a complementary regulatory tool that could be used irritate the internal mechanisms of the cryptocurrency system towards achieving regulatory goals in a manner that avoids the regulatory trilemma.

Since the advent of algorithmic trading in securities markets, various regulatory initiatives have been put in place, aimed at overseeing their use in trading, in order to ensure financial market stability and investor protection. Whilst having led to timelier executed trades based on pre-determined criterion, the use of algorithms—particularly more advanced, intuitive models powered by Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML)—has also resulted in a new suite of regulatory concerns. These have to do with the challenges of determining liability
between traders and computer systems in the event of the execution of bad trades, as well as determining the causal links between algorithm use and market integrity and financial stability. The use of algorithms in the global financial system has also risen to the attention of regulators, where these have been involved in making consumer-related decisions, such as the determination of credit-worthiness by banks, and prudential decisions around the calculation and monitoring of capital adequacy. These considerations have led regulators to start considering oversight mechanisms for algorithms in the financial system. In the UK, the FCA has highlighted five key compliance areas around the use of algorithms, namely:

- *a full understanding and management of algorithms across the business; robust development and testing processes for algorithms; pre and post trade risk controls; an effective governance and oversight framework; and the ability to monitor for potential conduct issues and thereby reduce market abuse risks.*

More generically, the regulation of algorithms has focused on the opening up of ‘black boxes’, in order to explain to regulators, in layman terms, the underlying code-bases and parameters of each algorithm deployed by financial institutions. The key insights to be gleaned from these regulatory issues and initiatives for the purposes of the reflexive regulation of cryptocurrencies has to do with the need for the regulator to have a better understanding of the underlying proofs and protocols of each cryptocurrency.

Using standardisation and proceduralisation tools, regulators will be able to edge out of the market regulatory undesirable cryptocurrencies, such as privacy coins, by putting in place code-based criterion for market participation. The same principles of disclosure and evaluation can be applied to address security concerns on cryptocurrency exchanges and platforms to ascertain their robustness. These measures might be more effective than existing substantive
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off-chain regulations and requirements around capital adequacy and cybersecurity, as they are aimed at addressing the shortcomings of the code itself rather than the institutions using the code. However, it must be noted that regulating algorithms in this way should be based on regulatory goals and objectives and not excessive prescription, in order to be coherent with the reflexive framework.

**6.2.2 Recommendation 2: Support the Development of Legal Programming, Regtech and Regulatory Smart Contracts**

As alluded to in Chapter 5, the code-based nature of cryptocurrencies allows for the development of in-build regulatory compliance mechanisms through the use of programming. Legal programming involves the incorporation of legal criteria in software design, in order to ‘model legal constraints and dependencies within process models so that the relations and transactions between agents are compliant on all levels’.\(^7\) Similarly, and more generally, regtech can be defined as ‘any technological innovation that helps efficiency and transparency in regulation’,\(^8\) or alternatively defined as referring to ‘a set of companies and solutions that address regulatory challenges across industries, including financial services, through innovative technology’.\(^9\)

The instances of the applications, strengths and weaknesses of the use of regtech and legal programming in the regulation of cryptocurrencies have been discussed at length in Chapter 5, illustrating the cognitive openness of the cryptocurrency system. A key finding of Chapter 5 was the recognition of the need and scope for intervention of the legal system in the use of code as a governance mechanisms. This is primarily due to the fact that with code, once run, there is no room for interpretation, for the taking into account of unique or
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special circumstances, or for the application of the spirit of the intended regulation—as has been shown by the numerous cited instances where code and legal programming has failed to achieve the desired regulatory outcomes.

In this instance, a reflexive area of intervention would involve procedures aimed at assessing and monitoring the quality of regtech and legal programming solutions and outputs. This indirect oversight can potentially be achieved by considering the applicability of regulations around data reporting services. In the UK, entities intending to provide a data reporting service (DRS) need to be authorised (or verified, in the case of trading venue operators) by their national competent authority before they may provide the service.\textsuperscript{10} The regulatory functions of regtech and legal programming companies fall within the scope of data reporting services providers (DRSPs) such as Approved Reporting Mechanisms (ARMs), Approved Publication Arrangements (APAs) and Consolidated Tape Providers (CTPs),\textsuperscript{11} each with specific requirements and conditions as stipulated by the Data Reporting Services Regulation 2017.\textsuperscript{12}

By putting in place procedures and structures that allow regtech and legal programming providers to develop solutions for in-built cryptocurrency compliance around AML and KYC, regulators can have effective control over the quality of the regulatory outputs of these tools—which will, in turn, lead to the enhancement of these internal self-regulatory mechanism through reflexivity.

\textbf{6.2.3 Recommendation 3: Promote Competition}

The third recommendation for a reflexive regulation approach, based on cryptocurrency as a code-based system, has to do with the promotion of competition in the cryptocurrency industry. An understanding of what makes the
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cryptocurrency system ‘tick’ leads to the realisation that when participants can avoid regulation and obligations by shifting their operations exclusively online, reflexivity in regulation needs to be targeted at incentivising compliance, with strategies on how to align these incentives with regulatory goals.

A key strategy in incentivising positive behaviour, when cryptocurrency participants and service providers are operating exclusively online, is through supporting and enhancing competition. According to Cave, in internet regulation,

\[
\text{[C]}\text{ompetition and consumer protection must be seen as complements: effective competition forces firms to identify and serve consumer needs and desires while consumer protection enables users to seek out better offers from rival suppliers.}^{13}
\]

The existence of a competitive market in cryptocurrency is already acting as an incentive to comply with regulation. This is illustrated by the case of the cryptocurrency exchange Gemini. Gemini was one of the first exchanges to successfully apply for and obtain the New York Bitlicense in 2015.\(^{14}\) The founders of Gemini stated their goal to become market leaders in this space by assuring potential investors that they were safe and compliant, at a time when other cryptocurrency companies were leaving the jurisdiction.\(^{15}\) Gemini put in place measures such as ensuring that all fiat currency transferred to them was deposited in an FDIC-insured New York state chartered bank, and meeting requirements including adherence to robust AML regulations, internal controls and procedures, and comprehensive security programs. In this way, a bridge was
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built between Gemini’s market-driven incentives and the regulator's compliance goals around consumer and investor protection.

Always aiming to stay ahead of the competition, in April 2018, Gemini launched a block-trading product aimed at retaining and attracting institutional investors, by allowing them to buy and sell large volumes of digital assets outside the exchange’s continuous order books. This competitive drive inadvertently addressed the regulatory concerns around the volatility of cryptocurrency markets. Here, the relative immaturity of the cryptocurrency market means that when institutional investors were trading in the usual Gemini platform, they created significant price swings each time they placed their large orders. With the high liquidity block-trading facility, it is envisaged that the price volatility of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum will significantly reduce, increasing market stability.

Similar alignment between incentives and regulatory goals, highlighting the link between competition and consumer protection, is the growing trend in cryptocurrency exchanges delisting trading pairs for privacy-centric cryptocurrencies such as Monero, Zcash and Dash. An example of this is the Japanese-based Coincheck, which announced the removal of less traceable cryptocurrencies from their platform after a $530 million hack. This decision was not a response to any form of compulsion by regulators, but instead, was described as being motivated by the need to retain customers, in what has been described as an attempt to bring the platform back into Japan’s Financial Services Agency (FSA)’s ‘good graces’.
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retain customers and stay competitive in the market. The second key observation is that the FSA placed itself in a position where its licencing regime acts as a ‘carrot’, linking directly with the market-driven incentives of the regulatory target.

Most significantly, these two examples illustrate the role of competition in promoting consumer protection in the cryptocurrency system, which, similar to the internet, is characterised by the need to incentivise positive behaviour due to the ability of market participants to easily move online in order to circumvent regulation and evade obligations. Based on the implications of the complex nature of the cryptocurrency system, therefore, a key recommendation for the reflexive regulation of cryptocurrencies would be to actively promote competition within cryptocurrency markets.

The role of competition in the cryptocurrency system has already started to be examined. An April 2018, an OECD study raised the possibility of several competition and anti-trust issues that might arise in blockchain and cryptocurrency markets. These include the potential of intermediaries, such as firms that sell specialised cryptocurrency mining hardware, to exploit and exclude based on their market dominance, where the absence of alternatives leaves market participants vulnerable to excessive pricing in the absence of regulation. Secondly, there is a concern that dominant cryptocurrencies might exploit their network effects primacy to charge excessive transaction fees, which might in turn further entrench their position. Both instances can be illustrated by the case of Chinese cryptocurrency firm Bitmain, which has been


\[21\] ibid.

\[22\] ‘Network effects’ are the incremental, and exponential, benefit gained by users of a platform for each new user that joins the platform. Definition from Investopedia <https://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/network-effect.asp> Accessed 3 March 2020
described as having near-monopoly in Bitcoin hardware, whilst also having a market-dominant mining pool operation.23

Initially, Bitcoin was mined using software that could be found on the CPUs of normal computers. However, in 2013, a specialised software development exclusively for cryptocurrency mining, ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuits), catalysed the development of the industry. With one ASICs costing around $2,000,24 a company such as Bitmain (the chief supplier of ACISs, being in possession of warehouses full of this hardware) becomes an even more dominant force in the cryptocurrency mining, when it starts mining itself.25 Currently, Bitmain operates two of the largest Bitcoin mining operations in the world (AntPool and BTC.com), that together account for 42.4% of the entire network's mining power as shown in Figure below.

**Figure 9: Hashrate Distribution—Market Share of Largest Mining Pools**

![Hashrate Distribution](https://www.blockchain.com/en/pools)

Source: blockchain.com 26
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This dominance is particularly concerning in light of the 51% Attack problem for proof-of-work based cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Monero and Dash—where any mining operation that controls 51% of the network can override and manipulate the network’s transaction history.\(^\text{27}\) Bitmain did, in fact, play a leading role in the Bitcoin hard fork that led to the cryptocurrency being split in two in 2017.\(^\text{28}\)

Most recently flagged is the move by Bitmain to essentially take over the mining of the US-based Netflix-affiliated blockchain company Sia, which requires specialised hardware to mine its network cryptocurrency, Siacoin. Bitmain has begun to both produce and mine Siacoin, leaving Sia in a position where it is unable to compete with a firm of Bitmain’s size. Whilst several other Chinese mining hardware suppliers have expressed interest in producing the ASIC hardware specific to Siacoin’s code, thereby potentially reducing Bitmain’s monopoly, there is still a concern that Bitmain may have already flooded the market before its competitors’ deployment.\(^\text{29}\) With the previous impediment of high cost preventing a 51% attack now significantly reduced,\(^\text{30}\) the competition concern around consumer and investor protection is rising in significance.

Addressing the adequacy of competition policy in cryptocurrency markets, Østbye claims that traditional competition policy instruments, such as antitrust and regulation, are inadequate to address competition policy concerns around cryptocurrency.\(^\text{31}\) This is due to the fact that competition and antitrust law is a reactive tool to foster competition, displaying shortcomings in fostering competition in the first place.\(^\text{32}\) This is in line with the observations made in this


\(^{28}\) Wong (n 25).
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thesis about limits in the scope of legality and shortcomings of substantive legal rules in addressing cryptocurrency regulation. Providing an alternative to competition and antitrust law, Østbye proposes regulation and government participation in the cryptocurrency markets. Here, regulatory tools suitable to addressing competition in cryptocurrency markets (with the caveat of stated enforcement challenges and unintended consequences) are the capping of transaction fees similar to the EU payment services directive PSD2, the mandating exchanges and merchants to accept all cryptocurrencies, instruments such as the use of central counterparty clearing CCPs aimed at preventing wallets and exchanges becoming dominant, and the reduction of barriers to entry imposed by AML/KYC and capital requirements.33

In terms of government participation, Østbye states that ‘as an alternative to regulation ... governments may prevent exploitation of market power in the cryptocurrency markets by augmenting their national currencies to be better substitutes to private cryptocurrencies’.34 This proposal supports recent government exploration into central bank issued digital currency (CBDC),35 characterised by an augmentation of blockchain technology to allow for the execution of monetary policy.

With enforcement challenges around these proposals in mind, a reflexive law approach to fostering competition within cryptocurrency markets could, instead, draw from soft law application of competition law. For example, the European Commission-issued competition guidelines and notices put in place, in order to add legal consistency to decentralised national enforcement systems through Article 101 and Article 102 of the TFEU.36 Whilst there have been varying degrees

33 ibid.
34 ibid 32.
of success with this regime,\textsuperscript{37} the overarching prohibition of agreements between two or more independent market operators which restrict competition (such as cartels) in Article 101, and the prohibition of firms that hold a dominant position on a given market to abuse that position (for example, by charging unfair prices) in Article 102, with appended rules on procedures for anticompetitive prices cases, procedures for abuse of dominance cases and key actors and checks and balances proceeding for the application of Articles 101 and 102 of the TFEU\textsuperscript{38} present the possibility for application within the reflexive regulation of competition in cryptocurrency markets, with a view to indirectly foster consumer and investor protection. However such procedural guidelines for cryptocurrency markets may require structural institutional support as shall be further discussed below.

\textbf{6.3 Strategies for the Reflexive Regulation of Cryptocurrency as a Consensus-Based System}

The second set of recommendations around a reflexive approach to the regulation of cryptocurrencies is based on the use of consensus mechanisms as an internal self-regulatory mechanism of the cryptocurrency system. As described in Chapter 5, consensus is the mechanism through which decisions on a distributed network involving multiple participants are made. In the cryptocurrency system, this involves the use of code-based consensus models (such as proof-of-work and proof-of-stake) that decide cryptographically which market participants have the authority to verify transactions, as well as human rule-making regarding decisions on changes to cryptocurrency code and functionality. In this instance, three recommendations can be considered, aimed at enhancing and supporting consensus within the cryptocurrency system, with the aim of achieving regulatory goals. These are the facilitation of discursive


\textsuperscript{38} European Commission (n 36).
participatory democracy, the establishment of fiduciary duties, and the development of standardisation and Codes of Conduct.

6.3.1 Recommendation 4: Facilitate Discursive Participatory Democracy in Rule Formulation

Having already established the need to reduce information asymmetries in order to enhance competition (for consumer protection) and add predictability (and therefor regulability) to cryptocurrency markets), it is also evident that the ability for cryptocurrency market participants to decide on changes to code is an effective way to ensure market integrity. According to Cave,

*the retention by internet users of a range of powers—eg to collect and share information about internet stakeholders' activities, to negotiate and agree to abide by standards, etc—can thus help to preserve the self-correcting capabilities of the internet. This may be preferable to more formally-constituted and legally-backed forms of regulation, if only because such regulatory bodies ... may tend to view changes in light of existing rules and thus to miss emergent opportunities.*

In this way, empowering cryptocurrency market participants through access to information and through the ability to more effectively participate in decision-making processes is key. As shown in Chapter 5, the process through which decisions are made about changes to cryptocurrency code is fraught with complications and inadequacies, which often lead to the development of inefficiencies within cryptocurrency markets, and the deployment of solutions by core developers that may not be in the best interest consumers. This can be illustrated by responses to the 51% attack problem which has had inconsistent levels of success. In 2014, bitcoin miners around the world decided to leave the Ghash.io mining pool after the bitcoin community became aware that Ghash.io
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had started to account for more than 42% of bitcoin mining power. As reported by Hajdarbegovic,

*The fact that a single pool has such a high share has prompted some bitcoin miners to voice their concerns on social media and the mining community is starting to take notice. If a single entity ends up controlling more than 50% of the network’s computing power, it could – theoretically – wreak havoc on the whole network.*

These concerns were shared and addressed on social media, which led to the organic and spontaneous provision of a solution. However, a more recent example on how a 51% attack was handled highlights the weaknesses of this current system. In this instance, tweets by Cryptoconomy Podcast host Guy Swann in May 2019 were the sole source of information explaining that a 51% attack on bitcoin cash (BCH) carried out by two mining pools was not malicious, as was initially assumed, but instead the mining pools were trying to prevent a theft in BCH resulting from vulnerabilities presented by a code update. Having a social media outlet as the primary source of information and as the sole mechanism for debate and discussion amongst the cryptocurrency community is precarious as it leads to confusion and uncertainty around the accuracy of unverified reports. Whilst social media and other informal, decentralised digital platforms will always have a vital role to play in the cryptocurrency ecosystem, having more structured and better defined processes and mechanisms to arrive at infrastructure-critical decisions will be essential in improving and redirecting consensus mechanisms within this system towards regulatory goals.

Delving further into reflexive law theory provides more insight into the potential form and features of a procedural law approach to enhancing and supporting
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consensus mechanisms towards achieving regulatory goals. Drawing from the work of Habermas, Teubner presents a view of law as an external constitution that can promote ‘discursive decision processes and consensus-orientated procedures of negotiation and decision’, by ‘providing norms of procedure, organisation, and competencies that aid other social systems in achieving the democratic self-organisation and self-regulation which ... are the heart of procedural legitimacy’.42

Commenting on the same line of enquiry around procedures, participant and institutional design, Julia Black states that proceduralisation, as advocated by Teubner, is based on the design of the decision processes of organisations so as to ensure internal democratisation and external responsiveness, where ‘the substantive content of regulatory norms should be determined by a particular mode of decision making, that is participation and deliberation’43. In this way, Black places emphasis on the inextricability of participation from proceduralisation. Here, she makes the distinction between a ‘thin’ concept of proceduralisation, where procedures have to do with bargains and compromises, and ‘thick’ proceduralisation, which is a more deliberative form of proceduralisation, orientated towards the ‘mutuality, consensus and inter-subjective understanding of deliberative democracy’.44 It is the latter approach that will be used in the consideration of procedural strategies in cryptocurrency regulation.

Whilst the cryptocurrency system is built on consensus, it faces challenges within decision-making processes, around who makes changes and improvements to cryptocurrency code, and what these changes should consist of — in other words, procedures for internal democratisation. Facilitating internal democratisation in cryptocurrency code and consensus mechanisms will entail considering procedures aimed at facilitating discursive stakeholder participation, and as shall

42 Teubner (n 1) 275.
43 Black (n 4) 589.
44 ibid 599.
be further elaborated on below, the development of institutional infrastructure to facilitate and organise decision making within the cryptocurrency system. However, in order to achieve regulatory outcomes, the reflexive role of law in the regulation of cryptocurrency should extend beyond supporting the democratisation of internal self-regulatory mechanism, to include procedures aimed at re-directing these mechanisms towards addressing issues of regulatory concern. In other words, internal democratisation through participation and institutional infrastructure should be aimed at ensuring external responsiveness towards achieving regulatory goals.

In this instance, overlaying external responsiveness to participatory and institution-based procedures entails adding substantive considerations targeted at addressing issues of regulatory concern. Here, the discussion will focus on including the regulator in the participatory framework, through the amplification of the regulatory sandbox model, as shall be further elaborated on below. It also entails considering the ‘ideal speech situation’ as the ideal format for deliberation. The ideal speech situation provides a benchmark for discursive procedures around the generation and modification of code in cryptocurrency systems. In an ideal speech situation, the requirements of public reason mean that each participant has to put forward reasons that others could reasonably accept their point of view, and reject proposals on the basis that insufficiently good reasons have been offered for them. In other words, the only influence exercised in an ideal speech situation is the force of the better argument.

This ideal speech requirement can translate into ‘the best code wins’ as a way for market participants to exercise quality control. In this case, standards and procedures around the vetting process of code appended to an internal voting mechanism can be put in place. Indeed, as explained in the preceding chapter,
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there are already cryptocurrencies that have developed in-build voting mechanisms to facilitate smoother decision making around alteration and improvement to code. Similarly, having developers present an overview and test-run to their proposed changes, such as BIPs and EIPs, will prove to be a key strategy in the democratisation and transparency of decision making within the cryptocurrency system.

6.3.2 Recommendation 5: Develop Appropriate Institutional Infrastructure

In order for the procedural recommendations proposed above to be operationalised, there is a need to develop an institutional framework from which to transmit the development of these procedures on a global scale. In other words, proceduralisation needs institutional infrastructure and a supranational approach to cryptocurrency regulation, coordinating and framing the recommendations of organisations such as the FATF, IMF, CFTC on cryptocurrencies, as well as the recommendations proposed in this thesis.

Here, discussions on competition showed how the EU is able to coordinate the national implementation of competition policy through the recommendations and guidelines issues by the EC. A proposal may be appropriate for a similar list of guidelines from a sui generis cryptocurrency oversight body, perhaps with similar powers to issue fines and conduct investigations. Similarly, institutional support for the development of standards and codes of conduct might be both necessary and appropriate. As stated by Cave, one of the recommendations of the governance of the future internet is the development of:

\[\text{competitiveness-enhancing infrastructural change by strategic engagement in inter and multi-national fora, involved with internet architectures and governance by supporting research and standardisation endeavours that will drive the frontiers of internet development.}\]
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There is also a need for institutional infrastructure to promote discursive processes. In order for rights to be enforced, according to Habermas, in an ‘ideal speech’ situation, the community has need of the institutions of an organised legal system and the sanctioning power of an organisation that can make collectively binding decisions.\textsuperscript{48} Institutions are key in thick proceduralisation, as they provide a platform from which deliberative, democratic self-governance can take place. As has been previously noted, cryptocurrency debates need to move out of Reddit, Github and Twitter, into a more organised space.

\textbf{6.3.3.1 Regulatory Sandboxes}

A pre-existing model that can be expanded upon to play this institutional role in the cryptocurrency system is that of regulatory sandboxes, which can be enhanced to serve as a locus for discursive procedures that support participatory democracy. Initiated by the FCA, the regulatory sandbox model was developed to allow businesses to test innovative products, services, business models and delivery mechanisms in the real market, on real consumers, with few or no restrictions. The sandbox also offers tools such as restricted authorisation, individual guidance, informal steers, waivers, and no enforcement action letters, and has already had cohorts consisting of several cryptocurrency firms.\textsuperscript{49} In this way, the use of a regulatory sandbox addresses the issue of ‘governance problems arising when regulators do not know what the stakeholders know (and thus cannot integrate their knowledge and/or cannot (cost-effectively) observe (let alone compel) their actions’\textsuperscript{50}

The regulatory sandbox can be conceptualised as a procedural law technique or ‘institution’, due to the fact that it is discursive and facilitative, and presents a bi-

\textsuperscript{50} Cave (n 13).
directional learning opportunity between the regulatory and the regulatory target. In this case,

_The sandbox provides access to regulatory expertise and a set of regulatory tools to facilitate testing. Sandbox firms are assigned a dedicated case officer who supports the design and implementation of the test. This close contact enables case officers to help firms understand how their innovative business models fit within the regulatory framework. It also ensures that appropriate safeguards are built into innovative products and services during and after testing._51

With more and more countries beginning to implement regulatory sandboxes to address the regulation of cryptocurrency and other nascent financial technology,52 and the proposal to put in place a global regulatory sandbox already being tabled,53 regulatory sandboxes may present an institutional base for putting in place procedural mechanisms aimed at re-directing the internal self-regulatory mechanisms of the cryptocurrency system towards achieving regulatory goals. The call for flexibility in internet regulation raised by Cave is also pertinent here. In order for the potential of regulatory sandboxes to be fully realised, there must be regulatory flexibility ‘to construct and continuously to monitor multi-stakeholder discourse platforms and to support appropriate regulatory innovation and regulatory withdrawal where possible’.54 This is a call to internal reflexivity within the legal system itself, as it would entail critical self-evaluation and reflection of the role, positioning and functioning of the law vis-à-vis the regulatory target. In this case, the regulator would become a node and a participant within the regulatory process, and not merely an observer, in order to better understand and influence developments within the target system.
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6.4 Conclusion

This chapter has provided recommendations to arrive at a reflexive approach to the regulation of cryptocurrencies. These recommendations have been based on the manner in which cryptocurrencies operate based on the use of code and consensus as internal self-governance mechanisms within cryptocurrency systems. Aimed at evading the regulatory trilemma, whilst addressing issues of regulatory concern posed by cryptocurrencies, the reflexive dimensions of these recommendations have been directed by a procedural orientation, which requires an institutional basis for its realisation.

More specifically, the recommendations based on code as an internal self-regulatory mechanism of the cryptocurrency system are targeted at addressing the regulatory challenges posed by the potential for on-chain and online money laundering, terrorist financing and tax evasion. The application of algorithmic regulation, legal programming and regtech will be able to go beyond existing AML and CFT regulations, by deploying algorithms with the technological sophistication and capability to track and trace online cryptocurrency transactions occurring over P2P and DEX. In addition to addressing this regulatory challenge, regulating algorithms, legal programming and regtech, combined with the promotion of competition, will be able to promote consumer and investor protection by reducing information asymmetries and increasing accountability of all cryptocurrency intermediaries, as well as addressing some of the challenges associated with establishing jurisdiction and liability in cryptocurrency transactions. Recommendations based on consensus as an internal self-regulatory mechanism for the cryptocurrency system are additionally geared towards enhanced consumer and investor protection, as the facilitation of discursive participatory democracy in rule formulation, and the development of appropriate institutional infrastructure are both aimed at providing transparency and consistency around how decisions are arrived at within cryptocurrency systems. The link between recommendations and the target regulatory goals is illustrated in Table 2, below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Features</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Target Regulatory Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code as internal self-regulatory mechanism of cryptocurrency system</td>
<td>1. Apply regulation of algorithms</td>
<td>On-chain AML/CTF and tax evasion; consumer and investor protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Support the development of legal programming, regtech and smart contracts</td>
<td>On-Chain AML/CTF and tax evasion; consumer and investor protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Promote competition</td>
<td>Consumer and investor protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensus as internal self-regulatory mechanism of cryptocurrency system</td>
<td>4. Facilitate discursive participatory democracy in rule formulation</td>
<td>Consumer and investor protection; market integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Develop appropriate institutional infrastructure</td>
<td>Consumer and investor protection; market integrity; address jurisdictional limitations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

This thesis has presented a reflexive law approach to cryptocurrency regulation, structured against layered responses to six questions, namely:

1) What are cryptocurrencies and why do they need to be regulated?
2) What is the current approach to cryptocurrency regulation?
3) Why is there a need for an alternative approach to cryptocurrencies?
4) What is reflexive regulation?
5) How can reflexive regulation be applied to cryptocurrencies?
6) What are the strategies for reflexively regulating cryptocurrencies?

Key Conclusions

The key conclusions of the discussions around each of these questions shall be discussed in turn.

What are cryptocurrencies and why do they need to be regulated?

Using an evolutionary perspective on the advent of cryptocurrencies, this thesis has shown how cryptocurrencies developed from DC and VC, combined with traditional notions of ledgers, incorporating blockchain and DLT to create a unique means of generating, storing and transmitting value. This description highlighted the use of DLT and blockchain, cryptographic protocols, and P2P networking as the features that make cryptocurrencies novel, distinct and unique. This understanding of the development of cryptocurrency placed the technical components and functionality of cryptocurrencies at the forefront, giving them primacy as the main defining features of cryptocurrency. This understanding of the fundamental role of the underlying technology to the conceptualising of cryptocurrency laid the contextual and conceptual foundation for the thesis.

The need for cryptocurrency regulation was identified, based on the issues of concerns they pose to regulators. These concerns have to do with the potential
use of cryptocurrencies for the purposes of cybercrime, money laundering, financing of terrorism and tax evasion, consumer and investor protection, and finally, prudential and systemic risk. This analysis showed that, whilst there are legitimate uses for cryptocurrencies, and there is considerable interest in their innovative potential in the financial sector and beyond, their use in facilitating illegal activities, combined with the risks they pose to consumers and investors warrants their regulation. However, this thesis highlighted how the discussions surrounding cryptocurrency crime are often anecdotal, with available data showing the scale and impact of the use of cryptocurrency to be relatively low, in comparison to illicit activity occurring through conventional channels.

**What is the current approach to cryptocurrency regulation?**

The thesis provided a holistic overview of current approaches to cryptocurrency regulation in Chapter 2, by considering both international and national responses to their regulation. The international regulatory environment for cryptocurrencies was analysed based on the recommendations, warnings, opinions, and statements of international organisations, whose mandates and purview include and intersect with the issues of regulatory concern raised by cryptocurrencies. Here it was shown that:

a) There is a concerted call for a global approach to the regulation of cryptocurrencies, in line with a recognition of the need for combined supra-jurisdictional oversight, to ensure regulatory effectiveness and the role of these institutions in standards-setting.

b) International organisations predominantly identify cryptocurrency intermediaries (exchange and wallet providers) as the sole regulatory targets, advocating for like-for-like regulation, based on the functions performed by these intermediaries.

c) There is an increasing awareness of the potential use of the technology itself as a regulatory tool and mechanism, as stated by both the IMF and the BIS, and, as observable in the enforcement-oriented initiatives of the TITANIUM project, the UNDOC and Interpol.
Regarding national regulatory approaches to cryptocurrencies, this thesis has shown how these can be broadly categorised into jurisdictions with (a) no regulation, (b) restrictive regulations, (c) neutral regulation, and (d) promotive regulations. With regards to jurisdictions with no regulation, it has been found that these have issued statements providing warnings around the use of cryptocurrencies. Also in this category are jurisdictions that have adopted a wait-and-see approach, in light of the emerging nature of the cryptocurrency industry. The second classification used in this thesis is that of restrictive jurisdictions. This category includes jurisdictions that have issued bans making cryptocurrency use illegal, as well as jurisdictions that have put in place relatively restrictive regulations towards the cryptocurrency market. In the third category of jurisdictions, it has been noted how neutrality in cryptocurrency regulation consists of the application of like-for-like rules and regulations, without distinguishing cryptocurrency financial products, services and institutions from similar products, service and institutions. The final category of national regulatory approaches identified is that of promotive jurisdictions. These are areas where the use of cryptocurrencies is actively encouraged and supported through regulation. Through this analysis, this thesis has provided a summary of the regulated financial products, regulated activities and regulated institutions related to cryptocurrencies.

**Why is there a need for an alternative approach to cryptocurrencies?**

In Chapter 3, there is an examination and evaluation of both the international and national approaches to the regulation of cryptocurrencies, with a focus on enforcement and compliance challenges, conducted in order to highlight the need for an alternative regulatory response. Here it was shown how current cryptocurrency regulation is faced with enforcement and compliance challenges and limitations. Enforcement challenges have to do with P2P and DEX, pseudonymity, and the challenges of jurisdiction and arbitrage. Compliance challenges relate to financial and non-financial compliance costs, regulatory exclusions and oversights, the uncertainties that arise from multiple legal definitions for cryptocurrency regulation, and the lack of a harmonised global
approach. This highlighted the need for an alternative approach to cryptocurrency regulation, punctuated by the ineffectiveness of having no regulation, and the emphasis of the technical roots to the regulatory challenges presented by cryptocurrencies.

The key conclusion here is that current cryptocurrency regulation is unenforceable using substantive legal rules and the traditional tools of financial regulation, due to cryptocurrency’s technical features. In addition to presenting challenges to regulation, the technical features of cryptocurrencies also present unique regulatory opportunities currently un- or under-explored by regulators.

**What is reflexive regulation?**

Following on from highlighting the need for an alternative regulatory response to cryptocurrencies, this thesis presented an overview reflexive of regulation theory in Chapter 4. In this approach,

> Law realises its own reflexive orientation insofar as it provides the structural premises for reflexive processes in other social subsystems ... Thus law must act at the subsystem-specific level to install, correct, and redefine democratic self-regulatory mechanisms. Law’s role is to decide about decisions, regulate regulations, and establish structural premises for future decisions in terms of organization, procedure and competences.¹

This thesis has placed emphasis on the manner in which a reflexive regulation approach facilitates learning. Here, learning is shown to be a natural by-product of the reflexive process, because, as Teubner asserts, when law serves as an institution that facilitates self-regulatory processes of communication and learning, it plays a role that is ‘congruent with emergent forms of discursive rationality’, and because of its procedural orientation, is ‘well-suited to the legitimation problems of post-modern society’.² Embedded in an understanding
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of autopoiesis and facilitated by communication, this learning process is bi-directional, and propels both the regulated and the regulatee to more evolved forms of interaction. Such a line of thought was developed in this thesis, with emphasis being placed on the need and opportunity for self-reflexion within the legal system, developing structures to reinterpret themselves in the light of external needs and demands presented to it by the cryptocurrency system, leading to a 'rematerialisation of the law'\(^3\) into a new form.

**How can reflexive regulation be applied to cryptocurrency?**

In Chapter 5, this thesis has shown how identifying and understanding the internal self-regulatory mechanisms or the regulatory target system is a prerequisite to the application of a reflexive regulation approach. With regards to cryptocurrency, this thesis identified and considered computer code, and consensus-based distributive governance mechanisms as the two main internal self-governance mechanisms within cryptocurrency systems, by highlighting their respective cognitive openness and operational closure. Here, the strengths and areas in need of improvement and support within both code and consensus were highlighted. These shortcomings and challenges of code and consensus show that there is a distinct role for the law, where 'law must act at the subsystem-specific level to install, correct, and redefine democratic self-regulatory mechanisms',\(^4\) in order to re-direct these internal self-regulatory mechanisms towards achieving regulatory goals.

**What are the strategies for reflexively regulating cryptocurrencies?**

Reflexive regulation strategies for cryptocurrencies have been provided in Chapter 6 through recommendations based on the code and consensus-based internal self-governance structures and processes of the cryptocurrency system.
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Here, the recommendations based on code as an internal self-regulatory mechanism are:

a) Regulate algorithms
b) Support the development of legal programming, regtech and smart contracts
c) Promote competition

Complementing these are recommendations based on consensus as an internal self-regulatory mechanism, which are:

d) Facilitate discursive participatory democracy in rule formulation
e) Develop appropriate institutional infrastructure

The manner in which each of these recommendations target addressing cryptocurrency-specific regulatory challenges are highlighted in this thesis. In addition to evading the regulatory trilemma, the reflexive dimensions of these recommendations are based on their being informed by a procedural orientation, supported by calls for an institutional basis for their realisation. In this way, by taking into account the code and consensus-based internal self-regulatory structures and processes of the cryptocurrency system, this thesis has shown how the limitations of current regulation can be overcome through the redirection of these structures and processes towards regulatory goals. The task of creating a social conscience within the regulatee is essential to enhancing, supporting, and indirectly diverting internal self-regulatory mechanisms towards addressing issues of regulatory concern.
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